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SUMMARY
 

This manual is directed at the analysis of permanent sample plot (PSP) data from 
mixed tropical forests to produce growth and yield models. It assumes some 
knowledge of matrix algebra, statistical methods, and computer programming. 
Its emphasis is on the practical technique of data analysis and model building. It 
is divided into five sections. The first covers definition of modelling terms and 
selection of strategy. It recommends a deterministic empirical strategy as most 
appropriate for forest planning applications from conventional PSPsand inventory 
data, and describes two basic approaches; Diameter class projection and cohort 
modelling. 

Thesecond section covers the basicanalysis of PSP data to the point of calculating 
increments and competition indices. Using XBASE examples, methods are 
described for data entry, error checking, listing data, drawing plot maps, 
converting incompatible measurements to a common basis, merging multi-veer 
data sets, and transformation of year-per-record and mutti-vear record data 
formats. The compilation of stand-level statistics, increment, and competition 
indices in a record format suitable for regression analysis is described. Detailed 
competition index calculation methods are given for spatial and non-spatial 
measures, including competition influence overlap and overtopping basal area. 
Reduction of large data sets by cross-tabulation is exemplified. 

The third section covers diameter class projection in both its classical and matrix 
algebra formulations. The homologies between usher, Markov and other matrix 
model formulations are explored. The useand relevance of the de uocourt ratio 
is discussed. Spreadsheet examples (uSing Lotus 1-2-3) are given of classical stand 
projection and matrix models. A BASIC program for stand projection is compared 
with the spreadsheet examples. The transformation of data structures from raw 
PSP data to transition matrix are shown. The weaknesses of diameter class 
projection methods are discussed, including insensitivity to stand density, and the 
assumption of uniform increments within a class. The GHAFOSIM program is 
described asa case study including automatic updating of transition matrices and 
initial stand tables from PSP data and inventory plots, and the refinement of the 
method to include different crown classes and stand density interactions. 
Diameter class methods are considered suitable for aggregated projections as 
initial approximations in the early stages of forest management or for a broad 
sectoral overview of potential yield. 

The fourth section covers cohort modelling methods and the derivation of 
increment, mortality, and recruitment functions. Cohort modelling is considered 
to be the optimal strategy for forest planning applications. An outline structure 
of a COhort model is discussed and exemplified using the author's CAFOGROM 
model for Brazil. The analysis Of diameter increment is described. Log 
transformation of increment data is demonstrated graphically and considered 
appropriate. Basal area increment versus diameter increment are explored, and 
several possible robust equations indicated. The methods Of including 
competition index are shown, and the problem of the weak residual covariance 
with competition once diameter has been accounted for discussed. Data sets 
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from forests of limited treatment range may not permit the evolution Of 
adequate competition models. Site effects are treated as categorical variables, 
and methods of analysis exemplified using general linear models. 

Mortality calculation and adjustment for interval measurement period are 
demonstrated using compounding of the survival rate. An interactive XBASE 
dialog to calculate mortality rates from PSP data is given. Mortality is a binomial 
proportion, and treatment of confidence intervals is described. The logistiC 
transformation is appropriate for analysis. Methods of comparing species 

in mortaut rates are shown. 

Recruitment and regeneration are defined. usually only recruitment data is 
available; regeneration modelling ismore complex and requires specialized data. 
Calculation from raw PSP data is demonstrated. prediction of recruitment is 
recommended as a two-part process. The Quantity of recruits can be related to 
a level of stand disturbance or basal area loss in a previOUS time period, with the 
lag depending on defined recruitment diameter. The distribution of recruits by 
species is best not handled by regression due to problems Of additivity and 
covariance, but can be simply managed by creating look-up tables of species 
proportions for different disturbance classes. 

The simulation of harvesting, logging damage, and snvicuiturai treatment is 
discussed, with empirical methods and examples for estimating logging damage 
functions in relation to logging intensity. A case study of specific increment, 
mortality, recruitment. and logging damage functions is presented using the 
CAFOGROM model. 

The final part of the manual deals with model validation. procedures for residual 
analysis of individual functions are discussed, with examples of common 
pathologies rneteroscadacttv. bias, lack-of-fit>. Residual analysis applied to 
complete models is discussed. Methods for testing models by analysing their 
behaviour in relation to expected forest dvnamtcs and yields are considered and 
exemplified using CAFOGROM. The application of a model as part of a forest 
management information system is described briefly, including linkages to data 
from temporary inventory plots, a species database, and forest stand locations 
and previous treatment history. 
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1	 INTRODUCTION 

1.1	 Objectives and scope 

This manual is designed to provide methods for analysing data from permanent 
sample plots (PSPS) for tropical mixed forests <TMF>. This analysis is directed 
towards the construction Of forest growth models. Thecentral objective of these 
is to improve the sustained yield management of TMF. This requires models that 
can relate regulatory factors such as minimum felling diameters, the numbers of 
seed trees to be retained, and the intervals between fellings, to the extractable 
yields from the forests. 

It is intended to be a practical guide to the research worker who may not hitherto 
have had very much experience in this field. Small computer programs, 
spreadsheets, and statistical analyses are elaborated and discussed in detail. very 
often, in the author'S experience, there isa gap between theoretical comprehen
sion of an analytical concept and the ability to apply it to provide a useful result 
working with real data. The present work aims to fill that gap. It does not 
attempt to provide a standard set of computer programmes for analysing 
permanent sample plot data. 

This concentration on detailed technique necessarily limits the scope of the 
modelllnq methods that can be covered. The focus is on two empirical 
approaches: Diameter class projection methods (including matrix mooers. and 
cohort/growth function models. The variety of conceptual methods potentially 
available for constructing growth models is now quite broad. A perspective and 
detailed review is given in vanciav (1994) in a book that is recommended as a 
companion volume to the present work. 

1.2	 prerequisites: skills, resources, and data 

The user of this book will probably be engaged in research, either in a forest 
research institute, on a development project, or at a university as a staff member 
or graduate student. The central objective of that research will be the develop
ment of a growth and yield model for a particular region of tropical mixed forest. 

In terms of human skills, certain prerequisite knowledge is assumed, including: 

•	 An elementary knowledge of matrix algebra, calculus, and statistical 
methods. especially of multiple regression techniques. 

•	 computer skills including familiarity with a major spreadsheet package 
such as Lotus 1-2-3, Microsoft Excel, or Borland auattro. Of particular 
importance is a basic knowledge of programming with a language from 
the XBASE group, such as Borland DBASE, Microsoft Foxpro, or Nantucket 
Clipper. For the material on cohort modelling, a more advanced knowl
edge of a block-structured programming language (especially 0 will be 
found helpful, but is not assumed for most of the examples. 
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•	 A detailed familiarity with forest mensuration and the analysis of data 
from forest and tree measurements. 

The material resources required to undertake the work described in this manual 
include especially a good computer of modern desktop standard, and able to run 
appropriate computer software. The most important software packaaes required 
will be: 

•	 The database package. The use of an XBASE language has been assumed, 
and Microsoft FoxPro is recommended. SOL systems may be available or 
may be preferred, but will not allow most Of the examples in this book to 
be run directly. The SOL SELECT statement is however available in some 
implementations of XBASE (eg. Foxpro 2.6) and has been used in some 
examples. 

•	 A spreadsheet package. The author has used lotus 1-2-3, which includes 
matrix algebra functions. In principle, other packages such as Excel, 
ouattro. or supercaic are also suttabte. NO particular recommendation is 
made, asall modern spreadsheets provide sufficient functionality for the 
purposes of this text. 

•	 A statistical/graphics package. The author has used SYSTAT, which is 
com prehenslve and especiallyeffective for graph ical analysis. Other major 
packages such as SAS, SPSS, Genstat or GUM may be partially or wholly 
suitable. 

•	 A programming language such as Basic, pascal, or C. Several examples are 
given in Basic, whilst Borland Turbo C 2.0 is used as the programming 
language for the CAFOGROM example discussed in sections 4 and 5. 
construction of a complete dynamic simulation model will require such a 
language, although the final choice is a matter of user preference. 

The availability of suitable data isalsoessential. It is common for academic theses 
and research papers on growth modelling to be published on the basis of the 
analysis Of very small data sets, often comprising one or two plots. Such work is 
of almost no use for forest management, as the coverage of the data is too 
limited. This manual is directed towards the analysis of large sets of PSP data, 
probably comprising a hundred or more plots, all of which have been measured 
at least twice over a reasonaolv long interval (3-5 years as a minimum). 

Standards and techniques for the establishment of PSPs in tropical mixed forest 
are given in vanclay (1994:79-102) or, in more detail, in Alder & Synnott (1992). 

1.3	 outline and usage 

This manual comprises five parts, including this introduction. Their coverage, and 
suggested usage, are shown in Table 1. Section 2 covers the essential details of 
entering PSP data into a suitable database format, with criteria for database 
selection and design. It also details how derived variables including tree 
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Name Basis of model 

Yield Yield functions fitted empirically to time 
model series data on standing forest height, 

basal area, and volume. 

Diameter Forest characterised by stand table, with 
class trees 'moved' between size classes at 
projection growth rates determined from PSP data. 

Matrix Forest stand table treated as mathemat
model ical vector. Growth, mortality, and rec

ruitment formulated as a matrix of coeffi
cients used to multiply stand vector to 
achieve new values. 

Cohort Forest described by a list of cohorts, each 
model comprising species, mean tree size (diam

eter or basal area), and tree condition. 
Functions are applied to cohorts to calcu
late growth and mortality. New cohorts 
are added to emulate recruitment. 

Gap model Forest described by a list of 'gaps', or 
spatial units typically about 0.1 ha. Each 
gap is modelled via a list of trees, with 
competition being determined relative to 
the largest. Seedling development usually 
via a cohort submodel until numbers small 
enough for trees to be represented individ· 
ually. 

Tree posi· Individual trees represented by position, so 
tion model that competition effects calculated from 

spatial relationships, relative heights and 
crown development of adjacent trees. 

Pipe model A mathematical model of tree growth 
based on assumption that each unit of 
new leaf area is supported by constant 
sectional area of active xylem (sapwood). 

Carbon A mathematical model of forest growth 
balance that considers leaf area, light extinction 
model rates. and respiration rates to determine 

balance between production and utilization 
of cellular carbon. 

Suitability 

Classical approach for uniform forests. In TMF, 
requires plots with known logging history over a 
range of periods since last felling. Heterogeneity 
and dynamics of uneven·aged forest make this 
type of model inaccurate, but useful for crude 
estimates of allowable cut if approrpiate data 
available. 

Classical method for uneven·aged forests. Useful 
for highly aggregated models operated via com· 
puter programs or spreadsheet models. Compli· 
cated and less efficient than cohort approach for 
more detailed modelling. 

Mathematically elegant, but in practice too rigid a 
formulation. linear form of matrix model does not 
allow feedback between stand density and 
growth. 

Efficient and highly flexible, this approach is most 
suitable for construction of detailed models for 
forest management. Method may be too complex 
where data is crude or a quick, highly aggregated, 
simple projection method is sought. 

Represents spatial heterogeneity and local pro· 
cesses of competition well. An intrinsically single· 
tree approach that therefore uses Monte Carlo 
functions and hence gives random outcomes. 
Complex to implement, does not easily map onto 
conventional inventory plots in TMF, and produces 
random outcomes, hence more suitable as ecologi
cal research tool than management model. 

Spatial competition indices are very demanding of 
computer time, hence such models are usually 
limited to a single stand of at most a few hec
tares. Not suitable for forest management. as 
cannot give extensive spatial coverage. Useful as 
research tool to explore inter-tree competition and 
silviculture of stands. 

A process-driven approach to tree modelling that 
requires approriate destructive sampling to deter· 
mine key empirical coefficients. Has potential for 
the future. but does not use conventional PSP 
data. 

A process·driven approach, suitable for global and 
regional estimation of gross wood production 
without respect to species or mensurational cher
acteristics. Requires exotic parameters and spe· 
cialized sampling, not conventional PSP data. 

Examples 

Canonizado 
(1979) 

Kofod 
(1982), 
Alder 
(1990), 
Korsgaard 
(1992) 

Usher 
(1966), 
Buongiorno 
& Michie 
(1980) 

Vanclay 
11989a), 
Alder 
(1994) 

Botkin et 
al. (1972), 
Urban et 
al. (1991) 

Ek & 
Monserud 
(19741. 
Young & 
Muetzel
feldt 
(1993} 

Waring et 
at (1982) 

Valentine 
(1989) 

Table 2 Types of forest growth model and their suitability for management and other applications 
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increment and tree competition indicescan be calculated. Individual tree data for 
large numbers of PSPs may be too voluminous to process directly, so methods are 
described for condensing data via cross-tabulation without losing essential 
information for regression anaivsts, 

Section 3 covers the traditional methods of stand projection, and their more 
modern formulation as transition matrix models based on either the usher matrix 
or Markov rnatnx paradigms. A case study of the structure of a matrix model 
developed for sector planning applications in Ghana, GHAFOSIM, is given to show 
a complex example of a stand projection model in the real context of TMF 
management. Examples using spreadsheets are also given for Simple diameter 
class projection and transition matrix models. 

Section 4 describesthe concepts and structure of cohort/growth function models, 
as probably the most effective strategy for developing models for forest 
management applications. It describes in some detail regression and linear 
modelling methods for fitting diameter increment, recruitment and mortality 
models. It also describes methods for modelling logging and sllvicultural 
treatments. It uses the CAFOGROM cohort model (Alder, 1994) as an example for 
program structure, and presents as a case study the functions used in that model. 

Section 5 considers the validation of growth functions and growth models by 
residual analysis and the behavioural study of complete systems. It discusses how 
a model may be applied in the context of a forest management information 
system, and the issue of compatibility for inventory data. 

In Appendices A and S, the reader is provided with an order form to obtain a 
demonstration diskette for the CAFOGROM model, and a complete listing of the C 
program code for that model. This is referred to in section 4 in discussing the 
construction of cohort models. 

An index is provided at the end of the book which listsspecialised terms, symbolic 
names and acronyms used, and author citations. This will be found to be helpful 
as the first entry in the index will normally give the page reference on which the 
item in question is defined. 

The essential intention of the manual is that the various procedures given should 
be worked through by the user with their own data sets. TwO basic modelling 
strategies are considered in depth: Firstly, methods based on diameter class 
projection, including matrix models; and secondly methods that use algebraiC 
functions and a cohort representation of the forest stand. Section 2, which 
considers basic data storage and preparation, is common to both approaches. 
Other methods of modelling forest stands, such as tree position models and 
process-oriented concepts, are not considered, except that some calculation 
methods for tree-position competition indices are given. 
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1.4 selection of a growth model design strategy 

Forest growth models can be considered to fall into a number of groups, each of 
which is characterised by a central design paradigm, and each of which is most 
suitable for particular situations. These are listed in Table 2. The selection of 
modelling paradigm will be driven mainly by currently or potentially available data 
and the objectives for which the model is to be constructed. The present manual 
confines itself to those models which can be developed from conventional PSPs, 
and which are to be applied to forest management planning for timber 
production and yield regulation. This includes diameter class projection models, 
matrix models, and cohort models. Matrix models are regarded as a specialised 
case of diameter class projection, with the two approaches being treated together 
in Section 3. The design and development of cohort models is described in some 
depth in Section 4. 

There are some generic terms used in relation to forest modelling designsthat are 
used in Table 2 and elsewhere in the text that require definition. These are as 
follows: 

Aggregation/DiS-aggregation: An aggregated model isone which lumps together 
heterogeneous information about the forest and assumes that an accurate 
projectton can be made by projecting the mean of the data. For example, 
TMF is typically vary variable over any given distance scale. It is an 
assumption that a stand projection based on the stand table for a forest 
of say 100,000 na will in any way correspond to the mean of individual 
projections of stand tables on compartments of say 250 ha each on the 
same forest. Similarly, species may be aggregated into groups and 
projections made on the basis of those groups. These mayor may not 
correspond to the mean projections of individual species. 

Generally, yield, diameter class projection and matrix models are used as 
aggregated models, With speciesand spatial descriptive data being highly 
grouped. Cohort models are suitable for application to relatively small 
forest units, corresponding to a compartment or felling block. Gap 
models are intrinsically disaggregated, and are very suitable for represent
ing spatial heterogeneity of operations. The other classes of model can 
generally be only applied to single stands due to the limitations of the 
spectallzed parameters and data processing time required. 

Deterministic, stochastic, or Monte Carlo: A deterministic model is one which uses 
functions to predict mean outcomes, and takes no account of the 
probability distribution of random processes. A stochastic model 
incorporates descriptive functions of probabilities. A Monte Carlo model 
uses stochastic functions in conjunction with a random number generator 
to produce random outcomes, sothat each model run will in principle give 
different results. Stochastic models mayyield deterministic or Monte Carlo 
<random) outcomes, depending on how they are treated within the 
computer program. 
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Name Basis of model Suitability Examples 

Yield 
model 

Yield functions fitted empirically to time 
series data on standing forest height, 
basal area, and volume. 

Classical approach for uniform forests. In TMF, 
requires plots with known logging history over a 
range of periods since last felling. Heterogeneity 
and dynamics of uneven·aged forest make this 
type of model inaccurate, but useful for crude 
estimates of allowable cut if approrpiate data 
available. 

Canonizado 
(19791 

Diameter 
class 
projection 

Matrix 
model 

Cohort 
model 

Gap model 

Tree posi· 
tion model 

Pipe model 

Carbon 
balance 
model 

Forest characterised by stand table, with 
trees 'moved' between size classes at 
growth rates determined from PSP data. 

Forest stand table treated as mathemat
ical vector. Growth, mortality, and rec
ruitment formulated as a matrix of coeffi· 
cients used to multiply stand vector to 
achieve new values. 

Forest described by a list of cohorts, each 
comprising species, mean tree size (diam
eter or basal areal, and tree condition. 
Functions are applied to cohorts to calcu· 
late growth and mortality. New cohorts 
are added to emulate recruitment. 

Forest described by a list of 'gaps', or 
spatial units typically about 0.1 ha. Each 
gap is modelled via a list of trees, with 
competition being determined relative to 
the largest. Seedling development usually 
via a cohort submodel until numbers small 
enough for trees to be represented individ· 
ually. 

Individual trees represented by position, so 
that competition effects calculated from 
spatial relationships, relative heights and 
crown development of adjacent trees. 

A mathematical model of tree growth 
based on assumption that each unit of 
new leaf area is supported by constant 
sectional area of active xylem (sapwood). 

A mathematical model of forest growth 
that considers leaf area, light extinction 
rates, and respiration rates to determine 
balance between production and utilization 
of cellular carbon. 

Classical method for uneven-aged forests. Useful 
for highly aggregated models operated via com
puter programs or spreadsheet models. Compli· 
cated and less efficient than cohort approach for 
more detailed modelling. 

Mathematically elegant, but in practice too rigid a 
formulation. Linear form of matrix model does not 
allow feedback between stand density and 
growth. 

Efficient and highly flexible, this approach is most 
suitable for construction of detailed models for 
forest management. Method may be too complex 
where data is crude or a quick, highly aggregated, 
simple projection method is sought. 

Represents spatial heterogeneity and local pro
cesses of competition well. An intrinsically single
tree approach that therefore uses Monte Carlo 
functions and hence gives random outcomes. 
Complex to implement, does not easily map onto 
conventional inventory plots in TMF, and produces 
random outcomes, hence more suitable as ecologi· 
cal research tool than management model. 

Spatial competition indices are very demanding of 
computer time, hence such models are usually 
limited to a single stand of at most a few hec
tares. Not suitable for forest management, as 
cannot give extensive spatial coverage. Useful as 
research tool to explore inter-tree competition and 
silviculture of stands. 

A pmesss-driven approach to tree modelling that 
requires approriate destructive sampling to deter
mine key empirical coefficients. Has potential for 
the future, but does not use conventional PSP 
data. 

A process-driven approach, suitable for global and 
regional estimation of gross wood production 
without respect to species or mensurational char· 
acteristics. ReqUires exotic parameters and spe
cialized sampling, not conventional PSP data. 

Kofod 
(19821, 
Alder 
(19901, 
Korsgaard 
(19921 

Usher 
(19661, 
Buongiorno 
& Michie 
(1980) 

Vanclay ., £v-<... 
(1989), --.Il-- ""'$ 

Alder ea, 
£0 

~ 6 
(1994) ~02t .::> 

Botkin et 
al. (1972), 
Urban et 
al, (1991) 

Ek & 
Monserud 
(1974), 
Young & 
Muetzel
feldt 
(1993) 

Waring et 
al. (1982) 

Valentine 
(19891 

Table 2 Types of forest growth modet and their suitability for management and other applications 
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Yie Id mode I 

Gap Model 

Pipe model 

Matrix mode I 

Tree posi t ron 

model 

Carbon balance 
model 

Tree growth 
data 

mean growth 
rates 

Pre 8. post 

harvest 
inventor i es 

Tree 8. stand 
growth data 

LAI, PIS rates, 

respiration 
etc, 

Si Iviculture, 
crown thinning 
prescr ipti ons 

Rough est imates [------,I 
of yield 8. Aile 

Fell ing cycle, 
diameter limit 

effects 

Global/regional 
CO 2balance, 

biomass rod'n 

Ecophysiology, 
water relations ~--~ 

ree form studies 

Yield regulation 
management 

lannin 

Figure 1 linkages between objectives, available data, and modelling strategy 

Generally, Monte Carlo models are not suitable for direct use in forest 
management planning, as random outcomes are somewhat confusing 
when, for example, trying to list a schedule of compartments to be felled 
by years. Models which represent individual trees, such as gap and tree 
position models, necessarily require Monte Carlo functions for processes 
that mediate the existence or non-existence of trees. Such processes 
include natural mortality, harvesting, and recruitment. Consequently such 
models, are Ipso facto not very suitable for forest management planning. 

cohort, matrix and diameter class projection models can incorporate 
random processes as probability distributions whilst yielding deterministic 
outcomes. This is because they are not applied to individual trees, and 
probabilities can be treated directly as proportions. 

Empirical or process-derived: An empirical model is one whose coefficients have 
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no direct correspondence to any physical, chemical, or physiological 
constants. The coefficients are determined by some processof function 
minimization such as least-squares regression or maximum Iiklihood 
analysis. The form of the functions is more or less arbitrary, developed 
from a graphical review of the data. 

A process-derived model isone that isbuilt mathematically from consider
ations of the physical, chemical, and biological processes involved. The 
coefficients of such models will ideally be resolvable to constants that are 
determinable from basic physical, chemical or physiological measure
ments. 

clearly, process-derived models represent an ideal to be striven towards. 
However, forests in general, and tropical mixed forests especially, are very 
complex ecosystems. The goal of a purely process-driven model of forest 
growth remains very much in the future. The methods treated in this 
manual are strictly empirical and designed to use conventional forest 
measurements. 

Figure 1showsthe interaction or linkages between modelling objectives, available 
data, and modelling strategy in another way. Those models which are explicitly 
considered in this manual (diameter class, matrix, and cohort models) are shown 
as bold outline boxes. These can be built from conventional PSP data, or, In the 
case of diameter class projection, from previously analysed mean growth and 
mortality rate summaries. Themore sophisticated and process-oriented modelling 
strategies require non-conventional sampling and measurement methods, and are 
definitely to be associated more with research than forest management 
objectives. 
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2 DATA ENTRY, EDITINC AND PRELIMINARY PROCESSINC 

2.1 Introduction 

Figure 2 shows some of the topics covered in this chapter. The principle theme 
is the management and preliminary processtns of PSP data, ustnq a standard 
database package. 

Database design is the first stage in setting up data management procedures. In 
the ideal world, this would precede the design Of field forms and procedures for 
making plot measurements. In practice it is more often necesssary to processa 
pre-existing body Of data, either entering it for the first time on computer from 
paper archives, or transferring it onto modern systems from files on magnetic 
tapes or similar media. 

Data entry and editing are very straightforward when a database package is used. 
A good conformance between field sheetsand the computer displayscreen assists 
this process. Data entry requires also some thought as to how data will be 
checked and errors detected. A number of examples of suitable approaches are 
considered in detail. 

Thesuccessive measurements made on PSPS over the yearswill normally be stored 
in separate computer files and merged prior to analysis. It will also be necessary 
to list out printed copies of the raw PSP data for checking and documentation. 
Plot mapsare very useful, especially for locating trees during remeasurement and 
can be produced directly from a database package USing plotter commands. 
Examples of DBASE commands and programs for these various operations are 
presented. 

Because of the long periods over which measurements are made on PSPs, 
incompatibilities often arise between successive measurements due to cnanaes in 
standards, such asthe switch from imperial to metric units, or the change in the 
height of measurement, the instruments used (calipers versus tapes>, or the tree 
numbering or species coding system. Methods are discussed for standardizing 
data. In tropical forestry, the problem of a changing point of measurement due 
to buttress formation is particularly relevant. 

once incompatibilities between successive data sets have been resolved, then 
increment can be calculated. The procedures for this, and for the generation Of 
files for export to statistical packages for regression analysis are discussed. It will 
often be that the dataset is too massive to be analysed tree by tree, and the 
method of reducing the data to more manageable proportions using cross
tabulation are described. 

Finally, methods are discussed for calculating the tree competition indices that are 
central to the analysis of increment and mortality functions. There are a great 
variety Of such indices and they are not reviewed here in detail. Instead a number 
of basic methods are described in terms of actual XBASE programs to perform the 
calculations and produce output files ready for regression analysis. 
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Database designData entry 

Data checking 

File management 

1 
Listing plot data 

Drawing plot maps 

Documentation 

sets 
standardizi ng data
Merging {X,.

Checks on merged data 

Standardizing changed units 

Adjustment for moving point 
of measurement 

Merging multi-year data 

Increment calculationPreliminary processing II-~~~~~~~~~======~ 
Plot level statistics 

Cross-tabulation 

Competition index calculation 

Creating ASCII output files 

Figure 2 The logical sequence of operations in thepreliminary processing of PSP data 

2.2	 Database selection and design 

2.2.1	 selection Of a database package 

It isrecommended that astandard database packageisusedfor data management 
and reduction. compared with the alternative of entering data in ASCII form as 
text files, there are several advantages: 

•	 Time is saved by avoiding the need to write specialised programs to 
perform standard operations suchasscreen formatting, editing, checking, 
listing, file indexing, merging, sorting, and so on. These processes are all 
implicit in standard database packages, usually to a high level of 
optimization and functionality. 

•	 Discipline and formalism is imposed on the design of file structures which 
saves later confusion and eases access to and use of data. 

•	 It is much easier to document the databaseand related manipulations and 
pass on knowledge of the system to other users or programmers. 
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There are many comprehensive database systems available. The selection of the 
most appropriate will in the end be determined by existing standards and user 
preferences in a particular institution. Generally the following points should be 
given consideration: 

•	 The package Should support a command language that can be compiled 
to executable programs to run independently of the main package. 

•	 The command language should support large multi-dimensional arrays. 
This is necessary for many data manipulations. 

•	 conformity to either the XBASE or SQl language sets will simplify training, 
documentation, compatibility, and upgrades to new systems. 

The XBASE language group is that derived from the original dBASE 1/1 program, and 
includes packages such as Borland dBASE IV, Microsoft Foxpro, Nantucket Clipper, 
wordtech Systems DBXl and others. SQl (structured Query language> is derived 
from IBM mainframe packages and is now extensively supported and defined by 
an ANSI standard. There are numerous implementations. R:BASE is a good 
example. SQl systems offer a more powerful and elegant language than XBASE, 
but actual implementations may be less well-refined than their XBASE equivalents 
on MS-DOS platforms and are comparatively very expensive. 

Both roxrro and DBASE IV allow the use of some SQl statements, espectauv the 
SELECT statement. 

Standards other than XBASE and SQlexist such asBorland paradox that are widely 
popular and may be perfectly suitable choices, espectanv if there is a prior 
investment in skills and software. 

Modern programming languages such asMicrosoft's Visual Basic or Visual C++, or 
Borland's Turbo C++ orrerstanoaro databaseoperations within the programming 
language, including browse tables and screen formatting in Microsoft Windows
compatible modes. These languages offer a reasonable alternative to database 
packages for system development. However, it will be found to be significantly 
more difficult to use such systems than to use a standard package. 

For usersapproaching the purchase of a package for the first time and requiring 
guidance, the author would recommend Microsoft roxsro. It iswidely used, offers 
high performance, there are many books and specialisedtraining coursesavailable 
for it, and it is supported on MS-DOS, WindOWS, and Unix systems. In benchmark 
tests, FoxPro 2.5 has been found to run faster than compiled Quick BASIC 4.5 in 
numerical and simulation applications. 

The data analysis examples in this book are written in XBASE using statements and 
commands that are compatible with FoxPro 2.5. The use of DBF-structured data 
files isassumed throughout. Suchfiles can be transferred easily between all major 
database, spreadsheet, and statistical analysis packages. 
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2.2.2 organization of a relational database 

Any forestry institution that is processing PSP data will need to maintain a number 
of different but related database files. These are likely to include: 

• PSP tree data 
• PSP regeneration data 
• PSP descriptive and treatment data 
• Experiment description and treatment data 
• Experiment tree record data 
• species lists 
• ECOlogical/seed characteristics of species 

and so on. 

It is important that every file should have a key field that will link its records with 
those in another file by a direct process of indexing. This can be illustrated, for 
example by considering three types of file that may be commonly encountered: 
The species list, PSP tree data, and PSP description data. For an elementary species 
list, we may have a file structure of the type shown in Example 1. In this the key 
field is a 4-digit code called SPP. 

Field Type Length Usage 

SPP N 4 Species code. This is the key field
 
SPNAME C 40 Scientific species name
 
LNAME C 40 Local name(s)
 
FAMILY C 25 Botanical family
 

Example 1 A simple species list file structure 

Field Type Length Usage 

PLOTID N 4 Plot identification number
 
AYR D 8 Date of assessment
 
QNO N 2 Quadrat number
 
TNO N 4 Tree number
 
SPP N 4 Species code
 
LOCE N 4.1 Tree location East
 
LOCN N 4.1 Tree location North
 
D1AM N 5.1 Diameter measurement
 
ADiAM N 5.1 Alternate diameter at new POM
 
POM N 5.2 Point of measurement
 
CFS N 1 Crown Freedom Score
 
NOTES C 20 Codes notes, etc.
 
CHKSUM N 6.1 Checksum
 

Example 2 A simple PSP tree record structure 

Example 2 shows a simple format for PSP tree data. The species code field SPP 
corresponds in type and length to the SPP field in the species list file. A second 
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key field is also present, the PLOTID. This is also a numeric, 4-digit code, which 
serves two important purposes: 

• It links all trees for the same plot. 
• It links the tree records to plot-level information in another file. 

The plot-level information is shown in Example 3. PSPs may typically be either 
simple monitoring plots, or assessment plots within an experimental design (Alder 
& svnnott, 1992). The record structure shown allows a narrative field called DIARY 
of unlimited length for each plot, a treatment code which is of importance for 
statistical analysis as a categorical variable, and other possible management and 
site information. The geographical coordinates are of some importance, allowing 
plot data to be linked to a Geographical Information System (GIS) such as ARC/INFO 
and plotted in map form. They are shown here in UTM format, but could equally 
well be given as longitude and latitude. 

Field Type Length Usage 

PLOTID N 4 Unique PSP number 
EXPNO N 3 Experiment number 
TREATMENT C 12 Treatment code 
SITECODE C 20 Comma separated 2-letter site codes 
UTM N N 10 Geographical coordinate, lITM North 
UTM E N 10 ... -, UTM East 
YREST N 4 Year PSP established 
YRLOG N 4 Year last logged 
DIARY M 10 A narrative recording any special influences on the plot. This 

is a Memo field of unlimited length. 

Example 3 Example of possible PSP heading file 

The key fields SPP and PLOTID maintain links between these files, as shown in the 
figure. During data entry, the SPP code can be looked up by the system in the 
species list to check its validity, and possibly display a botanical or local name to 
help avoid errors. When listing or analysing data, as will be shown in later 
examples, the SPP code is used to derive a GENSPP field in output data files that 
is important for analysing groupings of and differences between species. 

Similarly, the PLOTID key groups together all the trees of a plot. This allows plot 
level parameters such asstem numbers, basal area, and so on to be calculated and 
output together with plot treatment code, geograPhical coordinates or other 
information extracted from the PSP heading file (EXample 3). 

These points are illustrated for a very typical Situation with sample plot data in 
Figure 3. The PLOTID code links one record of plot-level information With many 
records of tree level information (a one-to-many relation in database parlance). 
For each tree record, the SPP code can be used to look up details of species name 
or other details. 

Some general points may be made here about species codes and plot identifica
tion numbers. 
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Plot-level data 
PlOTID EXPNO TREATMENT SITECODE VTM_N UTM_E etc. 

Tree-level data 
PlOTID 

~

~

SPP 

AYR ONO TNO spp 

«~wV; 

~~~~ 

Species list 
SPNA.ME lNAME 

lOCE lOCN 

~~

0 ~

FAMilY 

DIAM ADiAM POM 

'00 ~
w~~

CFS 

r:0 
~ 

NDTES CHKSUM 

~//////~ v~ 

~~ 

Figure 3	 linkages between related files in a PSP database 

(j)	 It is better to avoid complex hierarchical codes as key fields for linking 
database records. For example, one may design a species code number 
that incorporates order, family, genus, species numbers in a format like 
01.23.431.2. Such numbering systemstake up more space and are slower 
to key in when entering large masses of data, but most importantly, they 
are subject to change when the species is reclassified. This is a severe 
disadvantage. It is also more difficult to devise the validation and 
verification routines for such quasi-numeric codes. 

Similarly, hierarchical codesare often devised for plot numbers, incorpor
ating numbers, for example, for region, district, forest and plot. This is 
subject to the same disadvantages as noted above. 

(ii)	 It is recommended that species codesand plot codesshould be devoid Of 
implicit meaning, simply arbitrary numbers used for locating fields in the 
database. For plot numbers, they should be unique at the national level. 
The numbers will then be brief, of simple structure, and invariant. 

(iii)	 In some contexts, character fields are more appropriate. For example 
when creating files for analysis, a brief code that givesa mnemonic for a 
treatment or species can be usedto label outputs and graphs more clearly 
than a numeric code. It is a simple matter to look up such mnemonic 
codes when they are required and substitute them for the original 
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numeric codes. 

Having noted that for new projects, simple numeric keysare easier to use, it must 
be accepted that in some cases, hierarchical numbering systems or the use Of 
character or mnemonic codes may be established standards. In such cases, the 
database designer is obliged to accomodate them. 

2.2.3 Data file organization, nomenclature and archival 

It issuggested that the original data for each measurement period on a group of 
plots is maintained in a separate file, with file names being chosen to reflect the 
geographical unit <forest reserve, district, etc). the measurement year, and the 
type of file <plot header, tree data, etc,i. The file extension in MS-DOS will be 
determined by the database package, and may not be varied by the user. For 
example, all XBASE files will have extensions .DBF. 

For example, the first letter of an 8-letter name may indicate the type of file (T for 
tree data, Pfor plot headers, Rfor regeneration strips, etc» the next 4 letters may 
be reserved for the geographical unit <ego forest reserve) and then two digits for 
the measurement year. This would give names such as: 

PASUK98.DBF
 
TTAIN92.DBF
 

These files should be stored in a directory on disk reserved for PSP raw data. 
Consolidated files and others produced during analysis should be kept separately. 
The raw data directory can be called, for example, simply PSPS. 

The plots grouped into a file should be restricted to keep file sizes to less than 
about 2 megabytes each, and preferably smaller. 

Data files should be saved to diskette <1.4 MB high density format in DOS) using 
data compression utilities such as PKARC or the facilities provided with packages 
such asXTREE Gold. Such compression utilities are very effective with XBASE files 
and will usually achieve a size that is 20-30% of the uncompressed file. 

At the same time, paper copies of data should be kept in files. It issuggested that 
one file is maintained per plot, which can be annotated ascorrections are made, 
and may also record field work, forest operations, and other matters of relevance. 

Thearchive diskettes should be stored in a fire-proof safeand reviewed and tested 
annually to avoid loss of data asa result of deterioration Of diskettes. Standard 
utilities to test disks can be used, such asthe Norton Disk Doctor program; or the 
file may be simply read in and decompressed. 

working copies of the data should be maintained elsewhere, either on diskette, 
on hard disk, or on back-Up tapes. The archive disks should normally be kept 
locked away from casual access. At all times there should be two copies of the 
original data files, one of which is kept under secure conditions. 
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2.3 Data entry and editing 

2.3.1 setting up a PSP data entry system with XBASE 

The simplest method of entering data in XBASE is to use the implicit BROWSE 
command. If for example the PSP data is stored in a database called PSP_T using 
the structure shown in Example 2, then the sequence of commands shown in 
Example4 will allow data entry and editing of a single assessment. In this example, 
the file name suffix _T is intended to indicate that the file contains tree-level 
information. However, the file name can be made up in any way that suits the 
user. 

* Index file in plot·quadrat-tree-year order. The index is called POlY. 
* This command is only needed at the first editing session 
INDEX ON STRIPLOTID,4)+STRIONO,2)+STRITN0,4)+DTOS(AYR) TAG POlY 

* Open the data editing window with the POTY index active, and automatic 
* carry down of Plot number, year, and quadrat number. 
SET ORDER TO POTY 
SET CARRY TO PLOTID, AYR, ONO 
SET CONFIRM ON 
SET BELL OFF 
BROWSE COMPRESS NOMENU 

Example 4 Commands for PSP data entry using a simple BROWSE 

The SET ORDER command in the example ensures existing records are presented 
sorted by an index tag called PQTY. At the bottom of the example, the INDEX 
command that defines PQTY is shown. It sorts records by plot number, quadrat 
number, tree number and assessment year, so that records for the same tree 
made in successive yearswill be adjacent. rne SET CARRY command ensures that 
data which is mainly common to successive entries is copied down automatically. 
Thiscomprises plot and quadrat numbers and the assessment date. These carried
down entries can be altered if required by editing the appropriate field on the 
record being entered, as for example when moving to the next quadrat or plot. 

The SET COl\IFIRM and SET BELL commands are matters of choice. rne former 
requires that the Enter key is pressedbefore moving to the next field, whilst the 
latter switches off the audible tone each time a field is filled. The user may 
experiment with setting these options ON or OFF according to preference. The 
NOMENU and COMPRESS options on the BROWSE command are also optional. 
NOMENU restricts the actions the data entry personnel can perform to simple 
entry and editing of data. The menu, if present, allows the operator to relndex 
the file and manipulate it in other ways that may not be desirable. The COMPRESS 
option gives a slightly neater presentation of the browse screen that allows more 
data lines to be seen. 

The INDEX command shown in the box need in principle be issuedonly once, when 
the file is created. It converts the various numeric and date fields into character 
form with the STRO and DTOSO functions and joins them into a Single indexing 
variable that will ensure records are presented in an appropriate order. This index 
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will be maintained automatically by XBASE under as new records are added. 
However, if there isa power failure or other systemshut down whilst the data file 
is open, the index may be corrupted. In this case, the INDEX command shown can 
be be issued to recreate it. 

It will be noted that the indexing command will be simplified if PLOTID, ONO, TNO 
are declared ascharacter fields. However, additional problems then arise relating 
to: 

•	 The different collating sequencesthat are usedfor character and numeric 
values. 

•	 Entry of variable numbers of leading blanks give different values when 
character fields are used. 

In the author'S experience, it is generally better to usenumeric-type fields where 
numeric values are involved, in spite of the more complicated expressions 
required for indexing. For example, if the PLOTID is a a-character field, then the 
entries: 

'52 '
 
, 52'
 

, 52'
 

would all be distinct and unequal text values. With numeric fields, no such 
ambiguity exists. 

The statements in Example 4 can be edited into a small command file using the 
MODIFY COMMAND statement, and then run with the DO command, avoiding the 
need to re-enter all the statements each time editing is done. 

2.3.2	 Testing Checksums 

The author has recommended elsewhere (Alder & svnnott. 1992, page 115) that a 
checksum field Isadded to each data record to help check for correct data entry. 
A checksum field is also shown in Example 2. 

The checksum field simply contains the total of all the numeric fields in each 
record, and is entered manually on the field forms prior to data entry. 

Ideally, the checksum would be tested by the computer as each line of data is 
entered. With XBASE this is difficult to arrange and requires considerable 
proqrarnmlnq.' However, it is comparatively easy to write a generic checksum 

" The dbase VALID clause on a GET statement, combined with a user-defined function, might seem 
to offer a simple route to this end. It does not however work in practice as values entered into fields during 
GET processing are not updated in the program until after the record is completed. The CHECKSUM can 
therefore only be verified after moving to a new record, and not immediately after leaving the CHECKSUM 
field, which is the facility automatically available with the VAUD clause. 
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* program to do checksums and edit records in error 
* all numeric fields are used to calculate checksums 
set talk off 
clear 
* count fields in database 
nf=1 
do while len(field(nfll > 0 

nf=nh 1 
enddo 
nf=nf-l 
declare areclnf 
scan 

* calculate checksum and compare with entered value
 
csum=O
 
i=1
 
copy to array arec record recnoll
 
do while i< nf
 

if type("arec[iJ") ="N" 
csum =csum +arecli]
 

endif
 
i=i+ 1
 

enddo
 
if csum < > arec[nf]
 

* checksum error : beep and enter browse screen
 
? chr(7)
 
set message to "Check sum error : Record "+str(recnoll,6)
 
* remember record number (in case user moves off record inside browse) 
nrec =recnoO 
browse compress nomenu 
if lastkey()= 27 

* cancel program if ESC pressed
 
set message to "Check sum processing cancelled by Esc"
 
exit
 

endif
 
goto nrec
 

else
 
set message to "Check sums OK up to record"+ str(recnoll,6)
 
skip
 

endif 
endscan 
set talk off 
return 

Example 5 Program CHECKSUM for checksum verification and data editing 

validation program that works on the file in batch mode. The program shown in 
Example 5 will work on any XBASE file that uses the last field as a checksum. It 
totals all numeric fields and compares them with the CHECKSUM field. When an 
error is found it enters BROWSE mode to allow correction. cneckma continues 
until the file is clean. TO operate the program, the fOllowing commands may be 
used within XBASE: 
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USE PSPDATA
 
DO CHECKSUM
 

This assumes that the data file to be checked is in a file called PSPDATA.DBF, and 
the program is in a file called CHECKSUM.PRG. Oncean erroneous record hasbeen 
corrected within the BROWSE editor, checking is resumed by pressing Ctrl-End. 
The ESC key will terminate the program without completing checks. 

2.3.3 Range and validity checks 

Although checksums are a powerful tool, they are not always appropriate. In 
particular, if a field-portable computer is used to directly key in data as it is 
measured, there is no role for checksums. They are essentially a device for 
verification of key-punched data from hand-written forms. 

Editing program PSPEDIT.PRG 

procedure pspedit 
parameters pspfile 
use (pspfileJ order POTY alias pf in 1 
use species order SPP alias sp in 2 
use notelist order CODE alias nt in 3 
select 1 
set format to psp 
set procedure to pspvalid 
set confirm on 
set carry to PLOTID, AYA, ONO 
browse nomenu compress format 
return 

Format file PSP.FMT 

@ 1,0 get PLOTID picture [99991 
@ 2,0 get AYR picture [99·99·99) 
@ 3,0 get ONO picture [99J 
@4.0 get TNO picture [9999) 
@5,0 get SPP picture [9999) valid seek(pf· > SPP,"sp") error "No such species code" 
@ 6,0 get LOCE picture [99.9) range 0,20 
@ 7,0 get LOCN picture [99.9) range 0,20 
@ 8,0 get D1AM picture [999.9) range 10.300 
@9,0 get ADIAM picture [999.9) range 10,300 
@ 10,0 get POM picture [99.99) 
@ 11,0 get CFS picture [9) range 1,5 
@ 12,0 get NOTES picture [XX,XX,XX,XX,XX,XX,XX) valid notechek(NOTES) ; 

error "Invalid note code" 
@ 13,0 get CHKSUM picture [9999.9) 

Example 6 Method of setting up range andvalidation checks for the DBASE browse editor 

Range and validity checks can detect some errors that may arise at the measure
ment or original data recording stage. Most database packages provide some 
method for simple error checking. In XBASE, if data entry is done via the BROWSE 
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command, then a format file must be defined that includes range and validity 
functions. The validation functions can themselves be user-written programs 
contained in a procedure file. In Example 6, the main editing file is shown as 
PSPEDIT.PRG. This sets up the format and procedure files, and starts the browse 
editor. The format file is called PSP.FMT. TwO validation procedures are called: 
seek and notechek. The former is an intrinsic XBASE function, whilst the latter 
is contained in the procedure file declared in the SET PROCEDURE TO statement, 
and Isshown Example 7. These examples assume the use of a PSP database with 
the structure shown on page 12. 

function notechek 
.. checks a list of notes like 'DT,BS.FD,CD, , , ' to make sure each 2· 
.. letter pair can be found as a CODE in file NOTElIST. If it can't, a 
.. pop-up box of possible notes is offered. < Return> selects an entry and 
.. makes a correction; < Esc> returns to the calling validation program with 
.. a value FALSE. 
parameters tnotes 
select nt 
nc=1 
ok=.T. 
do while nc< len(tnotes) 

set order to tag CODE
 
seek substr(tnotes,nc,2}
 
if .not. foundO
 

define popup choices from 4,5 to 19,45 prompt field NOTE_TEXT
 
on selection popup choices deactivate popup
 
activate popup choices
 
if lastkey()= 27
 

.. no choice made: < Esc> key pressed. Return with value FALSE 
ok=.F. 
exit 

else
 
.. find choice code and substitute in string
 
set order to tag NOTE_TEXT
 
seek promptO
 
tnotes =stuff(tnotes,nc,2,C0DE)
 
select pf
 
replace NOTES with tnotes
 
select nt
 

endif
 
endif
 
nc=nc+3
 

enddo 
select pf 
return ok 

Example 7 Validation procedure NOTECHEK to check coded notes andprovide pop-up help box 

The range tests included are: 

• The DIAM and ADJAM field must be in the range 10-300 em. 
•	 The LOCE and LOCN fields must be from 0-20 m. 
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• The CFS fields must all be 1-5. 

The validation functions include: 

• A check that the species code exists by looking it up in file SPECIES.DBF 
with the intrinsic seek function. 

• A check that all the note codes entered can be found in the database file 
NOTELIST. 

In the format file, the coordinates used on the GET commands are arbitrary and 
are ignored by XBASE. They must however be entered in order to complete the 
syntax of the command. Standard XBASE documentation gives more information 
on this point. 

The PSPEDIT program in this example is started within XBASE by typing: 

DO PSPEDIT WITH pspfile 

where 'pspfile' is the name of the data file being entered. 

procedures of this type can be set up in field-portable computers that are MS-DOS 
compatible. An XBASE compiler such as CLIPPER is useful in such contexts to 
produce compiled stand-alone editing and entry programs that can be down
loaded onto the field computer without requiring the disk storage and memory 
overheads of a complete interactive database package.. 

2.3.4 Merging and checking successive measurements 

When a database package is used to manage PSP data, the merging of subsequent 
measurements with earlier ones becomes a trivial task programming isminimized 
if the re-measurement data is initially entered into an independent file. This file 
is then merged with earlier measurements to form a consolidated data set. 

Assuming that the suggestions in section 2.2.2have been followed, and there are 
two files in use: 

PSPCD Consolidated PSP data for a series Of preceding years. 

PSP95 PSP data for the 1995 remeasurement. 

The PSP95 measurement data can be appended and correctly merged With the 
earlier measurements with the following XBASE commands: 

USE PSPCD ORDER TAG POTY 
APPEND FROM PSP95 

The appended records will appear in their correct place with preceding measure
ments for the same tree whilst the POTY (Plot ouadrat Tree Year> index is active. 
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I 
Physically, the appended PSP95 records will be at the end of the PSPCD file and will 
appear there if no index is active. 

* checks merged PSP data for (ll changes in species code, (2) diameter 
* increments outside range -0.1 to +3.0 cm/year. 
set talk off 
use pspcd order tag pqty in 1 
treeidO ='T 
* examine data records in sequence 
scan 

* ID of this tree
 
treeidl ~ str(PLOTID,4)+str(QNO,2) +str(TNO,4l
 
* see if same as preceding line of data
 
if treeid 1=treeidO
 

* compare species, diam with last measurement.
 
nrec =recnoO
 
nyr =(AYR-yearOl/365
 
dinc =(D1AM·diamOl/nyr
 
do case
 
case SPP < > sppO
 

set message to "Change in species code"
 
skip -1
 
browse nomenu compress
 

case dinc < -0.1 .or. dinc> 3
 
set message to "Unlikely diameter measurement"
 
skip -1
 
browse no menu compress
 

endcase
 
if lastkeyO-27
 

* < esc> in browse terminates program 
exit
 

endif
 
* re-position file to record current when entering browse
 
goto nrec
 
set message to
 

endif 
* update treeid, species, diam for a new tree
 
treeidO =treeid1
 
sppO=SPP
 
diamO=D1AM
 
yearO~AYR 

endscan 
set talk on 
set message to 
return 

Example 8 Program SEOCHEK to check for logical errors in sequential tree measurement records 

The consolidated data file can then be checked in batch mode for illogical changes 
in sequential measurements. For example, changes in species code, or reductions 
in diameter can be detected. program SEQCHEK in Example 8 will scan a sequence 
of measurements for the same tree and pause in BROWSE mode to allow data 
examination and correction if either the species code changes or diameter shrinks 
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I 

I 

by more than 1 rnrn/vr'. The program is set up to operate on a file of consoli
dated measurements called PSPCD, with the structure shown on page 12'l . 

lustrates 

This program III two useful and common technIques when proc sslng 
sequential measurement data, with one record per measurement: 

•	 Changes In tree identification are used to flag the start and end of a 
measurement series for one tree. The value TREEIDO holds the ID of the 
tree referred to in a preceding record; TREEID1 is calculated for the 
current record. If they differ, then the sequence relates to a new tree; if 
they are the same, then calculations and comparisons can be made 
between this record and the last. 

I
•	 Increment Iscalculated by retaIning the dIameter and measurement date 

for the preceding measurement of a tree in DIAMO and YEARO. Increment 
is then derived as: 

DINC = (DIAM-DIAMOJ/«AYR-YEAROJ/365J 

where DIAM is the diameter field on the current record, and AYR is the 
measurement date. In XBASE, substraction of date values gives the time 
difference in days; division by 365 gives a time difference in years. 

Whilst merged records can be maintained in their correct sequence in XBASE by 
using an appropriate index, this is not Possible if the file is read by another 
package such as SYSTAT. It is suggested that the consolidated file with merged 
records is copied, under index control, to a second file for long-term storage and 
use by other programs. The sequence of commands: 

USE PSPCD ORDER TAG POTY
 
SET DELETED ON
 
COpy TO PSPCDS
 

will create a second database file PSPCDS.DBF identical to the first, but without 
records marked for deletion in PSPCD, and with the records Physically sorted in 
the correct sequence. 

2.3.5	 Database entry formats using multiple years per record 

The record formats so far dIscussed useone record per year of measurement. This 
may be called a year-per-record (YPRJ format. An alternative approach wn len is 
suitable in some circumstances isa format in which the various tree observations 
«ibn. crown position, etc: are entered in columns across the record, with one 

I 
* Small shrinkages between measurements may occur and should be allowed for in data checking 
routines. Shrinkage may result from moisture stress on trees with little or no growth; or as a result of 
instrument error. Artificially eliminating all negative increments biases the increment error distribution and 
should be avoided. However large negative increments suggest recording or procedural errors that should be 
corrected. 
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column per year. The data for several years will thus be contained on a single 
database record. Such a format may be termed a multl-vear record (MYR) format. 

! II I 
An example is niustrateo In Figure 4, which shows part of a file of data frorll PSPS 
at xaoe, Ghana (Swaine et aI., 1987) as a XBASE browse screen. In the format used, 
the time-invariant fields are at the left, and include tree identification, species 
COde, and tree coordinates. Then follow a series of columns for each year of 
measurement, containing in this case girthS in mm. GIRTH82, for example, 
indicates girths measured in 1982. Negative values are used as codes, With ·1 
indicating undersized trees (below 300 mm girth) and -99 dead trees. TO add a 
newyear of measurement to such data, the structure is modified byadding a new 
field to the end of the record structure. II I 
In a case such as this, where only a sIngle variable Is measJred, this is a quite 
convenient format. Even when 2or 3variables a measured in each year, the MYR 
format may be used, according to the personal preferences of the system 
designer. However, With more variables it becomes rather cumbersome, as 
records become very long. Even With a single variable, listing of MYR format data 
with many years of measurement may exceed the paper width of most printers. 

Many statistical packages cannot directly plot or analyse the data in this format, 
and may require it to be converted intoa YPR format. Generally, it is the author's 
experience that: 

(j)	 The YPR format is more flexible and convenient to use when setting up 
new systems. 

I 
(ii)	 For coding existing data sets which have been previously set out in ASCII 

files or measurement ledgers ina year-per-column arrangement, the MYR 
format may give the simplest conversion or data entry into XBASE, and 
may therefore be used initially. Subsequently, programs must be written 
to convert MYR into YPR format for analysis bystatistical packages such as 
SYSTAT. 

TREEID SPPNO XCOORD YCOORD GIRTH68 GIRTH70 GIRTH72 GIRTH77 GIRTH80 GIRTH82 

Al 65 94 96 530 550 565 565 563 570 
A2 22 90 95 335 340 340 340 353 345 
A3 65 89 96 370 380 380 390 385 380 
A4 34 86 97 903 970 1010 1085 1139 1170 
A5 80 83 98 340 340 395 400 384 410 
A6A 22 80 99 2420 2480 2474 2507 2527 2560 
A6B 97 80 100 416 430 437 440 476 510 
A7 51 0 0 759 760 768 -99 -99 -99 
A8 67 78 97 362 370 370 365 366 365 
A9 31 77 99 838 870 908 935 958 965 
AID 38 75 97 507 510 522 510 518 520 
All 22 74 99 449 450 456 460 455 460 
A12 22 70 97 568 580 590 620 631 640 
A13 65 71 94 658 670 700 705 711 710 
A14 22 69 99 461 460 468 465 467 460 
A15 26 64 98 372 420 472 530 557 610 
A16 31 65 95 1182 1210 1205 1220 1243 1260 

Figure 4 BROWSE screen for data in a multi-year record format 
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2.4	 printing and mapping PSP tree data 

2.4.1	 Reference listings of plot data 

Listings of plot data are useful for error checking, for maintaining har copy 
documentation on Plots, and for other purposes. Generally listings can be divided 
into two categories: 

•	 Those presenting the information precisely as it is stored in the database. 
•	 Those with additional look-up or calculated values giving, for example, 

species names instead of codes. 

I 
In addition summary listings may be required for control and work management 
purposes. For example, a simple listing of plot numbers with numbers Of trees 
may be made to show work entered into the computer. 

PLOTIO AYR QNO TNO SPP LOCE LOCN OIAM AOIAM POM CFS NOTES CHKSUM 

113 25/07/98 1 6006 181 4.7 9.7 11.1 0.0 0.00 2 FR,RT 6328.5 
113 04/09/02 1 6006 181 4.7 9.7 12.7 0.0 0.00 2 FR,RT 6330.1 
113 13/08/94 1 6007 26 7.1 8.7 11.4 0.0 0.00 2 6176.2 
113 25/07/98 1 6007 26 7.1 8.7 11.6 0.0 0.00 2 6176.4 
113 04/09/02 1 6007 26 7.1 8.7 12.5 0.0 0.00 2 6177.3 
113 13/08/94 1 6008 64 9.1 9.5 16.2 0.0 0.00 3 RT 6223.8 
113 25/07/98 1 6008 64 9.1 9.5 19.5 0.0 0.00 3 RT I! 6227.1 
113 04/09/02 1 6008 64 9.1 9.5 19.8 0.0 0.00 3 RT !! 6227.4 
113 13/08/94 1 6009 5 8.6 14.5 20.2 0.0 0.00 4 6175.3 
113 25/07/98 1 6009 5 8.6 14.5 21.4 0.0 0.00 4 6176.5 
113 04/09/02 1 6009 5 8.6 14.5 24.4 0.0 0.00 4 6179.5 
113 13/08/94 1 6010 147 9.1 20.0 23.5 0.0 0.00 4 BU 6327.6 
113 25/07/98 1 6010 147 9.1 20.0 23.6 0.0 0.00 4 BU 6327.7 
113 04/09/02 1 6010 147 9.1 20.0 25.0 0.0 0.00 4 BU 6329.1 
113 25/07/98 1 6011 147 15.8 19.8 27.7 0.0 0.00 4 BU,RT 6339.3 
113 04/09/02 1 6011 147 15.8 19.8 31.2 0.0 0.00 4 BU,RT 6342.8 
113 25/07/98 1 6012 147 18.8 19.3 24.0 0.0 0.00 5 6340.1 
113 04/09/02 1 6012 147 18.8 19.3 27.7 0.0 0.00 5 6343.8 
113 25/07/98 1 6013 309 17.3 1.3 22.4 0.0 0.00 2 FA. FL 6479.0 
113 04/09/02 1 6013 309 17.3 1.3 26.1 0.0 0.00 2 FA. FL 6482.7 

Example	 9 Listing of PSP data produced hy simple DBASE LIST command 

All these listings can be produced easily using standard database report gene~ators 
or simple commands. In XBASE, LIST can be used to produce raw data output, and 
may also include lookup values such as species names. 

For example, with the PSPCD database, the commands: 

USE PSPCD ORDER TAG PQTY
 
LIST OFF NEXT 20
 

will list the first 20 lines In the file, as shown In Example 9. The OFF ke oro 
switches off the listing of record numbers, allowing more columns of data to fit 
across the paper. A complete Plot, for example NO. 113, could be listed by: 

SEEK'113'
 
LIST OFF WHILE PLOTID = 113
 

Note in this example that the PQTY Index Is built as a character string (see INDEX 
command in Example 4), whilst PLOTID is a numeric field. Hence 113 is entered as 
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a right-justified a-character string on the SEEK command to find the first record 
in the plot, but as a numeric value (without quotes) on the WHILE clause. The 
latter will cause the listing to continue until the first record encountered with a 
PLOTID value that is not 113. 

Commands input 

use pspcd order tag pqty alias p in 1 
use species order tag spp alias s in 2 
set relation to spp into s 
list off fields qno,tno,spp,s->loc_name,diam for year(ayr)=1998 

Listed output 

qno tno spp s->loc name diam 
1 6000 147 Laurel 14.9 
1 6001 147 Laurel 15.9 
1 6002 147 Laurel 45.9 
1 6003 56 White Breadnut 16.0 
1 6004 101 Botan palm 26.8 
1 6005 181 Copalche 17.6 
1 6006 181 Copalche 11.1 
1 6007 26 Wild Pear (Aguacatillo) 11.6 
1 6008 64 Cherry 19.5 
1 6009 5 Moho 21.4 
1 6010 147 Laurel 23.6 
1 6011 147 Laurel 27.7 
1 6012 147 Laurel 24.0 
1 6013 309 22.4 
1 6014 13 Hogplum 32.1 
1 6100 45 Sill ion 33.1 
1 6101 25 Cedrillo 48.6 
1 6102 5 Moho 20.9 

Example 10 Listing PSP data using relational linkage to show species names 

It is useful for field crews to have an abbreviated listing of the data at the last 
measurement, including tree number, speciesand diameter to the nearest em, to 
help them locate and check measurements asthey are made. In such listings, the 
species codes can conveniently be replaced by vernacular or botanical names. 
Example 10 shows a group of instructions, assuming that species codes are in a 
database SPECIES. Both the PSP data file and the species file are opened before 
the list command is given; the SET RELATION command establishes a linkage using 
the SPP field, which must be the active index in the species file. The LaC_NAME 
field in the species file contains the local names for each species code, which are 
reproduced on the listing as shown. 

2.4.2 producing plot maps 

Plot maps are another useful tecrmtque for documenting data and assisting field 
work. They are comparatively easy to produce directly from XBASE or a similar 
text-based database package using the industry-standard HPGL' plotting 
instructions. 

• Hewlett-Packard Graphics language. HPGl is standard with almost all graph plotters, and is 
recognised by many word processing packages such as Word Perfect. HPGl files can also be plotted directly 
by some laser printers. Appendix A documents HPG l instructions used in this manual. 
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Before plotting a tree map, a database file needs to be set up showing the 
coordinate positions in metres of the south-eastern corner of each Quadrat 
relative to the south-eastern corner of the plot. Different organizations will use 
different Quadrat numbering schemes, but generally only one such reference file 
will be needed for a large set of plots. Figure 5 shows a typical scheme {after that 
shown in Alder &svnnott, 1992, page 60> together with coordinates to be saved 
in a file called QUADCORD. 

i !i 

program PSPMAP.PRG, listed in Example 11, scans a data file for a single PSP and 
produces a map such as that shown in Figure 6. The plot is produced asa text file 
PSPMAP.PLTcontaining the HPGL instructions; the first few lines of this output file 
are reproduced In Example 12. The HPGL file can be sent directly to a physical 
device capable of interpreting them, such asa graph plotter, USing the DOS COPY 
instruction, as for example: 

COpy PSPMAP.PLT COM1: 

Alternatively, the file can be read in to a package that can manipulate it as 
graphics and print It on a standard printer. In this cook, HPGL files have been 
imported directly Into word perfect to reproduce the figures. 

The program works in the following stages: 

• The scale and origin of the plot are controlled by the variables XO, YO and 

Iiil 1
u
II 

Quadrat SE cor er
 
coordinates
 

QNO LOCE LOCN
 
1 0 80Quadrat numbers ""2"""""" 20 80 

.------~~_~~_NE ""3""""""':40"""""""80"'" 
"4""""""'60"" 80 
-·--5--············~io---~__ ::::::::§:Q:::~.1 2 3 4 5 ""if""""'·""'O' 60
---·7'············'20 ----------··6·0······ 
··,'EI'-""",·,,·40"""""""60 

·'9',·,"""""6"0 60 
------- ---------._----

10 80 60~l?r~r~j~? '"1T"",·,""""0"",····'·"'40""'· 
·'12'····: __ ::::::?Q~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~: ::~:~: 40 

4011 : 12 13 I 14 1 15 '"13'" 40 
'"14"' """,.'6"0""" """40' 
-------- ------._--_ _----_ . 
15 80 40

"16 --·····0·----··---- 20 
--_ --.--

17 20 20 
~6···i····l·;r 1~rl;r2~ 

""iff------ ----4·0·············'20··_
'T9"""·· ""66""""',··'20"" 
2rf"··"'" 80··,""""'20'·,'21122 T23 T24'25 '2T·""""""6""""""',·'0····
"22-- -2"0·--··············0····· 
'23"""""',··:40·,""""",··,·0""sw 24"""""',·60""""'" 0 
'25"""""" 80·""'·,"',··,·0"" 

Figure 5 A quadrat numbering scheme with database entries {or corresponding quadrat coordinates 
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1 procedure pspmap 
2 * program to generate map in HPGl of a permanent sample plot 
3 parameter pspfile 
4 set talk off 

* PSP origin (SE corner in physical plotter unitsl and plotter units/metre 
6 xO= 1000 
7 yO= 1000 
8 pum=60 
9 set printer to file (pspfile +".PLT"l 

set printer on 
11 " initialize plotter, select pen 1, character terminator r«, char size 
12 ? "IN; SP 1; OT -; SR 0.5,1 ;" 
13 * open PSP data file, link to quadrat coordinate file 
14 select 1 

use (pspfileJ order tag POlY alias p in 1 
16 use QUAOCORO order tag UNO alias q in 2 
17 set relation to UNO into q 
18 * draw plot frame 
19 ? "PU "+str(xO,8J+str(yO,8J+";" 

? "PO" +str(xO+ 100*pum,8l+str(yO,8l+ ";" 
21 ? "PO "+str(xO+l00*pum,8J+str(yO+100*pum,8l+";" 
22 ? "PO "+str(xO,8J+str!yO+l00*pum,81+";" 
23 ? "PO "+str(xO,8J+str(yO,81+";" 
24 nq = 1 

* draw internal plot frame with dashed lines then revert to solid lines 
26 ? "lT 2,1;" 
27 do while nq < 5 
28 ? "PU "+str(xO +20*nq*pum,8l+str(yO,8l+ ";" 
29 ? "PO"+str(xO +20*nq*pum,8J+str(yO+ 100*pum,8l+ ":" 

? "PU "+str(xO,8l+str(yO +20*nq*pum,8l+ ":" 
31 ? "PO "+str(xO+l00*pum,8J+str(yO+20*nq*pum,8J+";" 
32 nq =nq+1 
33 enddo 
34 ? ''IT;'' 

* scan data file tree by tree 
36 select p 
37 scan 
38 " move pen to tree position, write tree number, draw a circle 
39 Ix=lOCE+q->lOCE 

ly=lOCN+q->lOCN 
41 ? "PU "+str(xO+lx"pum,8l+strfyO+ly*pum,8l+";" 
42 ? "lB"+Itrim(str(TNO,4))+ "-" 
43 ? "PU "+str(xO+lx"pum,8l+str(yO+ly"pum,8l+";" 
44 ? "CI "+str(OIAM/l00*2"pum,8J+";" 

endscan 
46 ? "SP;" 
47 set printer off 
48 set printer to 
49 set talk on 

return 

Example 11 Program PSPMAP to draw a map of trees on a PSP using HPGl commands from XBASE 
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PUM set at lines 6-8. xo and YO set the origin 
of the bottom left (south-east) corner of the 
plot in physical coordinates on the paper. 
The PUM variable gives the number of physi
cal plotter units per metre on the ground. 
The value given is appropriate for A4 paper 
and a 100 m square plot. 

• printer output from the XBASE "?" command 
is redirected to a file in lines 9-10. This 
redirection is switched off at lines 47-48 and 
the output file closed. If the database file 
was, for example PSP113, the the HPGL out
put file would be called PSP113.PLT. 

• The plotter Is tnttrauzeo at line 12. The char
acter - is defined asa string terminator for 
the HPGL "LB" command, and character 
width and height are set to 0.5% and 1% of 
paper width and height respectively. 

• Lines 14-17 open the Input file and link It to 
the Quadrat coordinate file using the 
Quadrat number as a key field. 

• Lines 19-23 draw the PSP boundary asa solid 
line. Annotation of the plot With the PSP 
number or other text could be included here 

IN: SP 1; DT-: SR 0.5,1 : 
PU 1000 1000: 
PD 7000 1000: 
PD 7000 7000: 
PD 1000 7000: 
PD 1000 1000; 
LT 2,1: 
PU 2200 1000: 
PD 2200 7000: 
PU 1000 2200; 
PD 7000 2200; 
PU 3400 1000: 
PD 3400 7000: 
PU 1000 3400: 
PD 7000 3400: 
PU 4600 1000: 
PD 4600 7000; 
PU 1000 4600: 
PD 7000 4600:
 
PU 5800 1000;
 
PD 5800 7000;
 
PU 1000 5800:
 
PD 7000 5800;
 
LT;
 
PU 1390 6634:
 
LB2
PU 1390 6634:
 
CI 40:
 
PU 1654 6082;
 
LB3
PU 1654 6082;
 
CI 19:
 
PU 1984 6208;
 
LB4
PU 1984 6208;
 
CI 27;
 

Example 12 Part of HPGL output 
file for PSP map 

but have been omitted in order to keep this
 
example program as brief as possible.
 

•	 Lines 24-34 draw the Internal Quadrat boundaries on the map as dashed 
lines. The LT command initially setssmall dashes, and then at line 34resets 
solid lines as the default. 

•	 Lines37-45 scanthrough the data file and plot each tree. The LB command 
writes the tree number on the map. The Cl command draws a circle which 
is scaled here by a factor of 2 to give a clearer plot. It might be desirable 
to change pen colour for the tree numbers by preceding the LB command 
with "SP 2;", for example, to select pen number 2. Similarly the tree circles 
could be plotted in a third colour by preceding the "CI" command with "SP 
3, ·" . 

! 

•	 Lines 46-50 park the plotter pen, close the output file, and restore the 
XBASE interactive dialogue. 

i 

Data for a given sample plot is extracted from the main PSP file with Instructions 
such as: 
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USE PSPCD ORDER TAG PQTY 
SEEK' 113' 
COPY TO PSP113 WHILE PLOTID=113 FOR YEAR(AYR) =94 

I: 
The above sequence would copy data for PSP NO.113 and measurement yea 1994 
to a file PSP113. The PSPMAP program would then be run with this data with the 

command:
 

DO PSPMAP WITH "PSP113"
 

The output HPGL file would be called PSP113.PLT. If output is desired directly to 
a plotter, then line 9 of the program could be amended to, for example: 

SET PRINTER TO COM1 

This would direct output to the DOS COM1: serial port. 

J5 
ao 

L 

47 

44 

Figure 6 PSP plot map showing tree numbers and relative sizes 
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2.5	 preliminary operations for data analysis 

2.5.1	 Standardization of measurement units 

PSP data may commonlv be collected over long periods of time. ave such 
periods, methods of measurement and units of measure may change, making the 
raw data units incompatible. For example, one series of data the author worked 
with commenced in 1946and included measurements up to 1992. During this 46
year period, diameter measurement was moved from 1.3 metres to 4 metres, and 
then back to 1.3 metres, units changed from inches girth to cm girth and then cm 
diameter, crown classification changed through three different systems, and tree 
numbers were completely altered three times (Alder, 1993l. 

Generally, conversions may be of two baste types: 

•	 Continuous measures, such as diameter, which may be scaled or modifed 
by an arithmetic expression. 

I 

•	 categorical variables, such ascoded notes, species codes, crown classifica
tions, which may be amended by the use of look-up tables or simple 
replacement for isolated changes. ! 

Using XBASE, continuous measures may be adjusted by replacing a field value by 

an arithmetic expression based on its current value, for a selected set of records. 
For example, if a PSP database hasbeen created with a field GIRTH containing girth 
measurements in inches prtorto 1975, and a field DIAM containing diameters in cm 
from 1975, then the DIAM field for the pre-1975 records can be filled in with the 
expression: 

REPLACE DIAM WITH GIRTH*2.54/3.14159 FOR YEAR(AYRl<1975 

If a single code has to be replaced with an alternate value, then this can be done 
similarly. For example, the author found in one case that for a set of plots, the 
code "FR" had been used in place of the code "FD" for fire damage. The codes 
were stored in a string similar to the NOTES field shown in Example 9 on page 25. 

The replacement was carried out with the following command: 

REPLACE NOTES WITH STUFF(NOTES, AT("FR",NOTES),2,"FD") ;
 
FOR "FR" S I\lOTES
 

The FOR clause usesthe Soperator to detect the string "FR" in the NOTES field. The 
STUFFO function replaces 2 characters starting at the position given by the ATO 
with "FD". The ATO function gives the character position of the "FR" string in 
NOTES. 

I 
I 

A REPLACE command such as the above may not work reliably if the field being 
amended is the controlling index of the file; alteration of the index variable will 
lead to the sequence in which records are accessed being altered, so that some 
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I 

I 

records may be skipped. If an index field is to be amended, the SET ORDER TO 
command should be used to select another key or process records in their natural 

order. 

The more complex case Is where a number of categorical codes have to be 
replaced. In this case, a second file should be set up which: 

• Hasa key field based on the old value to be changed. 
• Gives the corresponding new value to be inserted. 

For example, on some sample plots in Belize, the author found that two different 
species lists had been used for plots established at different periods, each with 
their own code numbers. It was necessary to consolidate the lists and assign new 
numbers that were standard on both groups of plots. 

A database file was created called SPCHANGE with three fields, SPPA, SPPB and 
I\/EWSPP. The SPPA and SPPB fields contained numbers for a given species on the 
A and B series plots; the NEWSPP field was the corresponding new standard 
number to be applied. 

I I 
To update the A series plots in a file called PSPA, the following commands were 
applied: 

SELECT 1 
USE PSPA 
SELECT 2 
USE SPCHANGE 
INDEX ON SPPA TAG SPPA 
SELECT 1 
REPLACE SPP WITH SPCHANGE- > NEWSPP FOR SEEKCSPP, "SPCHANGE") 

The effect of these commands Is to open the PSPA data file in work area 1 and the 
list of old and new code numbers in area 2. The SPCHANGE file is indexed on the 
SPPA codes. The replace command replaces the SPP number in the PSPA file With 
NEWSPP in the SPCHANGE file only if SPP corresponds to a value found in the 
SPCHANGE file in the SPPA field. The SEEK function will Position the SPCHANGE file 
at the correct record to make the right substitution. 

These examples indicate various techniques that may be applied for standardizing 
data and codes on to a common basis. It will be obvious that small errors in 
applying such powerful commands can have a catastrophic effect on the data, and 
it is therefore essential to make a back-Up copy of the original file before 
commencing work. 
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2.5.2	 correction for moving point of diameter measurement 

Onespecial problem of data standardization that arises with measurements of tro
pical tree diameters is the occurrence of buttresses and the inevitable need to 
move the potnt of measurement (POM) of the reference diameter. Alder & 
svnnott (1992, p.71) suggest field procedures to deal with this problem. The tree 
record file whose structure is shown in Example 2 provides fields to record the 
necessary correction data. These are: 

DIAM	 The diameter at the current POM. I 

ADIAM An alternate diameter measurement, made above the height at which 
DIAM is measured. 

POM The height at which ADIAM Is measured. 

The way In which these fields might be filled in is illustrated for a sequence of 
measurements in which diameter is initially recorded at 1.3m (the 'breast height' 
standard), then moved to 2.5 m. and moved again to 4 m. These are shown in 
LOtus 1-2-3 spreadsneet format in Example 13. In 1998, the tree is measured at the 
original point of measurement as 44.2 em, and at the alternate diameter as 40.5 
cm. At the next measurement, in 2000, the original diameter is no longer 
measured, and the alternate diameter now becomes the standard point of 
measurement. The AD/AM and POM fields are left empty in this and subsequent 
years until a new POM becomes necessary. In the example this isshown in the year 
2006, when the POM is moved to 4 m. The diameter at 2.5 m is recorded as 48.1 
ern, and at 4 m as 44.2 cm. subsequent measurements are made at 4 m height. 

A B C D E F 

1 Year	 Diam Alt. P.O.m. Corr. Ref. 
2 (em)	 diam (m) ratio diam 

1994	 41.7 1.30 1.000 41.73 
4 1996	 42.8 1.000 42.8 

1998	 44.2 40.4 2.50 1.000 44.25 
2000	 41.5 1.094 45.46 

7 2002	 43.3 1.094 47.4 
2004	 45.7 1.094 50.08 

9 2006	 48.1 44.2 4.00 1.094 52.6 
10 2008	 45.1 
11 2010	 46.2 
12 2012	 47.1 

1.191 53.7 
1.191 55.0 
1.191 56.1 ! 

f f
I +BI2*El2 

@IF(Cll>O.Ell*Bll/Cll.Ell) 

Example	 13 Spreadsheet to calculate dIameter corrections for a movmg POM 

The spreadsheet and database presentations of the data are equivalent. In both 
eases the convention should be adopted that: i 

I . 

•	 Alternate diameter (ADIAM) is only entered In years when measurements 
are made at both the old and new POMS. In years where only one 
measurement point is used, it is entered in the DIAM field (column B on 
the spreaosneeti. 
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Figure 7	 Raw diameter measurements and corrected values with moving POM 

•	 The POM field is likewise only entered in years when the ADIAM field is 
used. Otherwise it is assumed to be the same as for the preceding year. 
This assumption isnot critical to the calculation of corrected diameters by 
the ratio method to be described, but if adhered to, assists the extraction 
of data for buttress taper equation development. 

•	 In the first year of data collection, the initial point of measurement is 
recorded. This will commonly be at the standard height of 1.3m rbreast 
height), but its entry in the database will help to avoid ambiguity. 

The simplest method for correcting for the movement of the point of measure
ment is the ratio method. In this, measurements subsequent to a move are 
multiplied by the ratio of the original diameter over the alternate diameter. This 
is shown in the spreadsheet by the formula for column E, the correction ratio. 
This states that: 

_-_. __ _-----.._----

where C is the column containing alternate diameters, E is the correction ratio 
column, and B is the diameter at the previous or standard POM. The current row 
is r and the previous row is r-t. The standard reference diameter, or corrected 
diameter, is then calculated as the measured diameter in the B column or DIAM 
field times the correction ratio. 

Figure 7 compares the original diameter measurements as they would be if no 
allowance where made for a changing POM and the calculated corrected 
diameters. 
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* inserts diameters corrected for a changed POM in field DREF 
parameters pspdata 
set talk off 
use (pspdata) order tag pqty in 1 
treeidO ='1' 
* examine data records in sequence 
scan 

* ID of this tree
 
treeidl =str(PLOTID,4)+str(ONO,2)+str(TNO,4)
 
* see if same as preceding line of data
 
if treeidl =treeidO
 

* see if POM has moved
 
if ADIAM>O
 

* adjustment to ratio to be used with next record 
radj = DIAM/ADIAM 

else 
radj= 1.0 

endif
 
else
 

* reset ratio for a new tree
 
radj= 1.0
 
ratio =1.0
 

endif 
* update treeid, fiJI DREF field
 
treeidO =treeid 1
 
replace DREF with DIAM*ratio
 
ratio =ratio*radj
 

endscan 
set talk on 
return 

Example 14 Program to calculate a standard reference diameter with moving POM 

An XBASE program MOVEPOM, to carry out these calculations on a database is 
shown in Example 14. The logic which detects the start of a new tree in the 
database is similar to that of the error check:ing program in Example 8. The 
program requires as a preliminary that an additional field is added to the PSPCD 
database called DREF, which contains the corrected reference diameter. This can 
be done via the XBASE MODIFY STRUCTURE command. 

Another common approach that has been adopted to this problem in some 
increment studies is not to correct the diameter for changing POM at all, but 
simply to calculate increments based on diameters at different heights. In this 
case, using the data entry conventions noted above, increment is best calculated 
asthe difference between the DIAM fields in successive measurements when the 
preceding ADIAM field is empty, but as ADIAM-DIAM when the preceding ADIAM 
field contains a value. This will give a series of mcreasinc increments (barring 
instrument error or tree shrtnkaqel, but they will relate to different heights up the 
tree. The increments obtained will be lower than those derived using a corrected 
diameter at standard reference height. 
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2.5.3 Conversion of diameter series to increment files 

Much of the analysis on PSP data sets is concerned with deriving functions or 
transition matrices based on tree increments, expressed in terms of diameter or 
sectional area at a standard reference height. Thefile formats so far discussed are 
inconvenient for regression analysis as it is difficult for standard statistical 
packages to processthem in the way requlred. The data needs to be manipulated 
so that each record contains: 

• The essential basic predictor variables required for analysis. This may 

procedure incxt 
* extracts increment and other data for regression analysis from psp data 
parameters ipf,opf 
set talk off 
set status off 
select 1 
use (ipfl order tag pqty alias ipf in 1 
use lopf) alias opf in 2 
treeidO ='?' 
* examine data records in sequence 
scan 

* ID of this tree
 
treeidl =str(PLOTIDAI+str(ONO,21+strlTNOAI
 
* see if same as preceding line of data
 
if treeid 1=treeidO
 

* calculate increment in cm/yr
 
nyr =(AYR·yearOI/365.25
 
dincl =lDREF-diamOI/nyr
 
* generate output file record 
select opf 
append blank 
replace PLOTID with ipf- > PLOTID. TNO with ipf- > TNO, SPP with ipf· > SPP, ; 

YEAR with year(ipf·> AYRI. DREF with ipf->DREF, DlNC with dincl,; 
CFS with ipf- > CFS, TCI with compixO 

select ipf 
endif 
* update treeid, species, diam for a new tree
 
treeidO =treeid 1
 
diamO=OREF
 
yearO=AYR
 

endscan 
set talk on 
set status on 
return 

function compix 
* calculates a tree competition index in variable tcix 

return tcix 

Example 15 Program to extract diameter increment and other statistics 
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include tree diameter, crown class, speciescode, tree and plot number for 
reference. 

•	 Derived indices of competition. These may be aggregate stand statistics 
such as Quadrat basal area, or spatial measuresusing a number of possible 
methods. 

•	 The tree increment, expressed over a standard time unit (eg, 1 year>. 

The program shown in Example 15 extracts these data from a PSP data file to a 
new file which should be created to include the following fields: 

PLOTID Plot identification number
 
TNO Tree number
 
SPP species code
 
YEAR Year measured
 
DREF Corrected reference diameter
 
DINC Diameter increment in cm/yr
 
CFS Crown Freedom Score
 
TCI Tree competition index
 

The PSP data file to be operated on by the program should have a structure similar 
to that shown on page 25 but with inclusion of the corrected DREF field as 
discussed in section 2.5.2. 

The output file is intended purely for analysis of increment functions, and not for 
mortality or ingrowth studies. specialised files and programs for these purposes 
are considered in sections 4.3 and 4.4. 

The example program is similar to that shown in Example 8 (page 22) which also 
calculatestree increments for the purpose of range checking and error detection. 
In the present case however, the calculated values are saved to the output file 
using the APPEND BLANK... REPLACE... sequence. The calculation of tree competi
tion index TCI is delegated to a user defined function COMPIX and is not expucitv 
shown here. Several possible methods are given in section 2.6, where the subject 
of tree competition is discussed in detail. 

This program requires that both the input and output files be specified as 
parameters when it is called from XBASE. It could be executed for example with 
the command: 

DO INCXT WITH "PSPCD","DIAMINCS" 

where DIAMINCS would contain the generated output records. 
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2.5.4 changes to the tree identification format 

It is not unusual, especially with older PSPs, for the method of plot, tree, or 
quadrat numbering to be awkard or inconveniently complex. One program is 
demonstrated here to show the type of techniques that may be applied to make 
modifications. 

The xaoe PSP data, part of which is shown listed in Figure 4 had originally a 
combined plot and tree number tagged for each tree, such asA101, meaning tree 
number 101 in plot A. This was further complicated by the use of a variety of 
decimals and year prefixes to indicate ingrowth trees. The system did not allow 
simple indexing by plot and tree identification in XBASE. 

1 * fills in the PLOTID and TREENO fields in file KADE 
2 set talk off 
3 use kade 
4 letters ="ABCDEFGH" 
5 n=1 
6 do while n< =len(letters) 
7 L=substr(letters,n, 1) 
8 replace plotid with L for L $ treeid 
9 n=n+1 

10 enddo 
11 index on plotid tag plotid 
12 n= 1 
13 do while n< =len(letters) 
14 L=substr(letters,n, 1) 
15 seek L 
16 t= 1 
17 scan while plotid =L 
18 replace treeno with t 
19 t=t+1 
20 endscan 
21 n=n+1 
22 enddo 
23 set talk on 

Example 16 Program AOOIO to change tree andplotnumbering system in the Kade PSP data 

TO rectify it, a small program called ADDID was written which is shown in 
Example 16. Before running the program, the original database was modified to 
include a field PLOTID, to contain a single letter plot identification (A-H), and one 
called TREENO, to contain a new sequential tree number. 

The loop in lines 6-10 of the program fills in the PLOTID field for each plot in turn, 
from A to H. The plot letter is selected with the substring function at line 7, and 
then all trees whose originallD contains that letter have the PLOTID replaced with 
the letter. The XBASE operation 'L S TREEID' gives a logical value True if the 
characters in variable L occur anywhere within the string in the field TREEID. 

The trees are then indexed on the newly assigned PLOTID in line 11. 
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The outer loop in lines 13-22 scans through each plot letter in turn, from A to H, 
by selecting them from the string LEITERS using the pointer N, which will take 
values from 1 to 8 as it is incremented. 

For each plot, the SEEK operation at line 15 positions the record pointer at the 
first record of the plot. The SCAN loop in lines 17-20 replaces each value of TREENO 
with the value of T. This is incremented for each tree, giving a seouennai series 
of numbers within the plot. 

It is then possible to index this database on plot and tree number in order to 
undertake the various other manipulations described in this chapter. 

2.5.5	 creating a database of plot-level statistics 

For a variety of purposes it is useful to calculate plot-level statistics such as basal 
area, numbers of trees, plot volume, and other possible measures. Such data may 
be used, for example, to: 

•	 Derive competition indices based on plot basal area 
•	 Give a means of site classification 
•	 provide data for whole-stand models. 

.One way to calculate basal area and stem numbers for each plot is to use the 
XBASE TOTAL command'. TO do this, additional fields should be added to the 
PSPCD database, and an alternative index created that discriminates plots and 
measurement years, but not trees. 

The fOllowing stages would be involved: 

m	 Start with a series of sequentiat tree measurements such as the PSPCD 
database shown on page 25. Make a back-up copy of the database before 
commencing the modifications described below. 

nn	 Add the corrected diameter field DREF as described in section 2.5.2 and 
calculate it using the MOVEPOM program in Example 14. 

(iii)	 USing the MODIFY STRUCTURE command, add three additional fields called 
BA, TALLY, and PLOTY. The revised structure of the PSPCD file will then 
appear asshown in Example 17. The index flag for the PLOTY field should 
be set to Y in the interactive MODIFY STRUCTURE command. 

(iv)	 Fill in the BA, TALLY and PLOTY fields. The BA field is given the tree basal 
area, calculated from DREF, and the TALLY field is set to 1. The PLOTY field 
controls the subsequent TOTAL command and should contain the plot 
number concatenated with the year of measurement, both in string 
format. The following command will achieve this: 



Field Type Length Usage 

PLOTID N 4 Plot identification number 
AYR D 8 Date of assessment 
aND N 2 Quadrat number 
TNO N 4 Tree number 
SPP N 4 Species code 
LOCE N 4.1 Tree location East 
LOCN N 4.1 Tree location North 
DrAM N 5.1 Diameter measurement 
ADIAM N 5.1 Alternate diameter at new POM 
POM N 5.2 Point of measurement 
CFS N 1 Crown Freedom Score 
NOTES C 20 Codes notes, etc. 
CHKSUM N 6.1 Checksum 
DREF N 5.1 Corrected reference diameter (calculated) 
BA N 8.4 Basal area (calculated) 
TAllY N 8 Used for tree tallies with TOTAL command 

Example 17 Extended structure of pspcn database with fields for basal area andtree count calculations 

(Vi)	 Set the PLOTY index active and total the BA and TALLY fields within plots 

for each measurement year with the commands: 

SET ORDER TO TAG PLOTY
 

TOTAL ON PLOTY TO PLOTSUM FIELDS BA,TALLY
 

The database PLOTSUM will have been created with plot basal areas in the BA field, 

and total tree counts in the tally field. Note that the structure of the PLOTSUM 

database will be identical to that of the input PSPCD file. However, the contents 

or me fields other than PLOTID, AYR, BA, TALLYand PLOTY will refer only to the first 

tree on each plot and should be discarded. The PLOTY field itself replicates the 

information in PLOTID and AYR, although the full assessment date, given in AYR, is 

abbreviated to give the year only in PLOTY. The surplus information can be 

discarded by using a selective copy command such as: 

USE PLOTSUM
 
COpy TO PSPBA FIELD PLOTID,AYR,BA,TALLY
 

The resulting file PSPBA will contain only the following fields: 

PLOTID Plot identification number
 

AYR Assessment date
 

BA Plot basal area
 
TALLY Count of trees on the plot
 

These methods of deriving plot statistics use only interactive commands and can 

therefore be executed from the menu-driven interfaces provided with various 
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XBASE implementations. They will be found to be slow with large files; much 
more efficient procedures can be devised with some programming. Some 
relevant concepts are discussed in section 2.5.7. 

The SOL SELECT command, on those systems where it is available, is simpler and 
more efficient. An example is given in the competition influence overlap zone 
program CIOZ discussedon page 59. It allows complex calculations and summaries 
on grouped data in a single command, and in the better SOL implementations, is 
highly optimized for execution speed. 

2.5.6	 Tallying methods for extracting preliminary data statistics 

It may be useful to monitor the species and size distribution of sampling during 
a programme of PSP work. The TALLY field described in the preceding section can 
be used with the TOTAL command to do this. 

TO monitor species distribution, proceed as follows: 

(i)	 uSing the PSPCD file as modified in the preceding section (seeExample 17), 
copy the SPP and TALLY fields to a temporary database for a particular 
assessement year and set of plots of interest. Suitable commands would 
be: 

USE PSPCD
 
COpyTO SPPTALLY FIELDS SPP,TALLY FOR YEARIAYR)=1994
 

(ii)	 open the resultant file of species and tallies, index on the species code, 
and total by species to a file called SPPSUM: 

USE SPPTALLY
 
INDEX ON SPP TAG SPP
 
TOTAL ON SPP TO SPPSUM
 

The SPPSUM file will contain species codes and counts of trees. This can be viewed 
asa histogram by importing it into a package such as SYSTAT or Lotus 1-2-3. Some 
database packages, such asparadox, will allow the histogram to be created directly 
from the data. 

Field Type Length Usage 

Spp N 4 Species code 
DREF N 5.1 Diameter corrected to reference height 
DCLASS N 2 Diameter class number 
SPPD C 7 Concatenated value ofSPP and DCLASS used to control TOTAL 
TALLY N 8 Used to count trees. initially set to 1 for each record. 

Example 18 Structure of intermediate file to summarize data by species and diameter class 

It is also useful to consider the diameter distribution of the data, perhaps in 
combination with species as a 2-way table. This can be done by, for example, 
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creating an intermediate database called SPPDC with the structure shown in 
Example 18. Selected fields from the PSPCD database are then copied for a 
particular measurement year, using commands similar to the following: 

USE SPPDC
 
APPEND FROM PSPCD FOR YEAR<AYR) =1994
 

The DCLASS and SPPD fields are filled in with commands like: 

REPLACE DCLASS WITH INTllDREF-10)/2Q) +1, ;
 
SPPD WITH STR(SPP,4) + STR<DCLASS,3)
 

The method of deriving a diameter class from a diameter value is quite general 
and is used widely in different programs in this book. If the class width is w, and 
the lower bound of the first class is f, then the class index k for a given diameter 
d will be given by: 

{1}
k = int{(d-fl/W} + 1 

where the into function truncates a number to the next lower integer. Thus for 
example, if the class Width is 20 cm and the lowest class starts at 10 ern, a tree of 
diameter 34.3 would be: 

k = int{(34.3-101/20} + 1 

which evaluates to 2. 

The file is then indexed on the SPPD field and totals calculated: 

INDEX ON SPPD TAG SPPD
 
TOTAL ON SPPD TO SPPDCSUM
 

In the database SPPDCSUM, the TALLY field will then contain the tree count for the 
selected data for each species and diameter class. 

The manipulations described in this and the preceding section are designed to 
allow simple interactive methods of reviewing some aspects of the data. 
However, they will be found to be slow for large data sets comprising several tens 
or hundreds of PSPs. For the latter case, programmed methods of analysis using 
hash tables and arrays are faster than using INDEX, REPLACE and TOTAL commands. 
These latter methods are illustrated in the following sections. 
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2.5.7	 Reducing large files by cross-tabulation 

In a typical case with perhaps 100 PSPs, each containing about 500 trees and 3 re
measurements, there would be a total of 100,000 tree increment observations. 
This is too large a bodv of data to be conveniently analysed by most regression 
packages. It is therefore necessary to condense the data in some way without 
losing essential information. 

Structure for database: D:\GHPSPINC.DBF 
Number of data records: 12788 
Date of last update : 08/07/93 
Field Field Name Type Width Dec Index Description

1 FRESV Character 4	 Forest reserve code 
2 PNUM Character 3	 Plot number 
3 LDNO Character 3	 Leading Desirable (tree) number 
4 YRI Numeric 2	 First year measured 
5 YR2 Numeri c 2	 Last year measured 
6 SPP Character 3	 Species code 
7 DPOM Numeric 10 2 Diameter at POM, em 
8 DINC Numeric 10 2 Increment cm/yr
9 CPOS Numeric 5	 Crown score 

10 NBA Numeric 8	 No. of competing trees 
11 DEAD Character 2	 Dead or missing tree codes 
12 TALLY Numeric 5 Used for preliminary statistics 

** Total ** 58 

FRESV PNUM LDNO YRI YR2 SPP DPOM DINC CPOS NBA DEAD TALLY 
ASUK 5 2 72 82 Eu 10.91 0.10 2 5 1 
ASUK 5 3 72 82 Ant 90.35 1.24 5 4 1 
ASUK 5 5 72 82 Tri 31.73 1.06 4 4 1 
ASUK 5 6 72 82 Ec 128.75 0.00 0 o NT 1 
ASUK 5 7 72 82 Man 45.68 0.45 4 5 1 
ASUK 5 8 72 82 Eu 7.98 0.00 0 o D 1 
ASLiK 5 9 72 82 Ge 22.23 0.00 0 o D 1 
ASUK 5 10 72 82 Ge 14.25 0.03 2 4 1 
ASUK 5 11 72 82 Ec 4.24 0.20 2 3 1 
ASLiK 5 12 72 82 Tri 23.55 2.05 4 2 1 
ASUK 5 13 72 82 Ant 11.32 0.00 0 o D 1 
ASUK 5 14 72 82 Eu 13.04 0.00 0 o D 1 
ASLiK 5 15 72 82 Eu 29.71 0.12 3 2 1 
ASUK 5 16 72 82 Nes 13.74 0.32 2 3 1 
ASUK 5 17 72 82 Tri 60.03 0.37 4 5 1 

Example	 19 PSP tree increment data to be processed by cross,tabulation program 

The most suitable way to achieve such a summary is to cross-tabulate the data by 
the parameters to be usedaspredictors in a resression equatton. The procedure 
is described here for a simple and typical case that would be involved in 

v I in a basic stand rotection model. The data is to be classified to ive 

sampled. 

Example 19shows the structure of the input file for cross-tabulation. It relates to 
PSPs established in Ghana between 1968 and 1983 on which selected 'Leading 
Desirable' trees were measured tsardoe, 1968). The program listed in Example 20 
performs the cross tabulation. The program operates as follows: 

•	 Line 3 suppresses the normal XBASE interactive responses while the 
program is running. 

•	 Lines 5 and 6 open the input and output files. The input file must be 
indexed by the species code, SPP. 
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1 * cross-tabulation program to summarise PSP statistics 
2 * by diameter classes and species 
3 set talk off 
4 * open psp file (pI and summary file (q) 
5 use ghpspinc order tag SPP alias p in 1 
6 use incsum alias q in 2 
7 * parameters of diameter classification. cw=width, fc=1st class, nc=no classes 
8 cw=10 
9 fc=O 

10 nc=ll 
11 declare incsum[ncl.incsumsq[ncl.ntrees[ncl,ndead[ncl,dsum[ncl 
12 select p 
13 * outer loop scans by groups of species 
14 scan 
15 * reset species code, accumulators to zero for next species 
16 sppO=SPP 
17 k=1 
18 do while k< =nc 
19 store 0 to incsum[kl.incsumsq[kl.ntrees[kl.ndead[kl,dsum[kl 
20 k=k+1 
21 enddo 
22 * scan through species 
23 scan while SPP =sppO 
24 * get diameter class, count trees, sum diameters 
25 k=int((DPOM-fc)/cw)+ 1 
26 k=iif(k>nc,nc,k) 
27 ntrees[kl =ntrees[kl +1 
28 dsum[kl=dsum[kl+DPOM 
29 * add increments and sums of squares for live trees, count dead ones 
30 if DEAD=' , 
31 incsum[kl =incsum[kl +DINC 
32 incsumsq[kl =incsumsq[kl +D1NC*D1NC 
33 else 
34 ndead[kl =ndead[kl +1 
35 endif 
36 endscan 
37 * output results, converting totals to means, sumsq to standard error 
38 k=1 
39 select q 
40 do while k< =nc 
41 n=ntrees[kl 
42 if n>O 
43 append blank 
44 se=iif(n > 1, sqrt((incsumsq[kl-incsum[kt2/nJ/(n-1 )/n), 0) 
45 replace SPP with sppO, DCLASS with k, DMEAN with dsum[kl/n, DINC with; 
46 incsum[kl/n, INCSE with se, TREES with n, DEAD with ndead[kl 
47 endif 
48 k=k+1 
49 enddo 
50 select p 
51 endscan 
52 set talk on 
53 return 

Example 20 listing of XTAB program to summarise increment data by species and diameter class 
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•	 Lines8-10 define the diameter classes. ON is the class width in cm, FC the 
lower bound of the first class, and NC is the number of classes. 

•	 Line 11 declares 5 arrays used to accumulate data by diameter classes 
within a species. INCSUM contains totals of increments, INCSUMSQ contains 
sums of squares, NTREES counts the total trees sampled <both dead and 
alive>, NDEAD counts the dead trees, and DSUM totals the tree diameters. 

•	 Line 14 begins a loop which at ends at line 51 to scan through blocks of 
data by species. 

•	 Lines 16-21 set the species code at the first line for a block of data for a 

WHILE clause in line 23. The arrays are all reset to zeroes to initialize them 
for the accumulation of within-species totals. 

•	 Line 23starts the within-species scan through the data which ends at line 
36. This loop totals the various statistics required. 

•	 Lines 25-26 calculate a class number from the tree diameter. Trees over 
100 cm are all placed in class 11. 

•	 Lines 27 to 35 accumulate the various statistics required. 

•	 Lines 38-49 output the species totals to the database file INCSUM, auaseo 
asQ. One record is created in the output file for each diameter class. The 
sum of squares of increments are converted to standard error at line 44, 
whilst other totals are converted to means in the REPLACE statement itself 
at lines 45-46. 

The structure for the output file is shown in Example 21. This structure must be 
created in XBASE before the XTAB program is run. If XTAB is to be run several 
times, then the INCSUM datbase must be emptied before running the program by 
USing the ZAP command with the INCSUM file in use in the currently selected work 
area. 

It will be noted in this example that mnemonic species codes were used, rather 
than numeric ones. The program will function identically with numeric codes. 

The arrangement of the data with one line per diameter class is generally more 
flexible than one in which all diameter classes are arranged in tabular format 
across a record. The latter arrangement, although more suitable for a printed 
presentation of the results, is difficult for regression and graphical packages to 
process. The layout shown can also be extended to multl-wav classifications 
involving, for example, species, diameter class, and competition class. 

The effectiveness of the cross-tabulation process in reducing the size of the data 
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Structure for database: D:\INCSUM.DBF 
Number of data records: 202 
Date of last update : 20/08/93
Field Field Name Type Width Dec Index 

1 SPP Character 3 Y Species code 
2 DCLASS Numeric 2 Y Diameter class no. 
3 DMEAN Numeric 5 1 N Mean diameter in class 
4 DINC Numeric 5 2 N Mean increment of class 
5 INCSE Numeric 5 3 N Standard error of increment 
6 TREES Numeric 5 N Total trees sampled
7 DEAD Numeric 4 N No. of trees which died 

** Total ** 30 

SPP DCLASS llMEAN DINC INCSE TREES DEAD 
Ea 1 4.6 0.22 0.046 219 24 
Ea 2 14.5 0.22 0.013 258 8 
Ea 3 24.1 0.28 0.061 174 10 
Ea 4 34.7 0.39 0.041 71 1 
Ea 5 44.7 0.40 0.061 21 1 
Ea 6 56.0 0.50 0.155 12 3 
Ea 7 64.5 0.62 0.110 12 0 
Ea 8 73.0 0.54 0.180 3 0 
Ea 9 84.7 0.30 0.095 10 3 
Ea 10 100.0 0.00 0.000 1 1 
Ea 11 118.8 0.15 0.147 3 2 
Ec 1 3.9 0.33 0.081 216 22 
Ec 2 15.1 0.30 0.046 224 8 
Ec 3 24.4 0.39 0.030 140 6 
Ec 4 34.1 0.71 0.137 45 2 
Ec 5 44.7 0.69 0.067 38 1 
Ec 6 55.1 0.64 0.082 20 0 
Ec 7 65.5 0.86 0.121 22 2 
Ec 8 74.4 0.40 0.109 14 4 
Ec 9 84.3 0.56 0.112 10 2 

Example 21 Structure andpartial listing of summary database produced by crO$$·tabulation program XTAB 

set to be manipulated can be seen. The raw data file shown in Example 19 has 
12,788 records, whereas the summary file in Example 21 has only 202 records. 

2.5.8 converting multi-year record formats to year-per-record files 

section 2.3.5, page 24, has discussed the nature of multl-vear record (MYRI format 
files, as opposed to year-per-record (YPRI formats. For regression analysis and for 
most of the other manipulations described in this manual, it is desirable to 
convert MYR to YPR format. Thissection illustrates the general approach, using as 
an example the database for the xaoe PSPs, part of which is shown in Figure 4. 
The program illustrated in Example 22shows a typical XBASE program for this type 
of reformatting. Lines 1-6 of the program organize preliminaries, clearing the 
status line and screen, closing any open databases, giving a program title at the 
top of the screen, and setting off the interactive responses to commands. 

Lines 7 and 8 open the input and output databases and give them the aliases MYR 
and YPR respectively. The alias isa short name used in the program to reference 
the file work area. 

Line 9 creates an array whose 14 elements will correspond to the 14 fields in the 
input MYR records. The MYR database is made active and a loop, encompassing 
lines 11-40, begins which scans each record of the input database in turn and 
processes it. 
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1 set talk off 
2 set status off 
3 clear 
4 @ 0,0 say "MAKEYPR : Converts Kade PSP data from MYR to YPR format" 
5 @ 1,0 to 1.70 double 
6 close databases 
7 use kade alias myr in 1 
8 use kadeypr alias ypr in 2 
9 declare amyr[141 

10 select myr 
11 scan 
12 copy to array amyr record recnoO 
13 @ 3,0 say "MYR input record no. "+strlrecnoO,5l 
14 yf=7 
15 select ypr 
16 do while yf< =14 
17 do case 
18 case amyr[yf] = -1 
19 .. small size trees < 300 mm girth - nothing written to output file 
20 case amyr[yf] > 0 
21 .. normal girth measurement, copy to output file as dbh 
22 append blank 
23 replace PLOTID with myr- > PLOTID, TREENO with myr- > TREENO, ; 
24 SPPNO with myr- > SPPNO, XCOORD with myr- > XCOORD, ; 
25 YCOORD with myr- > YCOORD, MYEAR with vallrightlfieldlvt,[myrll,211, ; 
26 DBH with amyr[yf]/31.4159, BEAD with .F. 
27 case amyr[yf] = -99 
28 .. tree has died. use dbh from previous year and set DEAD true 
29 append blank 
30 replace PLOTID with myr- > PLOTID, TREENO with myr- >TREENO, ; 
31 SPPNO with myr- > SPPNO, XCOORD with myr- > XCOORD, ; 
32 YCOORD with myr- > YCOORD, MYEAR with vallrightlfieldlvt,[myrll,211, ; 
33 DBH with amyr[yf-l1/31.4159, DEAD with .T. 
34 exit 
35 endcase 
36 @ 4,0 say "YPR output record no. "+strlrecnoO,5) 
37 yf=yf+1 
38 enddo 
39 select myr 
40 endscan 
41 set talk on 
42 set status on 
43 return 

Example 22 Program to re-organize data from multi-year records to year-per-record «PRJ format 

At line 12, the fields of the current record of the MYR database are copied to the 
array AMYR. Line 13 gives the record number on screen to appraise the user of the 
program's progress. Line 14 isa pointer to the first time-dependent field, GIRTH68, 
which is stored in the 7th field of the MYR database. 

The output database is made the active file at line 15,and loop begins through the 
time-dependent fields GIRTH68 to GIRTH93, which are stored in the array AMYR, 
elements 7 to 14. Inside the lOOP, three possible cases for the value of girth are 
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Original MYR format 

PLOTID TREENO TREEID SPPNO XCOORD YCOORD GIRTH68 GIRTH70 GIRTH72 
A 149 A7.10 57 97 67 -1 -1 -1 
A 150 82A1 94 68 91 -1 -1 -1 
A 151 82A2 65 61 79 -1 -1 -1 
A 152 82A3 22 79 79 -1 -1 -1 
A 153 82A4 16 75 79 -1 -1 -1 

GIRTH77 GIRTH80 GIRTH82 GIRTH87 GIRTH93 
310 311 310 320 320 l 

-1 -1 330 345 361 
-1 -1 320 345 -99 l-, 
-1 -1 355 415 510 l
-1 -1 310 325 360 

Converted YPR format 

PLOTID TREENO SPPNO XCOORD YCOORD MYEAR 
A 
A 

149 
149 

57 
57 

97 
97 

67 
67 

77 
80 

DBH DEAD9.9 .F. ]9.9 .F. 
III I 

A 149 57 97 67 82 9.9 .F. 
A 149 57 97 67 87 10.2 .F. 
A 149 57 97 67 93 10.2 .F. 

A 
A 
A 

150 
150 
150 

94 
94 
94 

68 
68 
68 

91 
91 
91 

82 
87 
93 

10.5 .F. 
11.0 .F. 
11.5 .F. 

] 
A 151 65 61 79 82 10.2 .F. 
A 151 65 61 79 87 11.0 .F. 
A 151 65 61 79 93 11.0 .T. 

A 
A 
A 

152 
152 
152 

22 
22 
22 

79 
79 
79 

79 
79 
79 

82 
87 
93 

11.3 .F. 
13.2 .F. 
16.2 .F. 

] 

Example 23 Original MYR and converted YPR formats for several trees from the Kade data 

examined, and appropriate action taken. 

Trees which were too small to measure « 300 mm gbhl are coded with a girth of 
-1. This cases is detected at line 19 and no output is written. 

The normal case of a positive girth measurement is detected at line 20. A blank 
output record is created, and the fields filled in with the REPLACE command at line 
23. The time-invariant fields PLOTID to YCOORD are copied directly from the input 
record. The year is calculated from the two right-most characters of the GIRTH 
field name currently being operated on and stored in MYEAR. DBH in cm is 
derived from girth in mm by dividing by 10n. The DEAD field is set as false. 

Trees which have died are detected at line 27; they have the girth field set to -99. 
They are coded similarly to the live trees except that the DBH is copied from the 
preceding field to the left, and the DEAD field is set to true. The program then 
exits from the loop, skipping any girth fields to the left after the tree has died. 

At line 36, status information on the output file is displayed for the user. Line 37 
increments the current girth field. The loop terminates when YF is 15, that is after 
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operating on the field GIRTH93. 

At line 39, the input file is reselected. The outer loop is repeated from line 40, 
incrementing the record number until the end-of-file isencountered. Lines41and 
42reset normal interactive operation, and the program returns control to the user 
at line 43. 

The input and output file formats are shown in Example 23 for several trees. 

2.5.9	 Conversion of database files to generic formats 

For many purposes, it is possible to work directly with database files, either from 
within the database package, or using 
spreadsheet, graphical orstatlsttcai pro- ,....------------------, 
grams that can read the database for
mat being used. However, in some 
cases, it may be necessary to convert 
the data into a generic ASCII format so 
that it can be read by programs written 
in general purpose programming lan
guages such as Cor BASIC. 

There are two common generic for
mats for database files: 

•	 Fixed-width fields without sep
arators. In XBASE, these are 
known as SDF (System Data 
rormat> files. 

•	 Comma-separated value (CSV> 

"Ant" ,1,4.7,0.30,0.114,122,35 
"Ant" ,2,14.8,0.29,0.032,173,14 
"Ant",3,24.8,O.26,O.041,119,l1 
"Ant" ,4,35.0,0.46,0.060,60,3 
"Ant",5,43.2,O.55,O.089,28,1
"Ant",6,53.7,O.61,O.102,23,1 
"Ant" ,7,64.0,0.94,0.131,21, 1 
"Ant" ,8,74.8,0.59,0.116,14,1 
"Ant" ,9,83.7,0.61,0.109,13,2
"Ant" ,10,95.3, O. 98,0.239,14,1 
"Ant" ,11,105.5,0.41,0.095,14,2 
"Ch''',I,7.3,O.31,O.10I,8,2 
"Ch''',2,16.3,O.36,O.094,25,1
"Ch''',3,25.4,O.36,O.048,38,2 
"Ch''',4,33.9,O.40,O.106,18,1 
"Ch'",5,44.1, 0.46, 0.092,16,0 
"Ch''',6,54.0,O.21,O.052,12,O
"Ch''',7,65.4,O.04,O.035,2,1 
"Ch''',8,73.4,1.17,O.491,4,1 
"Ch''',9,84.6,O.21,O.071,7,1 
"Ch''',10,94.1,O.32,O.323,3,2 
"Ch''',II,109.2,O.12,O.096,6,3 

Example	 24 Part of the INCSUM database listed infiles, in which each field is sep
CSV formatarated by a comma, and text
 

fields are enioseo in quotation
 
marks.
 

Both types of file are easilycreated from XBASE using the COpy TO command. An 
indexing method should be selected that will produce the records in the most 
convenient sorted order for analysis, as sorting operations within a statistical 
package or user program to re-order the records may be slow. Example 24shows 
how the INCSUM summary database discusssed in the preceding section appears 
when listed in CSV format. This file iscreated with the fOllowing XBASE commands: 

USE INCSUM
 
COPY TO INCSUM.CSV TYPE DELIMITED
 

For programs written in BASIC, the CSV format is undoubtedly the simplest to use, 
as it can be read using the standard INPUT statement. For programs in FORTRAN, 
SDF files can be processed with formatted READ statements. 
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2.6	 Calculation of competition indices 

2.6.1	 Methods based on quadrat and plot statistics 

Competition indices based on plot or quadrat parameters do not require a 
knowledge of the positional relationships of trees, and are therefore simpler to 
use than those that require tree coordinates. 

vanclay (1994) discusses some alternative indices that have been used. From the 
point of view of data analysis, these can be grouped as follows: 

(i)	 stand basal area, calculated at the plot or quadrat level. For the 
purposes of evaluating the effectiveness of basal area as a competition 
index, it may be desirable to calculate both. 

(ii)	 Relative tree size. This may include tree diameter or sectional area 
relative to the largest tree or to the mean basal area tree on a plot or 
quadrat. 

(iii)	 overtopping Basal Area (OBA>. Thisisdefined asthe basal area of all trees 
on the plot larger than the subject tree. OBA can be calculated at the 
quadrat or plot level, and it may often be useful to compare both indices. 

At the early stages of analysing PSP data it will not be known which competition 
indices are likely to prove most useful. It is therefore appropriate to create a file 
that includes tree size, increment, observed competitive status (crown freedom 
score, etc.> and several calculated competition indices. These may then be 
compared with increment by regression analysis to determine which index is most 
useful. 

Later, the programming and analysis may be simplified by using only a single 
preferred competition index. 

TO illustrate the procedures involved, the year-per-record file KADEYPR shown in 
Example 23 is used. The first stage is to calculate plot-level statistics. An output 
file for the plot data is created with fields for plot 10, measurement year (MYEAR), 
basal area (SBA>, number of trees (NTREES), and diameter of largest tree (DMAX>. 
Diameter of the tree of mean basal area (DG) is also included as a derived field. 
The database structure is shown in Example 25. 

Although the TOTAL command can be used directly in XBASE to derive tree 
numbers and basal area, asdescribed in section 2.5.5, it isnot possibleto calculate 
DMAX in this way. An alternative approach isshown in the program in Example26. 
Thisuses an index called YP to organize the data by years and plots. YP is created 
prior to program execution With statements such as: 
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Plot summary database KPSUM.DBF 

Field Field Name Type Width Dec Usage 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

PLOTID 
MYEAR 
SBA 
NTREE 
DMAX 
DG 

Character 
Numeric 
Numeric 
Numeric 
Numeric 
Numeric 

1 
2 
6 
4 
6 
6 

1 

1 
1 

Plot ID. letter A·H 
Measurement year
Basal area. m'/ha
No. trees ~300 mm gbh, N/ha
DBH of largest diameter tree. cm 
DBH of tree of mean basal area. cm 

Tree record database, extended to include competition indices and increment 

Field Field Name Type Width Dec Usage 

1 PLOTID Character 1 Plot ID, letter A-H 
2 TREENO Numeric 4 Tree number 
3 SPPNO Numeric 3 Species code number 
4 XCOORD Numeric 4 X coordinate, m 
5 YCOORD Numeric 4 Y coordinate, m 
6 MYEAR Numeric 2 Measurement year 
7 DBH Numeric 5 1 Tree DBH. em 
8 DEAD Logical 1 True if tree has died since last measurement 
9 TBA Numeric 6 Tree basal area, cm' 

10 BAI Numeric 5 Tree basal area increment. cm'/yr 
11 OBA Numeric 5 1 overto~Ping basal area, m'/ha
12 SBA Numeric 5 1 Stand asal area, m'/ha
13 DRMEAN Numeric 5 3 DBH/plot DG 
14 DRMAX Numeric 5 3 DBH/plot DMAX 

Example 25 Plot summary and tree increment database structures {or position-independent competition index 
analysis 

USE KADEYPR
 
II\IDEX ON STRCMYEAR,21 +PLOTID TAG YP
 

The main features of rms program are as follows: 

Details 
standard interactive XBASE responses are switched off while the program 
is running. They are turned on again at the end, at line 33. 

3-4	 The databases to be used are opened in work areas 1 and 2. The control
ling index of database KADEYPR will be YP, created as noted above. 

5	 The plot size is 0.25 na Dividing raw plot basal areas and stems numbers 
by PSIZE (lines 38, 421 gives statistics on a per na basis. 

7-9	 The plot variables are initialized here. They are re-lnltlanzed after results 
for each plot are output at lines 21-23. 

11-15	 Sets up the screen display to track the progress of the program. Current 
values are written from lines 44-45 as each plot is output. 

17-30	 This scans the tree data record by record, accumulating plot data. 

18-23	 The end of a plot is detected when PLOTID for the current record is no 
longer the same as ID. At this point the procedure OUTRES is called to 
calculate and output plot results. The plot variables are then reset at line 
21 and the new plot identification and measurement year made current. 
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1 set talk off 
2 * open input tree and output plot files. 
3 use kadeypr order tag yp alias kt in 1 
4 use kpsum alias kp in 2 
5 psize=0.25 
6 * initialize plot variables 
7 store 0 to ba,nt,dbig 
8 id=PlOTID 
9 my =MYEAR 

10 * screen display to show progress 
11 @ 0,0 clear 
12 @ 0,0 say "KPSUM : Plot summary program" 
13 @ 1,0 to 1.79 double 
14 @ 3,0 say "Year" 
15 @ 4,0 say "Plot" 
16 * scan tree data totalling to plots 
17 scan 
18 if PlOTID < > id 
19 * start of new plot 
20 do outres 
21 store 0 to ba,nt,dbig 
22 id=PlOTID 
23 my=MYEAR 
24 else 
25 * accumulate within-plot data 
26 ba=ba+DBHA2 

27 nt=nt+l 
28 dbig = iiflDBH > dbig,DBH,dbig) 
29 endif 
30 endscan 
31 * output results for last plot 
32 do outres 
33 set talk on 
34 return 

35 procedure outres 
36 * generate an output record in the summary file 
37 xdg=sqrttba/ntl 
38 ba=0.00007854*ba/psize 
39 select kp 
40 append blank 
41 replace PlOTID with id, MYEAR with my, SBA with ba ; 
42 NTREE with nt/psize, DMAX with dbig, DG with xdg 
43 select kt 
44 @ 3,6 say my 
45 @ 4,6 say id 
46 return 

Example 26 Program KPSUM to summarize plot ststisics including DMAX for competition index calculation 

26-28 Basal area is accumulated by summing DBH2; trees are counted in NT. If 
the current tree is larger than DBIC, the present value if DBIC is replaced 
by the current value. 

32 outputs results for the last plot, when the end-of-file isencountered. rtns 
will have been missed by the test at line 18. 

37	 Calculates DC asvCWBH2/NTI. The variable name is prefixed with x to 
distinguish it from the field DC. 

39-43	 Makes the output file the active work area, appends a blank record to it, 
and fills in the fields With the plot values. The active work area is then 
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switched back to the input file. 

Once the plot statistics have been computed, then the tree competition indices 
can be derived in a fairly straightforward fashion. The original tree data file is first 
extended by adding new fields to take the competition values. The most efficient 
way to do this is to copy the structure of the original file to a new one, then 
modify it to add the new fields, and append the original data. This is safer than 
modifying the original file, and faster than copying the whole original file and 
then modifying it. The sequence of XBASE commands to create the modified file 
KTINC shown in Example 25 is as follows: 

USE KADEYPR
 
COpy STRUCTURE TO KTINC
 
USE KTINC
 
MODIFY STRUCTURE
 
APPEND FROM KADEYPR
 

The final stage of the process is to run the XOBA program shown in Example 27. 
This comprises the following steps: 

•	 Lines 1-5and 61-65 are the standard opening and closing lines to set the 
environment for a XBASE program, and then reset it for interactive 
operation. 

•	 The @ statements at lines 6-8, 19, 23, 41, 44, 52 and 60 monitor the 
progress of the program on screen. The Kcounter reset and incremented 
at lines 20, 22, 46, and 51 are used to display number of trees processed. 

•	 The data files are opened and indexed at lines 10-15. The structure of 
these files is asshown in Example 25. The tree file is indexed on plot, tree 
number and measurement year in descending order. rnis will bring 
together all records for the same tree, starting with the most recent 
measurement and going back to the first observation. The file of plot 
level data, KPSUM, is ordered by plot and measurement year to allow look
up of values required for each tree. 

•	 A loop through the records occurs at lines 21-39. rnis calculates increment 
and looks up the plot-level competition indices for each tree. Increment 
is not calculated for the first record of each series for a tree, Which, 
because of the index order, will be the most recent observation. 

The IF statement at line 24, and the ELSE branch at lines 35-38 traps the 
situation where a tree record has no corresponding entry in the plot 
summary file. Thiswill happen if the summary file has not been properly 
constructed. 

•	 A new index isgenerated for the tree record file at line 42, resorting them 
by plot, year, and tree size, from largest to smallest. This is required for 
the OBA calculation. 
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60

65

1 set talk off
 
2 set status off
 
3 set scoreboard off
 
4 set safety off
 

clear
 
6 @ 0,0 say "XOBA : Calculates increment and competition indices"
 
7 @ 1.0 to 1.79 double
 
8 @ 3,0 say "Opening and indexing files .,"
 
9 * open tree record database and index for increment calculation
 

select 1 
11 use ktinc alias kt 
12 index on PLOTID +str(TREEN0,41 +str(MYEAR,21 tag pty descending 
13 select 2 
14 use kpsum alias kp 

index on PLOTID +str(MYEAR,21 tag py 
16 select 1 
17 treeid =[xxxI 
18 * add tree BA, increment, plot BA and relative diameters 
19 @ 4,0 say "Adding increments etc.;." 

k=O 
21 scan 
22 k=k+1 
23 @ 4,30 say k 
24 if seek(PLOTID +str(MYEAR,2I,[kpll 

tba1=DBW'2*0.7854 
26 if treeid =PLOTID +str(TREEN0,41 
27 replace TBA with thal. BAI with tba2-tba1, SBA with kp- > SBA, ; 
28 DRMEAN with DBH/kp- > DG, DRMAX with DBH/kp- > DMAX 
29 else 

replace TBA with tba1, BAI with -999, SBA with kp- > SBA, ; 
31 DRMEAN with OBH/kp-> DG, ORMAX with DBH/kp-> DMAX 
32 treeid =PLOTID +str(TREEN0,41 
33 endif 
34 tba2 =tba1 

else 
36 ? "Data error: Plot/year not in plot summary file" 
37 suspend 
38 endif 
39 endscan 

* change index to order from largest to smallest tree within year and plot 
41 @ 5,0 say "Indexing for OBA .." 
42 index on PLOTIO +str(MYEAR,21 +str(TBA,6) tag pyt descending 
43 * add OBA for each tree 
44 @ 5,0 say "Calculating OBAs ..... 

goto top 
46 k=O 
47 id=PLOTlO+str(MYEAR,21 
48 xoba=O 
49 psize=0.25 

scan 
51 k=k+1 
52 @ 5.30 say k 
53 if ill < > PLOTID +str(MYEAR,21 
54 xoba=O 

id =PLOTIO +str(MYEAR.21 
56 endif 
57 replace OBA with xoba 
58 xoba =xoba +TBA/1 OOOO/psize 
59 endscan 

@ 7,0 say "Finished OK" 
61 close databases 
62 set safety on 
63 set talk on 
64 set status on 

return 

Example 27 Program XOBA to calculate increment, OBA and other competition indices 
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•	 rne lOOP at lines 50-59 calculates aBA for each tree. A flag, 10, changes 
with each new plot and measurement year. When it changes, the current 
aBA accumulator, xoas. is reset to zero, and the 10 reset for the next 
sequence (lines 53-561. 

The aBA value for the current tree isadded to the file at line 57. It is then 
incremented to add the tree basal area,scaledto plot dimensions by PSIZE 
(plot area in na set at line 491. Thissequence means that, because of the 
index order set at line 42, the largest tree will have an aBA of zero, the 
second largest will havean aBAcorrsponoma to one overtopping tree (the 
largestl, the third will have two overtopping trees, and so on. 

After completion of the xaBA program, the tree file will have fields for basal area, 
basal area increment, stand basal area, relative diameter, and aBA filled in and 
ready for statistical analysis. The further procedures for this are decribed in 
section IV.2. 

2.6.2	 competition indices based on tree position 

In principle, a model of tree growth which takesaccount of the crowding of a tree 

There are many possiblewaysaspatial competition index can be devised. courtet
Fleury (1992) provtdes a diagrammatic review of some of the methods used. 
Generally, methods may be z-dtmensionat, s-dtmenstonat. or based on consider
ations of branch development and tree architecture. ornv the 2-0 methods will 
be discussed here. The other methods require height and crown dimension 
information which is only likely to be available for the most intensively measured 
experimental plots in TMF. 

Generally, 2-0 spatial competition indices can be divided into 3 categories as 
shown in Figure 8. These are as follows: 

(i)	 Growing space polygons (GSP) <Adlard, 1974): For each tree, a line is 
connected to its neighbours, and a point determined on the line as a 
weighted function of the relative size of the trees. The points are joined 
to form a polygon aroun d the subject tree whose area isa measure of the 
growing space available. In its simple form, this method will only work 
with uniform forests. With mixed forests, where trees are growing under 
the main canopy, and emergents may also be well above it, the polygons 
become very confused With re-entrant lines. A solution is to omit trees 
substantially smaller, by some pre-determined factor, than the subject 
tree. 

(ii)	 Competitive influence overlap (Cia) zones (Bella, 1971; Ek&Monserud, 1974): 
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Figure 8	 Basic methods for 2·dimensional competition indices based on tree position 

This is likely to be the most effective 2-D method, in terms of predictive 
power, and is also reasonably straightforward to calculate, not requiring 
the various geometric adjustments of the GSP method. Circles represent
ing competitive influence are drawn around each tree. The radius ortnese 
circles may correspond to mean crown radius, or to some arbitrary size
weighted factor. For a particular subject tree, the total area of overlap, 
weighted by the relative sizeof the trees to represent height differences, 
provides a measure of competition. This is readily calculable in mixed 
forests, and understorey or emergent crowns do not pose any problem. 

(iii)	 Zonecount (ZCJ rome. 1968): The zone count method uses some arbitrarily 
chosen angle to count the number of trees in a simulated basal area sweep 
around a subject tree. The method issimple in principle, but hasnot been 
much used in practice, probably because it is not very effective. TO test 
the method, a number of different basal area factors (BAA, or sweep 
angles should be used to determine which gives the highest correlation 
with increment. 

AS the CIO methods are those most likely to be useful ascompetition indices, the 
calculations are considered in more detail, and an example program to calculate 
CIO indices presented. Given two adjacent trees, T1 and T2 with influence zones of 
radius r,and r2 respectively, asshown in Figure 9, then the angles subtended from 
each tree to the mid-point of the common chord are given by: 
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Figure 9 Geometric basis for calculating overlap area of adjacent circles 

e - cosur 2 - r 2 + d2)/(2dr)) {2}- 1 2 1 

". - cosur 2 - r 2 + d2)/(2dr \)..,,- 2 1 2' {3} 

The overlap area A is given by: 

{4} 

where: 

r, is the radius of the influence zone of the subject tree; 
r2 is the radius of the influence zone of the competitor; 
d is the distance between the two trees; 
e isthe angle in radianssubtended from the subject tree to the mid

point of the common chord with the competitor; 
t/J is the angle in radians suatended from the competing tree to the 

mid-point Of the common chord with the subject tree; 
A is the area of the overlapping influence zones. 

The above formulae are only applicable when r2sdsr1+r2. The case where the 
influence zone of one tree is wholly inside another satisfies the condition that 
d s Ir,-r21. In other words, the distance between the trees is less than the absolute 
difference between the radii of the influence zones. In such cases, the overlap 
area is given by the area of the influence zone of the smaller of the two trees, 
whether it is the competitor or the subject tree. This can be expressed algebra
lcallv as: 

{5} 
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In the case where d > r,+r2, then the influence zones do not intersect, and the 
overlap area is zero. 

The competition index for a given subject tree is given by: 

{6} 

where: 

As is the area of the influence zone of the subject tree; 
Ak is the area of the influence zone of the k'th competitor; 
wk is a weight for the k'th competitor, to take account of relative 

height with the subject tree, and also perhapsspecies factors such 
as foliage density or shade tolerance. 

Ws is the weight for the subject tree. 

In the example program, the weights wklws are taken as DliDs, or the ratio of 
competitor diameter to subject tree diameter. 

A special problem with tree-position indices of competition is the treatment of 
edge effects or plot-edge bias. AS trees become proqressivetv nearer the edge of 
the plot, sothe competition index will become increasingly incomplete. There are 
severalmethods of compensating ror tnis which havebeen reviewed by Monserud 
& Ek (1974). These include mirroring or wrapping the plot topology, or weighting 
the competition effect in some way for edge trees. A simple method that 
appearseffective is that due to Bella (1970). This method involves shifting the plot 
image to obtain a 'virtual plot' around the measured plot so that all trees have 
competitors over the same distance. The concept isshown in Figure 10. A given 
subject tree, near the upper left corner, hasreal trees as competitors where they 
occur within the plot, and 'virtual trees' outside the plot. The virtual trees are 
obtained by centering the real plot data on the subject tree. Example 28 
demonstrates the algorithm by which this generation of 'virtual competitors' is 
achieved. The plot is defined as a rectangle extending from coordinates <xa,ya} 
to (xb,yb) and with centre at <xc,yC} in program lines 5-8. For each real tree, a 
corresponding virtual tree isgenerated usingthe original tree coordinates less the 
coordinates of the plot centre. The virtual trees are tested to ensure that they are 
outside the real plot; they are then used as potential competitors (program lines 
34-47). 

This method of correcting for plot-edge bias has its limitations, as do other 
techniques. The effect of a large tree on the plot may be replicated onto the 
virtual prot, giving an abnormally high apparent basal area. Likewise, the influence 
of gaps may be duplicated. Methods based on mirroring or wrapping the plot 
near the edge can similarly amplify extremes of high or low basal area. It is 
doubtful whether there is any ideal solution to this problem, and individual tree 
competition indices must be assumed to be conditioned by plot size and shape, 
and the plot-edge correction method used Nanclay, 1994:61). 
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Figure lOUsing a virtual plot to eliminate edge effects in tlee-position competition index estimation 

program CIOZ listed in Example 28 calculates and fills in a field CIO for a simple PSP 
database. The database should have a structure that includes PlOTID and TNO as 
character fields for plot and tree identification, tree coordinates asnumeric fields 
lOCE and lOCN, species code as SPP (either as a character or numeric field), and 
tree diameter as DIAM. The program is run with the database name supplied asa 
parameter, viz: 

DO CIOZ WITH [pspfilel 

A second database is needed to define the ratios of tree diameter to competitive 
influence radius for each species. This requires the fields SPP and RATIO. SPP must 
have the same form as the SPP field in the PSP file. RATIO is a numeric field. 

The program creates an internal list of plots to be processed (plotlistl using an Sal 
SELECT statement at line 10. A loop <lines 11-57) works down this plot list. For each 
plot, a list of trees is selected from the database <line 13-14>' This is linked with the 
database CIR of species and ratios of diameter to competitive radius. The list is 
stored in array tree which has 5 columns, corresponding to tree number lTNOl, 
coordinates (lOCE,lOCN), tree diameter (DIAM) and competition influence ratio. 

Having produced this tree list, the program then works through it, treating each 
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1 * calculates Competitive Influence Overlap Zones. Written for FoxPro 2.6 
2 parameters pspdata 
3 set talk off 
4 * define plot dimensions (here 50 x 50 m) 

store 0 to xa,ya 
6 store 50 to xb,yb 
7 xc=(xb-xa)/2 
8 yc=(yb-ya)/2 
9 * create array 'plotlist' containing list of Plot IDs to process and work through list 

select distinct PLOTID from (pspdata) into array plotlist 
11 for np =1 to alen(plotlist) 
12 * get tree data needed for CIO calculation (Tree 10, coordinates, CI radius) 
13 select all TNO,LOCE,LOCN,DIAM.DIAM*RATIO from (pspdata) t,cir z ; 
14 into array tree where PLOTID =plotlist(np) and t.SPP =z.SPP 

nt=alenltree, 1) 
16 dimension cio(nt) 
17 * work through trees on plot calculating cm for each 
18 for s =1 to nt 
19 cio(s)=O 

rl =tree(s,5) 
21 xs=tree(s,2) 
22 ys=tree(s,3) 
23 * add CIO for real competitors 
24 fork=ltont 

dt=sqrt((tree(k,2)-xst2 +(tree(k,3)-yst2) 
26 r2=tree(k.5) 
27 if k< > s .and. dt < (r1 +r2) 
28 . cio(s)= cio(s) +overlap(r1,r2,dt)*weight(tree(k,411 

. 

next 
31 * add CIO for virtual competitors (to compensate for edge effects) 
32 x=xs-xc 
33 y=ys-yc 
34 for k=1 to nt 

xv=tree(k.2)+x 
36 yv=tree(k.31+y 
37 if xv<xa .or. xv>xb .or. yv<ya .or. yv>yb 
38 dt=sqrt((xv-xst2 +(yv-yst2) 
39 r2=tree(k,5) 

if dt«r1+r2) 
41 cio(s)= cio(s)+ overlap(r1.r2.dt)*weight(tree(k,411 
42 endif 
43 endif 
44 next 

cio(s) =cio(s)/(pi()*r1 A2*weight(tree(s,4lll 
46 next 
47 * write CIO values back to original file (assumed indexed on plotid+tno) 
48 close databases 
49 use (pspdata) in 0 order tag treeid 

for t =1 to nt 
51 seek plotlist(np) +tree(t,l) 
52 replace CIO with iif(cio(t) > 0.00005,cio(t),O) 
53 next 
54 next 

return 

Example 28 Program CIOZ to calculate CIO competition index from tree coordinate and size data 
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1 function overlap 
2 parameters rl,r2,d 
3 * gives overlap area of two circles of radius rl,r2 and distance d 
4 do case 
5 case d> =(r1 +r2) 
6 * circles don't overlap 
7 olap=O 
8 case d< =abs(r1-r2) 
9 * One tree wholly inside influence zone of other. Use area of smaller. 

10 olap =pi()*min(rl,r2t2 
11 otherwise 
12 * circles partially overlap (note: angles in radians) 
13 r1q=r1 A2 

14 r2q=r2A2 

15 dq=dA2 

16 theta=acos((r1 q-r2q +dq)/12*d*r1 II 
17 phi =acosllr2q-r1 q+dq)/(2*d*r211 
18 olap =r1 q*(theta-sinltheta)*cos(thetall +r2q*(phi-sin(phi)* cos(phi)) 
19 endcase 
20 return olap 

21 function weight 
22 parameters diam 
23 * weights crowns as a function of diameter - used to compensate for 
24 * height differences 
25 return diam 

Example 29 Function to calculate overlap areas, called by program CIOZ 

tree in turn as a subject tree for calculation of the cia index. This is done in the 
toop from lines 18-49. The real competitors are calculated first, in the loop from 
lines 25-32. The distance dt between the subject tree $ and a competitor k is 
calculated at line 26. The radii of the subject tree and competitor are stored in r1 

and r2 respectively. The distance ischecked at line 28to ensure that the trees do 
overlap, and also that the subject tree is not a competitor to itself ne. $,c 10. If the 
tree is a competitor, then the cia is calculated with the overlap function (see 
Example 29). Virtual competitors, lying outside the real plot, are analysed in lines 
34-47 using similar calculations, but with shifted tree coordinates (lines 37-38) and 
a test at line 39 to restrict the virtual competitors to those outside the plot. 

Lines 50-53 of the program write the calculated cia values for each tree back out 
to the PSP file. This must have been previously indexed with a command: 

INDEX aN PLaTID +TNa TAG TREEID 

and must have the field cia in its structure. The liFO function on the REPLACE 
command at line 52 is designed to avoid the problem of underflow when writing 
to the cia field with a fixed number of decimal places. It sets cia to zero if the 
computed value will result in a loss of data (and hence an error message) when 
truncated. 

The function to calculate the overlap area is shown in Example 29. The CASE 
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statement in this function selects one of three possiblesituations: 

(j)	 NO overlap: This occurs when the distance between trees d is greater 
than the sum of their radii (r1 + r2). The value of overlap area (olap) is 
zero. 

(ij)	 One tree wholly inside the other: Here the area of overlap is the area of 
the smaller circle, which may be either the subject tree under a larger 
competitor, or a competitor under a large subject tree. 

(iii)	 partial overlap: This situation is described by eouattons {2} to {4}. which 
are given in program lines 13-18 of Example 29. 

The weight function is included for completeness. In this example it istrivial, and 
simply returns the diameter passed to it as a parameter. It could however use a 
function of diameter (such as D2), or, with some program modifications, be made 
sensitive to a species-oepencent feature such as foliage oensitv. 

This introduction to the calculation of tree position competition indices should 
enable the reader to make a start on this complex subject. It will be clear that 
there are many ramifications and variations possible. AS vanciav (1994:61-62) notes, 
the correlation of tree increment with these complex indices may well be no 
better than that of much simpler indices such as stand basal area. The principle 
objective of this section in the context of this manual has been to provide the 
reader with the computational tools needed to compare the efficacy of tree 
position and position-independent indices. 
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3 DIAMETER CLASS PROJECTION METHODS 

3.1 Definition and principles 

3.1.1 Definition and domain of application 

Diameter class projection methods represent the oldest class of mathematical 
models developed for growth projection in tropical forest, with their application 
beginning with Brandis in Burma in 1856tsrasnett. 1953). They have been widely 
applied to the problem of selection forest management generally, with numerous 
examples in the literature and in standard textbooks (eg. Husch et aI., 1982>' 

The basic concept of a diameter class projection model (DCPM) is that the forest 
is represented asa stand table of tree numbers classified by diameter classes. The 
change in the stand table is calculated over an interval of perhaps 5-10 year using 
periodic increment data. The revised table is then used as the starting point to 
repeat the calculations. In this way, increment, mortality and ingrowth observa
tions made from PSPs over relatively short periods <less than 10years) may be used 
to estimate growth over a full felling cycle or rotation, which may be 40 years or 
more. 

In their simplest form, DCPMS can use published inventory figures and mean 
increment and mortality rates, together with a standard spreadsheet program 
such as Lotus 1-2-3, to give an idea of increment and sustainable harvest. Such 
methods are useful for basic forest management, feasibility studies and project 
appraisals. More sophisticated developments of the basic approach comprise 
complete tropical forest simulation models suchasthose of korsaaard (1992, 1994) 
and Alder (1990>. 

However, DCPMS have some serious inherent weaknesses, especiallywhen applied 
to mixed tropical forests. In their basic form they do not represent either the 
effect of stand density or the consequences of spatial heterogeneity. Matrix 
algebra formulations, although elegant in theory, become unwieldy and 
altogether impracticable when dealing with a large number of species and a 
limited baseOf growth data. Elaborations to allow for stand density, site quality, 
and local forest heterogeneity are possible, but the result is likely to be less 
efficient than an equivalent cohort model. 

Therefore the author would recommend that DCPMs are used for preliminary or 
short-term analysis of yield, and are formulated in relatively simple terms. For 
more refined, accurate, and process-related modelling of tropical mixed forest, 
the cohort modelling approach is more suitable. 



3.1.2 The stand table as a description of the forest 

The stand table is a basic tool in forestry. Forest mventorv reports for tropical 
forests typically show tables arranged with diameter classes at the top of the page 
and species down the left, with stem numbers, basal areas, or volumes given in 
the table. Example 30 shows some summarised results from three forest 
inventories. In each case, results are shown for all species, for a typical common 
and ubiquitous species of the area, and for a species Of high commercial 
importance. The forests represent three different management situations. The 
Chiquibul results relate to an area of forest that suffered severe damage during 
Hurricane Hattie in 1961. Tinte sepo Forest Reserve in Ghana has been Subject to 
continuous selection logging under a polycyclic felling system since 1954, with the 
primary emphasis on speciessuch as Khaya Mahogany, but with some extraction 
also of the common species wawa ttnptocntton saeroxvtom. The data from 
suconao Forest in uganda relates to the compartments designated as Nature 
Reserves, which have never been exploited and are not known to have suffered 
any major catastrophe. The stockings in all tables are shown in trees/km". 

(i) Chiguibul, Belize 1969 : Severe hurricane damage, 1961 

Diameter classes 20·40 40·60 60·80 80·100 100+ 

All species 8731 1214 335 106 42
 
Common/Ubiquitous (Nargusta) 84 45 43 29 16
 
Mahogany (Swietenia) 20 6 2 1
 
(Johnson &Chaffey. 1973)
 

(ii) Tinte Bepo. Ghana 1987 : Controlled commercial logging from 1954 

Diameter classes 20·40 40·60 60·80 80·100 100·120 120+ 

All species 11554 1947 993 408 183 58 
Common/Ubiquitous (Wawa) 232 146 164 136 64 14 
Mahogany (Khaya) 7 4 4 4 
(Owen. 1987) 

(iii) Budongo. Uganda 1990 : Unexploited mixed forest 

Diameter classes 10·30 30·50 50·70 70·90 90·110 110+ 

All species 31220 5020 1232 876 464 320 
Common/Ubiquitous (Celtis) 11400 2480 228 24 12 8 
Mahogany (Khaya) 220 32 24 32 56 
(Alder, 1991) 

, I ,I' I ••• "' , . 

Simple stand tables can be formed from tree measurements on permanent or 
temporary plots using a program similar to that shown in Example20on page 44. 
However, a full forest inventory program is usually very much more complex. 
Apart from the need to produce sampling error statistics, sampling designsusually 
involve tiered plots of different size for different diameter categories, and 
sometimes species groups. 

These stand tables are presented in terms of tree numbers. Clearly for manage
ment purposes, tables of volumes or basal area by size classes may be required. 
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However for growth projection purposes, the tree numbers table is the most 
useful. Numbers are presented per krn", rather than per na, in order to give a 
meaningful picture at the low levelsof stocking that occur for individual species. 
It is harder to envisage the significance of a stocking of 0.01 treerna than 1 
treerkm'. although they are the same statistic. 

A characteristic feature of the stand tables of mixed-species, uneven-aged forests 
is the progressive decrease in stem numbers from the smaller to the larger 
diameter classes. Thisis invariably seenwhen large areas and groups of species are 
considered, as the for the 'all species' lines in Example 30. 

In temperate-zone selection forests with only a few species, the progressive 
decrease in stem numbers with size is likely to be true for all except rare or minor 
components of the stand. In mixed tropical forests, with typically 200-500 species 
being Observed, diameter distributions for particular species frequently occur 
which show a deficit of smaller trees or a preponderance of larger ones. In 
Example 30 it can be seen that in cases (iJ and (ii), even the common species, 
Nargusta trermmeus emezontce: and wawa ttrtotocntton scteroxvtom show such 
atypical distributions. 

Inventory <----- Diameter Class ------> Mean
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 Q
 

Chiquibul Forest N/km 2 8731 1214 335 106 42
 
Belize 1969 Q-ratio 7.19 3.62 3.16 2.52 4.12
 

Tinte Bepo Forest N/km 2 11554 1947 993 408 183 58
 
Ghana 1987 Q-ratio 5.93 1.96 2.43 2.23 3.16 3.14
 

Budongo Forest N/km 2 31220 5020 1232 876 464 320
 
Uganda 1990 Q-ratio 6.22 4.07 1.41 1.89 1.45 3.01
 

Example 31 De liocourt ratios for 3 tropical forest inventories 

Because of the large-scale differences for stem numbers that occur between the 
smallest and largest diameter classes, it is usually convenient to plot diameter 
distributions on semi-logarithmic axes as shown in Figure 11. This makes 
differences between distributions much clearer. A straight line fit on such axes 
corresponds to an exponential distribution for the data, as discussed in section 
3.1.3. 

The stand table can also be plotted in terms of basal area per diameter class versus 
diameter. korsqaard (1992) uses this method to present results from the 
STANDPRO model and commends its advantages. Alder (1994) adopts the same 
type of graph for the CAFOGROM model. However, the shape of the basal 
area/diameter curve is less familiar to foresters than the stem numbers/diameter 
curve, and the diagnostic implications for stand management are less 
recogn isaore. 
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Figure 11 Semi·logarithmic axes for plotting stand table data 

3.1.3 The De uocourt Ratio and the isneoea curve 

De Liocourt (18981 noted that the numbers in the successive diameter classes of a 
the stand table for an uneven-aged forest tend to form a geometric series, such 
that: 

{7} 

where Nk are the number of trees in size class k, Nk-1 are the numbers in the 
preceding Class, and Q is a constant. 

The ratio Q between classes is usually termed the De uocourt Quotient. This is 
calculated in Example 31 for the 'all species' data from the three inventories in 
Example 30 using a simple spreadsheet. It can be seen that Q value tends to be 
in the range 2-3 for the larger diameter classes, and higher for the small classes. 
The Qvalue depends directly on the class width. If smaller classes are used, lower 
ratios will result. whilst with wider classes, higher ratios occur. 

Meyer (19331 showed that a diameter class distribution With constant Qvalues was 
mathematically equivalent to an exponential distribution. The exponential 
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distribution for tree numbers with respect to diameter can be expressed in its 
integral form as: 

{8} 

where Nd is the total number of trees up to diameter d, NT is the total number of 
trees, do is the lower limit of the smallest diameter class, and a is an empirical 
constant. An unbiased estimate of the parameter a is given by the reciprocal of 
the mean of (d-do)' which for classified or grouped data is given by: 

{9} 

where o, is the median diameter of the k'th class, do is the lower limit of the 
smallest diameter class, and Nk is the number of trees in the k'th class. Example 32 

demonstrates these calculations and shows howthe predicted distribution can be 
fitted, using data from the seuze Chiquibul inventory classified by 10 cm classes. 
column A in the spreadsheet contains the diameter classes, which are calculated 
from the values 'MinDiam' and 'Classwid' given in cells817 and 818. Column 8 has 
in it the observed numbers of trees, entered as data. column Cgives the products 
(AX-817)*8X, where x is the row number. The sum of these products, in cell C14, 
divided by the sum of the observed stem numbers, in cell 814, gives the mean 
relative to the minimum diameter. The reciprocal of this is the exponential 
distribution parameter a. predicted values from the distribution are calculated in 
column D. 

A 

1 Median 
2 Diam 
3 em 
4 25 
5 35 
6 45 
7 55 
8 65 
9 75 
10 85 
11 95 
12 105 
13 
14 Total 
15 Mean 
16 
17 MinDiam 
18 ClassWid 

B C 

Obs. No *
 
N/lcm2 (Diam-Min)
 

6268 31340 
2463 36945 
815 20375 
399 13965 
212 9540 
123 6765 
70 4550 
36 2700 
42 3570 

10428 129750 
12.44 

20 
10 

D E 

Pred. 
N/lcm2 

ChiSq 

5760 
2578 
1154 
517 
231 
104 
46 
21 
17 

44.9 
5.2 

99.7 
26.8 
1.6 
3.6 

12.1 
11.2 
37.7 

10428 242.8 

Example 32 Spreadsheet showing fitting of exponential distribution to diameter class data 

The predicted values in column Dare calculated from equation {8} by noting that: 

{10} 

where d is the class median, and w is the class width of the k'th class. Column E 
gives values to calculate the ChP statistic to test goodness of fit to the dtstrlbu
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non. rnev are values of (f-F)2/F, where f is the observed frequency, column B, and 
Fisthe expected frequency, column D. The Chi2 statistic isthe sum of these, given 
in cell E14. The critical value of Chi2 with 7 degrees of freedom is 14.07 at P=0.95, 
leading to the conclusion that the observed distribution differs significantly from 
the fitted exponential model. 

Leak(1965) provides additional information about the exponential distribution, its 
formulae and transformations as applied to diameter distributions. Meyer (1952) 
discusses the concept of a balanced diameter distribution as one which conforms 
closely to the exponential model, and which may be selection-cut on a sustained 
basis to maintain the same distribution, with felling equal to growth. 

In tropical forests, as noted in the examples above, the Q value does not appear 
to be constant, but tends to decline from high valuesat small sizeclasses to lower 
values for the largest tree. In this case, the weibUlI function is more appropriate 
(Leak, 1970). Mathematically, this is similar in form to the exponential function, 
with an additional coefficient B: 

(11 } 

0.5 

CD 
Q) 

~ 
cs z 

Tree diameter 

figure 12 Shape of the Weibull distribution with different B parameters 

Bailey & Dell (1973) discuss the features of the weibull function as it relates to 
diameter distributions. It will be noted that when B= 1 then the weibull and 
Exponential functions are the same. With values of B<1, then the curve will be a 
reverse J-snape. but will be steeper than a true exponential curve. If B>1, then the 
weibull becomes a unimodal distribution. For values of B between 1 and 3.6, the 
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distribution is right-skewed. At 3.6, it isapproximately symmetric and bell-shaped, 
superficially similar to a normal distribution. For higher values of 13, the 
distribution is right-skewed. Someexamplesof shapeare shown in Figure 12. The 
a parameter does not effect the shape, but influences the scale of the function. 

Equation (11} can be modified to give the number of trees in a specified size class 
k fro m dk-1 to dk as: 

(12} 

Simple parameter estimation methods for determining the coefficients of the 
Weibull distribution from data are discussed in section 4.2.7, page 127. 

Early forest otometrtctans appear to have been much impressed by the relatively 
constant values of a found in temperate-zone selection forests, and the linearity 
of the diameter distribution when plotted on semi-logarithmic axes, attributing 
a normative significance to it (Meyer, 19521. Assmann (1970:450l states that the 
coefficients No and a are important indicators of the structure and age conditions 
of selection stands. However, in mixed tropical stands, the premise of a constant 

I 

irregular distribution. AS Oliver & Larson (1990:297) note, the a-ratio and 
mathematical distributions such as the exponential and Weibull should be 
regarded as descriptive, rather than as desirable ends to be attained through 
forest management. 

3.1.4 Ingrowth, outgrowth, mortality and harvest 

The change in a stand table over a period of time can be described in terms of 
ingrowth, outgrowth, mortality, and harvest. These are defined as follows: 

Ingrowth are the trees which grow into a diameter class over a given 
period. Trees growing into the lowest measured diameter class are 
termed eecnntment, or sometimes External ingrowth. 

Outgrowth are those trees which grow out of a particular diameter class 
over a period. Ingrowth into a class corresponds to outgrowth from the 
preceding class. 

Mortality are trees which die during a growth period. The causes may be 
internal to the stand, as a result of suppression, shading, or age; or 
external, as a result of catastrophes such as tropical storms. It is not 
usuallypossible to strictly separate the two, as age or disease predisposes 
trees to catastrophic breakage. 

Harvest implies trees which are removed during logging over a period. 

Mathematically, the process of diameter class projection can be defined as: 
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{13}
 

where: 
Nk,t + 1 is the number of trees in the k'th class at period t+1 
Nk,t is the number of trees in the k'th class at period t 
Ik is the ingrowth into the k'th class during the period 
o, is the outgrowth from the k'th class during the period 
Mk is the mortality from the k'th class during the period 
Hk are the trees harvested from the k'th class during the period. 

The general assumption of diameter class projection is that values of ingrowth, 
outgrowth and mortality derived from PSP data measured over Intervals of 5-10 
years or so can be applied repetitively to obtain new estimates of a stand table 
over successive periods. 

It will be apparent that ingrowth Into class k will be numerically equal to 
outgrowth from class k-1. If ingrowth is therefore restricted to imply 'external 
ingrowth' only, symbolized by R (recruitment>, then equation 3.5 can also be 
written as: 

{14} 

where Rk are the numbers of trees appearing in diameter class k as a result of 
external Ingrowth. 

Ideally, if simple diameter class projection isbeing applied asa method of growth 
forecasting, then the quantities R, 0, M and H should be compiled directly from 
PSP data. This minimizes bias or error arising from the introduction of unverified 
assumptions into the model. Somepractical problems will emerge if this approach 
is tried. Recruitment may occur into classes other than the lowest; whilst 
outgrowth may similarly involve trees skipping more than one class over a perioo. 
These problems can be reduced by using broad diameter classes (say 20 crm and 
by using shorter growth periods mot more than 5 years>. 

Compiling data for rare speciesmayalsoInvolve ingrowth, outgrowth or mortality 
being either not represented for a particular diameter Class, or represented only 
by 1 or 2 trees, giving a very unreliable estimate. This problem can be minimized 
by grouping species, and also by using broader diameter classes. 

Ingrowth/outgrowth, mortality, and harvest may also be defined in terms of 
percentages of current tree numbers. In this case, using lower case letters o.m.n 
to denote recruttment, outgrowth, mortality, and harvest respectively as 
proportions of the existing stocking In a class, then we have: 

{15} 

Thisformulation Islikely to be more convenient when developing a diameter class 
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projection model usingvaluesof mortality and growth culled from other research. 
Outgrowth rates, as will be seen, can be estimated from mean diameter 
increments within a class. 

3.1.5	 Matrix algebra formulations 

Equation {15} can be reformulated using matrix algebra in a way that is both 
concise, and allows growth of trees through several diameter classes in one time 
period. The basic matrix formulation can be stated as: 

{16} 

where: 

Nt	 isa column vector' whose elements are the stem numbers in each 
diameter class at time t. It may be written as: 

{17} 

The elements n, are identical to the scalarvalues Nk in equation 
{15}. There are m diameter classes altogether. 

Nt +1	 isa column vector of stem numbers by diameter classes one time 
period later. Its definition is as in {17}. 

G	 isa square matrix of order m known as the transition matrix. Each 
element gl] defines the proportion of stems which grow from the 
rtn diameter class to the j'th diameter class during a time period. 
Theelements of Gcorrespond to components of equation {15} for 
trees which move exactly one class or remain in the same class. 
However, they canalso allow growth of trees across severalclasses, 
or even shrinkage of trees. 

Equation {16} works because of the way the operation of matrix multiplication is 
defined. Each element of Nt +1 will be given as: 

{18} 

This is implicit in the definition of matrix multiplication (see for example Green, 
1976:46>' The application of matrix algebra to growth modelling in uneven-aged 
forest stands appears to have evolved from three distinct lines of thought. The 
models developed by usher (1966) were derived from animal demographic 
methods applied to plant populations. Bruner & Moser (1973) used the general 

* Readers unfamiliar with the terminology of matrix algebra are referred to basic mathematical texts 
on the subject. The author has found Green (1976) to be useful. 
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tecnntque of Markov modelling, whilst other authors tes. Mengin-Lecreulx, 1990) 
simply adapt matrix algebra to the 'classical' diameter class projection model 
defined in equatlon {15} above. 

The use of matrix models in forestry appears to have originated with Usher (1966). 
He noted that Leslie (Leslie, 1945, 1948) had described a matrix model of animal 
populations with the following form: 

a t+1,1 
fa ... J; ... t., r: at.1 

Po {19}
a t+1,1 • at,l ... PI ... 

... 
P"-l 

4'+',11 at,n 

which can be expressed more compactly in matrix notation as: 

{20} 

The column vectors at and at+ 1 are the numbers of animals in each age class at 
time t and t +1 respectively. The square matrix A contains a top row of elements 
fo to f n which are the fecundities of each age class. In other words, f, is the 
number of offSpring that will be born to the rtn class during one time interval. 

The off-diagonal elements PI are the probabilities that any individual will survive 
over a time period. 

Usheradapted this model from the context of animal demography to tree growth 
and regeneration, reformulating equatton {19} as: 

{21} 

Instead of the population vector a with elements representing age classes, we 
have the vector q whose elements correspond to tree diameter classes". The 
transition matrix 0 in equation {21} is analogous to A in {20}, but With some 
differences of interpretation. It is constructed of zero elements except for a top 
row k" diagonal elements a, and Off-diagonal elements b, as shown in equation 
{22}. The interpretation of these elements in forestry terms is as follows: 

• The a, terms are the proportion of static trees that remain in a given class 
during any growth period. 

• The b, terms are the proportion of trees in the rtn size class that will grow 
into the next class up Ii +1) during the penon. 

* In this and the following examples of matrix models developed by different authors, the author's 
original notation is used. The letter Q here, used by Usher, should not be confused with the De Liocourt 
Quotient discussed in section 3.1.2. 
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ao kt ~ ... k.._1 k.. 

bo ~ 

Q= 
b1 ~ 

... {22} 

a.._1 

... b.._1 a.. 

•	 The kj terms are the total numbers of ingrowth, or plants added to size 
class 0, during a period, asa result of trees being harvested from the rtn 
class. For classes 0 to n-1, these terms can be defined as: 

{23} 

and for the rrtn class as: 

{24} 

where a is the proportion of trees left after harvesting, and c, is the 
number Of ingrowth trees expected to arise in the gap left by a single tree 
in that class. 

Bruner & Moser(1971) developed a model of stand growth for uneven-aged mixed 
hardwood forest in Wisconsin that is purely Markovian' in its design. The basic 
model is identical in formulation to equation {16}. The elements of the state 
vector consisted of the sizeclasses from 8" to 29", 29"+, dead trees, and harvested 
trees. Permanent sample plot data was used to calculate the transition probabil
ities, which aggregated for all species. The paper does not indicate either the 
species mix or the number of plots used to derive the data, but the original 
transition matrix isreproduced. It appearsthat annual measurements existed over 
a 19-yearperiod; the first nine measurements were used to define the transition 
matrix, which thus had a 9-year time step. The subsequent measurements were 
used for validation. 

This shows that trees can grow one or more 1" class during the time step. 
Mortality issmall but positive for the smallestand largest classes, and zero for the 
mid-sized trees 19-25". Harvesting also occurs at all sizes, but principally above 22" 
diameter, where it is about 20% of the class stocking. 

The model was used to make forecasts of stand structure over an 18-year period 
(2 time steps) by squaring the transition matrix. In general with a Markov model, 
the state of the system after n steps, t n can be determined analytically from the 
initial state to by the matrix equation: 

* The nature of Markov models is discussed in Vanclav {1994:291. 
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{25} 

Bruner & Moser'S paper included a comparison between the model's projection 
over 9 years and the observed growth and mortality. The fit appears good with 
respect to both trees numbers and diameter distribution. 

Bruner & Moser appear to have been unaware of Usher'S (1966) work, in spite of 
the close similarities of the approach. Usher's method concentrated to some 
extent on regeneration, and allowed harvesting only as the same constant 
proportion in each size class (the a factor in equation {24}). Usher also allowed 
growth over only a single diameter class. Bruner & Moser's work, on the other 
hand,explicitly neglected regeneration, but lnduuena flexible method of defining 
the harvest and mortality rates. 

auonaiorno & Michie (1980> extended Usher's formulation of the matrix model by 
including a separate vector of harvested trees, and by allowing ingrowth to be a 
density-dependent function of basal area at the previous time period. In matrix 
notation, the model is: 

{26} 

where: 

v,	 is a column vector of tree numbers by size classes in the current 
growth period. 

Yt + 1	 is a column vector of tree numbers by size classes at the next 
growth period. 

C	 is the transition matrix, comprising the following non-zero 
elements: 

d1 ~ ds ... d
ll 

b2 ~ •... 
{27} 

G= baaa'" 

". 

ht is a column vector of tree numbers harvested during the period. 

e is a column vector comprising only a single non zero element: 

Po
 
0
 

{28}c = 0
 

0
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The al terms define, as in the other matrix models, the proportion of trees that 
remain in the i'th class. The b, elements likewise define the proportion of trees 
in i'th class that will move into the (j +1rth class during a growth period. The dl 

and 60 elements relate to the formulation of the ingrowth function. It isassumed 
that the number of trees in the smallest class at the next growth period can be 
predicted from the equation: 

{29} 

where: 

{30} 

{31} 

The B1 are the mean basal areas of each size class, whilst the 61 are empirical 
coefficients. When the matrix multiplication isworked out, equation {29} resolves 
to an eouanon to predict ingrowth into the smallest class with the form: 

{32} 

In other words, ingrowth is a linear function of stand basal area and the total 
number of trees. The 61 term is likely to be negative, With lower ingrowth at 
higher stand densities due to shading; the 62 term should be positive, indicating 
that that there will be more seedlings developing as more gaps are formed from 
dead or felled trees. 

suonaiorno & Michie tested this model with data from mixed hardwood forests 
in Wisconsin and Michigan, dominated by sugar Maple. They found that over long 
periods of simulated time, the stocking tended to oscillate in long cyclesof some 
200years, with the diameter distribution tending to be u-snaped. with abundant 
large trees and a deficit of intermediate sizes. This is interesting assuch diameter 
distributions may be observed in undisturbed tropical high forest (Alder, 1991l. 

The paper also explores the conditions and effects for a sustainable yield defined 
such that the stand vector y at the end of a felling cycle is the same as at the 
beginning. It is possible to solve for the yield that will satisfy this condition using 
linear algebra. The result is a vector of tree numbers to be removed, with each 
element being a size class. 

In later papers on the same theme, Michie & auonaiorno (1984) gave more details 
of how the elements of the transition matrix and the empirical coefficients could 
be calculated from permanent sample plot data. auonaiorno & Hsien-Chi (1990l 
discuss how the basic model in equation {26} can be used in a linear program that 
maximizes the value of the harvest, subject to the sustained yield condition that 
the stand vector should be constant at the end of successive felling cvies. From 
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this, both the optimum harvest and the cutting cycle can be determined. The 
modelling approach hasbeen applied to forest sector projections in Nigeria (World 
Bank, 1992) 

Mengin-LeCreulx (1990) reports on a matrix model developed for mixed tropical 
forest in vapo, Cote mvoire. The basic model is: 

{33} 

where: 

X t	 is a column vector of diameter classes in year t. Each class is 5 cm 
wide, and the model had 25 classes in all. The basic time period 
was 2 years, hence the vector xt +2 gives the stand 2 years later, 
after a single growth step in the model. 

v	 is the survival over each growth step, given asa constant fraction 
irrespective of size class. 

P	 is a growth matrtx giving the transition probabilities. AS with the 
matrix a in equation {21}, only the al diagonal elements and b, sub
diagonal elements are non-zero, and define the proportions of 
static trees and those which move into the next higher class in 
each 2-year step. 

R	 is a column vector whose elements are zero except for the first, 
after the manner of the e vector in equation {3.19}. This first 
element represents a constant rate of recruitment into the 
smallest diameter class. 

The data for the plots was derived from experimental plots at irobo, COte mvotre. 
Different growth, mortality and recruitment functions were established for 30 
species and for thinned and unthinned forest, and used to project the growth of 
the forest at vapo. 

These examples illustrate some of the various formulations of matrix models of 
stand growth. All are essentially related to the simpler diameter class projection 
model of equatron {15}. Matrix algebra provides a compact notation for discussing 
the basis of a model. However, in practice, as will be seen, there are significant 
difficulties in applying matrix models to tropical mixed forests due to: 

•	 The large number of species. Even with grouping of data for species of 
similar habit, there may be 40-50 groups, each of which requires its own 
transition matrlx, all of whose elements have to be defined as model 
parameters from data. 

•	 The inefficiency of a matrix representation. In the examples discussed, 
most of the elements of the transition matrix are zero. If this algebraic 
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approach is translated directly into a computer program, then the 
majority of the memory isusedstoring zeroes, and most of the computer 
time looping through empty portions of matrices. 

Matrix models also suffer from the general deficiency of diameter class projection 
models. arising from the lack of sensitivity to density-dependent interactions. 

3.2	 construction of diameter class projection models 

3.2.1	 A spreadsheet model based on mean class increments 

For various reasons, it isoften difficult to compile outgrowth rates directly from 
PSP data. In particular: 

•	 Not all diameter classes may be represented, making it impossible to 
estimate outgrowth for some classes. 

•	 The data may be sparse or very unevenly distributed between classes, 
requiring some method of smoothing be applied to obtain reasonable 
projections. 

•	 only processed or published increment rate data may be available. 

•	 Data may only be available from tree increment plots, not from PSPS With 
complete measurement of the stocking. 

For these reasons, it is usually necessary to estimate outgrowth from mean 
increment for a class. The mean increment may itself be estimated directly from 
class data (usingfor example, program XTAB on page 44), or via a growth function 
of increment on diameter. 

Given an estimated mean increment for a diameter class of i crn/vr, a class width 
of w ern, and a projection period of t years, then the proportion of trees moving 
to the next class as outgrowth (0) may be calculated from: 

{34}
o = t.ilw 

Equation {34} assumes that: 

•	 . ml i tributed within the class. 

•	 All trees in the class grow at the mean rate. 

we may call these the UDMJ (Uniform Distribution, Mean Increment) assumptions. 
These assumptions do not hold well if the classes are broad, but become 
reasonable approxrmattons with class widths of 5 cms or less. 
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The construction of a complete diameter class projection model based on the 
UDMI assumptions and equation {15} can be illustrated using some published data 
for motocnnon scteroxvton <wawa) from Ghana. rne spreadsheet in Example 33 
shows the complete model. rne inventory data for the original stand table is 
taken from owen (1987). The growth and mortality figures are based on Alder 
(1992). 

A B C D E F G H I 

1 
2 Diameter class 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

From (em) 
To (em) 
Increment cm/yr 
Outgrowth %/5-yr 
Mortality %/5-yr 
Harvest % 

5 
10 

0.69 
68.6% 
14.0% 

10 
20 

0.77 
38.5% 
4.9% 

20 
40 

0.80 
20.0% 
4.9% 

40 
60 

0.74 
18.5% 
4.9% 

60 
80 

0.63 
15.6% 
4.9% 

80 
100 

0.49 
12.1% 
4.9% 

100 
120 

0.33 
8.2% 
4.9% 

120 
+ 

0.24 
0.0% 
4.9% 

50.0% 
9 
10 <- . - .. - - - - -  ..... - - -  Trees/k.m2 - - - - . - ..... - - . - .... - -> 
11 
12 

Projection year 
0 500 321 232 146 164 136 64 14 

13 5 174 524 298 158 157 138 72 12 
14 10 117 416 426 181 154 139 79 11 
15 15 107 316 480 224 156 140 86 12 
16 20 106 252 482 268 165 140 92 12 
17 25 105 215 459 302 181 142 97 13 
18 30 105 194 428 323 199 146 101 14 
19 35 105 182 396 333 218 153 106 15 
20 40 105 175 368 335 235 161 110 15 

Example 33 A sImple stand projectIon modellR spreadsheet format 

ROWS 3 to 8 of the spreadsheet establish the basic parameters of the model. 
Diameter class upper and lower limits are in rows 3 and 4. Row 5 contains 
increment values, which have been smoothed by fitting a function to the original 
data. Row 6 contains percentage outgrowth calculated using equation {34}. The 
spreadsheet formula for cell 86 for example is: 

86 = 5 * 85/(84-83) 

av copying 86 to cells C6 to 16, this formula will be automatically adjusted to 
calculate the outgrowth % for each class. 

Row 7 contains s-vear mortality percentages entered directly as data. ROW 8 
contains the percentage of trees in each class to be harvested. Harvesting has 
been restricted in this example to the largest diameter class (~120 crm,where 50% 
of the trees are removed. 

The inventory data is entered for projection year 0 in row 12. Thus for example, 
cell 812 contains the stocking per km2 for trees of 5-10 cm diameter. 

ROW 13shows the projected stand table after 5 years. The formula for cell 813 is: 

+ 812*('1-8$6-8$7) +87 

In other words, the stocking in the smallest, 5-10 cm class after 5 years is the 
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stockms at year zero (812) less the percentage outgrowth (8$6) and the percen
tage mortality (8$7) for that size class, plus a constant ingrowth (estimated from 
PSP data) of 87sterns/krrr over the s-vear period. The $signs in the cell references 
denote that the following row numbers (6 and 7) are held constant when this 
formula is copied down to subsequent cells 814 to 820'. 

Cell C13 is defined as: 

which is anotoaous to equation {15} with regeneration Rk of zero. The term 
812*8$6 is the outgrowth from the preceding diameter class. The remaining 
terms deduct outgrowth to the next higher class, and periodic mortality, from the 
current stocking. Cells D13 to 113 are the same as cell C13, but with the column 
letters adjusted correspondingly. 

The projections for periods beyond year 5 are made using the copy operation in 
the spreadsheet to copy down row 13 for asmany periods asrequired. provided 
absolute and relative cell addresses have been correctly defined, the results will 
be as shown. 

8y adjusting the harvest value in cell 18, the system can be studied to determine 
that percentage cut which will result in a sustained yield in that size class. With 
less than 50% harvest, stock tends to accrue; with a greater percentage cut, the 
stock in the last class declines. 

The spreadsheet approach is easyto apply when working With a single species. It 
becomes cumbersome With many species. Example 34 shows a 8ASIC subroutine 
Which carries out the same calculations as the spreadsheet example. It has 
however a number of advantages. It can work with any number of species at a 
time, treating each as an independent table. The diameter and mortality 
functions called (GROWTH and DEATH respectively) are flexible and could be 
density-dependent functions. Ingrowth is similarly flexible and could be time or 
density dependent. 

The routine iscalled with the stand table ST asa parameter. This isan array of two 
dimensions, the first for species, the second for size classes. The indexes J% and 
K% are suffixed with % signs to indicate that they are integer values. 

The GROWrH function returns the proportion of moving trees. These may be 
calculated directly from increment using equation {3.25}, or by some more 
sophisticated method, such asthose described in section 4.2. The DEATH function 
gives a mortality rate. sotn functions give values per time period, not per annum. 
INGROWTH returns the actual number of ingrowth trees into the smallest class. 

When the routine STPROJ returns to the calling program, the ST table has been 

* The $ operator to indicate absolute cell references is a Lotus 1-2-3 notation. Other spreadsheets 
may use alternative methods of denoting absolute as opposed to relative cell addresses. 
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SUBstproj IstOl 
'Updates a stand table of tree diameters by species using simple 
'stand projection 
• get array bounds. lower bound should be 1.
 
nsp% = llBOlINDlst. 1)
 
ndc% = UBOUNDlst. 2)
 
DIM stOlndc%)
 
FOR j% = 1 TO nsp%
 

'keep old stand table as stO to avoid overlap while updating
 
FOR k% = 1 TO ndc%
 

stOlk%) = stij%. k%l
 
NEXT k%
 
'get first class update using ingrowth function
 
stij%, k%) = ingrowthij%) + stOlk%) * (1 . growthij%. k%) - deathij%. k%JJ
 
•get updates to other classes 
FOR k% = 2 TO ndc% 

stij%.k%) = stOlk%·l )*growthij%.k%-l) + stOlk%)*ll - growthij%,k%) . deathlk%.j%JJ 
NEXT k% 

NEXT j% 
END SUB 

Example 34 A BASIC subroutine for generalized stand table projection 

updated for the growth and mortality over the period. 

3.2.2 A simple transition matrix model 

Transition matrix models based on equation {16} are simple to construct if a large 
amount of data isavailable. Theyare difficult to build with sparse data, when the 
transition matrix will have many zero elements and will be poorly defined. 

The matrix model can be defined as: 

{35} 

ThiS is identical to the definition of equation {16} but with an additional column 
vector. R. Each element of R gives the numbers of trees growing into the 
corresponding diameter class as recruitment over a fixed period. C is the matrix 
of transitions, with each element glJ defining the number of trees which move to 
class i from class J. The column totals will normally be less than one. In other 
words: 

{36} 

The summation gives the total survival over the period. This type of formulation 
differs from a pure Markov model such asthat of Bruner & Moser (1971) discussed 
on page 73. In a Markov model, states would need to be defined for dead and 
harvested trees, so that column totals would always equals 1. 

program TRANSIT illustrated in Example 35 is designed to build a transition matrix 
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10

20

30

40

50

1 ' Transition matrix compilation program 
2 CLS 
3 PRINT "TRANSIT: Transition matrix compilation" 
4 PRINT STRING$(80, "=") 
5 OPEN "tri-inc.dat" FOR INPUT AS 81 
6 'initialize diameter class bounds, declare arrays, set transition period (years) 
7 ndc% = 8 
8 DIM dc(ndc%), tm(ndc%, ndc%), ntrees(ndc%) 
9 DATA 5,10,20,40,60,80,100,120 

FOR i% = 1 TO ndc% 
11 READ dc(i%) 
12 NEXT i% 
13 tp = 5 
14 'loop through data counting trees by transitions and initial class totals 
15 DO 
16 LO CATE 4, 1: PRINT nrec%; : nrec% = nrec% + 1 
17 INPUT 81, diam, dinc, dead$ 
18 IF EOF(l) THEN EXIT DO 
19 ' get initial class, count trees in class 

f% = dclass%(diam) 
21 ntrees(f%) = ntrees(f%) + 1 
22 ' for live trees, get final class, count transition from class i to i 
23 IF dead$ = .... THEN 
24 'estimate final size from increment and transition period 
25 diam2 = diam + dinc * tp 
26 t% = dclass%(diam2) 
27 tm(t%, f%) = tm(t%, f%) + 1 
28 END IF 
29 LOOP 

'adjust transition tallies to proportions and write to output file 
31 OPEN "transit.pm" FOR OUTPUT AS #2 
32 FOR t% = 1 TO ndc% 
33 FOR f% = 1 TO ndc% 
34 IF ntrees(f%) > 0 THEN 
35 tm(t%, f%) = tm(t%, f%11 ntrees(f%) 
36 ELSE 
37 tm(t%, f%) = 0 
38 END IF 
39 PRINT 82, USING "8.8888"; tm(t%, f%); 

IF f% < ndc% THEN PRINT 82, ..,..; ELSE PRINT 82, 
41 NEXT f% 
42 NEXT t% 
43 END 

44 FUNCTION dclass% (diam) 
45 'get index for a diameter class using bounds in array dcll 
46 SHARED dcll, ndc% 
47 IF diam < dc(l) THEN dclass% = 0: EXIT FUNCTION 
48 FDR k% = 1 TO ndc% - 1 
49 IF diam > = dc(k%) AND diam < dc(k% + 1) THEN dclass% = k%: EXIT FUNCTION 

NEXT k% 
51 dclass% = ndc% 
52 END FUNCTION 

Example 35 TRANSIT program to compile transition matrices from tree increment data 
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of this type directly from diameter increment data. The program expects asinputs 
tree data for a given species or spectes group. Each line of the input data file 
should have initial diameter, annual diameter increment, and a mortality code. 
These data can be generated from an XBASE file such asthe one in Example 19 on 
page 43.The initial diameter (DPOM), diameter increment (DINC) and mortality code 
(DEAD) are extracted asfor the species tnotocmto« scleroxylon to a text file called 
TRI-INC.DAT using the following XBASE commands: 

USE GHPSPINC 
SET ORDER TO SPP 
FIND TRI 
COpy TO TRI-INC.DAT TYPE DELIM FIELDS DPOM,DINC,DEAD WHILE SPP= ''TRI'' 

Line 5 of the program listing shows how this text file, called TRI-INC.DAT, is opened 
by the BASIC program. 

The diameter classes that correspond to the rows and columns of the transition 
matrix are defined in the DATA statement on line 9. The method used in this 
program allows variable intervals between classes. Thiscan be contrasted with the 
method shown on page 42, which requires fixed-width diameter classes. The 
function DCLASS% on lines 44-52 of the program checks which class a given 
diameter is in, using the values in the array DC read from the DATA statement at 
lines 10-12. 

Line 13 of the program defines the transition period (TP) as 5 years. Since the 
method involves linear extrapolation of annual diameter increments that are 
themselves derived as periodic averages over intervals of 5-10 years, this is 
reasonably accurate. However, the TP period should not be set to a value much 
greater than the actual period of measurement used on the PSPs. 

Lines 15-29loop through the input data, line by line, and count the trees in each 
transition from diameter class F% to class T%. Dead trees are not counted in the 
transition matnx TM, but are counted in the NTREES array which is used at the end 
to adjust the raw tallies. 

spreadsheet. 

The data transformations involved, from the original PSP data to the final 
transition matrix, are summarized in Example 36. Thisalso shows a section of the 
input file, to illustrate the format used, and the complete transition matrix as it 
is output by the program. 

TO demonstrate how the transition matrix can be used to construct a simple stand 
model, it has been imported into a Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet, as shown in 
Example 37. The transition matrix will have been saved by the TRANSIT program 
in a file called TRANSIT.PRN (seeline 31 of the program). This can be imported into 
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= DBASE file of tree increments 
FRESV PNUM LDNO YR1 YR2 SPP DPOM DINC CPOS NBA DEAD TALLY 
ASUK 5 2 72 82 Eu 10.91 0.10 2 5 1 
ASUK 5 3 72 82 Ant 90.35 1.24 5 4 1 
ASUK 5 5 72 82 Tri 31.73 1.06 4 4 1 
ASUK 5 6 72 82 Ec 128.75 0.00 0 o NT 1 
ASUK 5 7 72 82 Man 45.68 0.45 4 5 1 
ASUK 5 8 72 82 Eu 7.98 0.00 0 o D 1 
ASUK 5 9 72 82 Ge 22.23 0.00 0 o D 1 
ASUK 5 10 72 82 Ge 14.25 0.03 2 4 1 
ASUK 5 11 72 82 Ec 4.24 0.20 2 3 1 
ASUK 5 12 72 82 Tri 23.55 2.05 4 2 1 
ASUK 5 13 72 82 Ant 11.32 0.00 0 o D 1 
ASUK 5 14 72 82 Eu 13.04 0.00 0 o D 1 
ASUK 5 15 72 82 Eu 29.71 0.12 3 2 1 
ASUK 5 16 72 82 Nes 13.74 0.32 2 3 1 
ASUK 5 17 72 82 Tri 60.03 0.37 4 5 1 

y 

DPOM. DINC. DEAD fields extracted 
for a selected species to a text 
file using DBASE copy command 

y 

22.23,0.76 ..... 
27.69,1. 05.""
7.78,0.10, .. 
40.63.1.04, .. 
18.29.0.65, .. 
16.98,0.22, .. 
6.27,0.78 .. 

Transition matrix formed using
TRANSIT program and saved as
delimited text file 

y 

0.3537,0.0000.0.0000,0.0000,0.0000.0.0000,0.0000.0.0000 
0.4939,0.4982,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000 
0.0427.0.4877.0.7802,0.0000.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000 
0.0061.0.0000,0.1704.0.8016.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000 
0.0000.0.0000.0.0025.0.1255.0.8130.0.0000,0.0000.0.0000 
0.0000.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000.0.1220.0.8542.0.0000.0.0000 
0.0000.0.0000,0.0000.0.0000.0.0000,0.0417.0.6667.0.0000 
0.0000.0.0000,0.0000.0.0000.0.0000,0.0000.0.0000.0.0000 

I 
Transition matrix imported tol 
spreadsheet or program for ,I
stand projection I 

I 
y 

Example 36 Data transformations from tree increment data to a transition matrix 

a Lotus spreadsheet' using the /File Import Number menu sequence. The import 
will occur at the current cell position, over-writing any existing data. For the 
example, the cursor should therefore be positioned at cell 84. 

The stand table to be projected is then entered in columnar form. This isshown 

* This discussion relates to lotus 1-2-3 version 2.2. later versions may use different menu 
sequences. 
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A B C D E F G H J 

1 Transition matrix: Triplochiton scleroxylon 5 year periods
 
2
 
3 To\From 5·10 10·20 20·40 40-60 60·80 80·100 100·120 ~120
 

4 5-10 0.354 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
 
5 10·20 0.494 0.498 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
 
6 20-40 0.043 0.488 0.780 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
 
7 40·60 0.006 0.000 0.170 0.802 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
 
8 60·80 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.126 0.813 0.000 0.000 0.000
 
9 80·100 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.122 0.854 0.000 0.000
 
10 100-120 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.042 0.667 0.000
 
11 ~120 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
 
12
 
13 Survival% 89.6% 98.6% 95.3% 92.7% 93.5% 89.6% 66.7% 0.0%
 
14
 
15 Initial and Projected stand tables
 
16 Year 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
 
17 5-10 500 264 180 151 140 137 135 135 135
 
18 10-20 321 407 333 255 201 170 152 143 138
 
19 20·40 232 359 490 552 562 542 512 479 449
 
20 40-60 146 160 191 237 285 325 354 372 381
 
21 60·80 164 152 145 143 147 157 170 184 197
 
22 80·100 136 136 135 133 131 130 130 132 135
 
23 100-120 64 48 38 31 26 23 21 19 18
 
24 ~120 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
25
 
26 Workspace for matrix calculations
 
27 G.N R R+G.N
 
28 48 87 135
 
29 138 138
 
30 449 449
 
31 381 381
 
32 197 197
 
33 135 135
 
34 18 18
 
35 0 0
 
36
 

Example 37 Spreadsheet example of transition matrix model 

in the example in cells 817:824. The matrix product C.N (see equation {35}1 is 
formed using the IData Matrix Multiply menu selection, defining the preractor (Cl 
as cells 84:111, and the postractor (Nl as cells 817:824, that is, the stand table that 
has been entered. The result is placed in cells A28:A35. After the matrix 
multiplication, this will give the projected stand table without accounting for 
recruitment or harvesting. It should be noted that mortality is however implicit 
in the stand table. Cells 813:113 have been defined to contain the sums of each 
row ofthe transition matrix (as in equation {36}1 using the formula @SUM(X17..X241 
where x is the column letter in the spreadsheet. These show net survival of trees 
originating in each diameter class at the end of a growth period. 

Recruitment is assumed in this model to be constant in each time period, and is 
entered asthe vector R in cells 828:835. It can be seen that a constant value of 87 
treeszkm- isassumed to grow into the first class. Thisand the original stand table 
data are the same as those used in Example 33 on page 78, to provide a direct 
comparison of the results of the two modelling methods. 

The result of the vector addition (R+ C.NI is given in cells C28:C35. It is defined by 
using the spreadsheet formula AX+8xfor each cell CX, where x is the row number 
28:35. This is the projected stand table, including ingrowth, for the first time 
period. It is copied back into the main table at cells C17:C24. The copy is 
accomplished in Lotus 1-2-3 using the IRange value command, rather than ICopy. 
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IRNCtm-b4 .. i1196 
IRNCgn-a28 .. a3597 
IRNCrgn-c28 .. c3598 
IRNCi-aa20099 
FOR i.1,8,1.mult}100 

101 HOME}
102 {QUIT}
103 
104 Mult:/DMMtm-a-gn
105 IRVrgn-b
106 {GOTO}a
107 IRNDa
108 IRNDb
109 IRNCa-.{ESC}{R}.{D 7}
110 (R}
111 lRNCb-.{ESC}{R}.{D 7}
112 {RETURN} 

transition matrix G 
G*A product
G*A+ingrowth R 
loop counter I 
perform Mult routine 8 times 
display spreadsheet
end program 

perform matrix multiply 
copy result to a new stand table 
update cell locations of old and new 
delete previous definitions 

make current ones 

Example 38 lotus '·2·3 macro togenerate transition matrix projections 

The former copies only the numerical valuesin cellsC28:C35; the latter would copy 
and adjust the formulae, giving erroneous results. The process is repeated for 
each projection year, redefining the input vector to the IData Matrix Multiply 
command and the output area of the IRange value copy. 

These operations are tedious and repetitive for each projectton year. The Lotus 
1-2-3 Macro shown in Example 38automates them. It is written as shown in cells 
whose row and column numbers are outside the main spreadsheet, so that any 
insertions or deletions do not affect the macro. It defines the matrices and 
vectors used by name with the IRange NameCreate command in cellsAB94:AB99. 
The subroutine Mult is then repeated 8 times (for projection years 5-40> with the 
{FOR} command in cell AB100. 

The Mutt subroutine performs the IData Matrix Multiply and IRange value 
l: l l' ',"" .... 

• '. • • • Ii" • 

ranges using the IRange Name Delete and IRange Name Create commands. 

In order to use this macro, after creating the spreadsheet and entering the 
program, two ranges must be named. prog should be defined ascellsAB94:AB102; 
and Mutt as cells AB104:AB112. The Alt-F3 (Run macro) key can then be used to 
execute prog. TO observe how the macro works, the Alt-F2 key can be used to 
place the spreadsheet in single step program mode. 

By modifying values for the initial stand table, the transition matrix or the 
regeneration vector, and then re-running prog, a revised set of projections will be 
obtained. 

This procedure, or an appropriate variation of it, allows a transition matrix model 
to be implemented using a spreadsheet in a manner that is analogous to the 
simple stand table projection speadsneet in Example 33. Both examples use the 
same initial stand table, recruitment assumption, and PSP data to derive the 
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growth estimates. However, it will be noted that the results obtained are 
somewhat different. rne variation may be attributed principally to the following 
factors: 

•	 The transition matrix compiled directly from data does not have any trees 
in the 120 cm class, and it is therefore impossible for trees to reach this 
size. They will attain the 100 cm class, and then die there. 

•	 The UDMI assumptions (seepage 77) are over-optimistic in their assessment 
of growth. For example, in the matrix model, net outgrowth from the the 
first Class is 

(0.494 +0.043+0.006) = 54.3% 

whilst outgrowth under the UDMI assumptions is 68.6%. 

The problem of empty cells in a transition matrix due to lack of data can be solved 
in two ways: 

•	 The classes can be re-defined to ensure that all classes include some trees 
from the PSP data. In the present example, the 120cm+ class should be 
eliminated, with the largest class represented being 100cm+. 

•	 Growth functions can be fitted to the data, with the transition matrix 
being built indirectly from them. This smoothes over deficiencies in the 
data, but also introduces assumptions into the model that may bias it. 

Data file contentsDescription 

"Triplochiton scleroxylon. Tinte Bepo Forest" 
No. diam classes 
Run title 

7 
5.10.20.40.60.80.100 

Transition matrix 
Diam class bounds 

0.3537.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000 
0.4939.0.4982.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000 
0.0427.0.4877.0.7802.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000 
0.0061.0.0000.0.1704.0.8016.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000 
0.0000.0.0000.0.0025.0.1255.0.8130.0.0000.0.0000 
0.0000.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000.0.1220.0.8542.0.0000 
0.0000.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000.0.0000.0.0417.0.6667 

Regeneration vector 87.0.0.0.0.0.0 
Initial stand table 500.321.232.146.164.136.78 

Example	 39 Input data file for MATMODl program 

The spreadsheet representation of a matrix model isobviousiv cumbersome com
pared with an equtvalent computer program. Example 40 shows a BASIC program 
called MATMODL which performs the necessary calculations. rne data file used to 
run this program is shown in Example 39. A title, the number of diameter classes, 
and the class lower bounds are defined in the first three lines. The transition 
matrix is edited-in using the output file TRANSIT.PRN from the TRANSIT program. 
A vector giving recruitment per time period follows, and then the initial stand 
table. 
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1 'Matrix model for forest stand growth
 
2 CLS
 
3 PRINT "MATMODL : Matrix model of forest stand growth"
 
4 PRINT STRING$180, "-"): PRINT
 
5 'read parameter file - title, no. classes, class bounds, transition matrix
 
6 'and initial stand table
 
7 OPEN "matmodl.dat" FOR INPUT AS #1
 
8 INPUT #1, title$: PRINT title$
 
9 INPUT #1, ndc%
 

10 DIM dc(ndc%), tm(ndc%, ndc%l. reg(ndc%), stalndc%), stblndc%) 
11 FOR i% = 1 TO ndc%: INPUT #1, dc(i%): NEXT i% 
12 FOR i% = 1 TO ndc% 
13 FOR j% = 1 TO ndc%: INPUT #1. tmli%, i%); NEXT j% 
14 NEXT i% 
15 FOR i% = 1 TO ndc%: INPUT #1. reg(i%): NEXT i% 
16 FOR i% = 1 TO ndc%: INPUT #1, sta(i%): NEXT i% 
17 'write diameter class headings 
18 PRINT 
19 PRINT "Year "; 
20 FOR i% = 1 TO ndc% 
21 IF i% < ndc% THEN 
22 PRINT USING "### .### "; dc(i%); dc(i% + 1); 
23 ELSE 
24 PRINT USING" ';2###"; dc(i%) 
25 END IF 
26 NEXT i% 
27 PRINT STRING$(6 + 9 * ndc%, "-") 
28 year = 0 
29 DO 
30 'print current table 
31 PRINT year; TAB(6); 
32 FOR i% = 1 TO ndc%: PRINT USING" #### "; sta(i%); : NEXT i% 
33 PRINT 
34 'matrix operations to project stand 
35 CALL mmult(tmO, staf), stbOl 
36 CALL madd(stbO, regO, staOl 
37 'press enter to simulate next year, anything else to stop 
38 year = year + 5 
39 LOOP UNTIL INPUT$(l) < > CHR$(13) 
40 END 

41 sua madd (aO, bO, cOl 
42 'adds vector a to vector b giving vector c 
43 n% = UBOllND(a, 1) 
44 FOR i% = 1 TO n% 
45 c(i%l = a(i%) + b(i%) 
46 NEXT i%
 
47 END SUB
 

48 SUB mmult (aO, bO, cOl
 
49 'multiplies square matrix a and vector b into vector c
 
50 n% = UBOUND(a, 1)
 
51 FOR i% = 1 TO n%: c(i%) = 0: NEXT i%
 
52 FOR i% = 1 TO n%
 
53 FOR j% = 1 TO n%
 
54 c(j%) = c(j%) + a(j%, i%) * b(i%)
 
55 NEXT j%
 
56 NEXT i%
 
57 END SUB
 

Example 40 BASIC program for a transition matrix model of forest growth 
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MATMODL : Matrix model of forest stand growth 

Triplochiton scleroxylon. Tinte Bepo Forest 

Year 5· 10 10- 20 20- 40 40- 60 60- 80 80-100 

0 500 321 232 146 164 136
 
5 264 407 359 160 152 136
 
10 180 333 490 191 145 135
 
15 151 255 552 237 143 133
 
20 140 201 562 285 147 131
 
25 137 170 542 325 157 130
 
30 135 152 512 354 170 130
 
35 135 143 479 372 184 132
 
40 135 138 449 381 197 135
 

100 135 132 327 307 227 185 
105 135 132 326 303 224 185 
110 135 132 324 299 221 186 
115 135 132 323 296 218 185 
120 135 132 323 293 215 185 
125 135 132 322 291 212 184 
130 135 132 322 289 210 183 
135 135 132 321 287 208 182 
140 135 132 321 286 206 181 

250 135 132 320 279 192 162
 
255 135 132 320 279 192 162
 
260 135 132 320 279 192 162
 
265 135 132 320 279 192 162
 
270 135 132 320 279 192 162
 
275 135 132 320 279 192 161
 

~100 

78 
58 
44 
35 
29 
25 
22 
20 
19 

22 
22 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

Example 41 Projected stand tables from the transition matrix model, tending towards an equilbrium 
distribution after250 years 

The output from the program is shown in Example 41. This has been edited, 
showing"...... where lines have been removed to abbreviate the output. It can be 
seen that the diameter class distribution tends towards a stable state, which is 
reached after about 250 simulated years(50 projection penodsi. Experiments with 
the input parameters will show that the shape of the equilibrium distribution 
depends on the transition matrix, whilst its magnitude depends on the level of 
recruitment. Theequilibrium distribution isindependent ofthe initial stand table. 

Thistype of matrix model is designed for a single species only. Both MATMODL and 
TRANSIT can be modified to operate with many species, building separate 
transition matrices for each and running them to produce independent stand 
tables. However, it will be noted there isno interaction between growth rate and 
stand density in this type of model. 

3.2.3 GHAFOSIM : A case study 

GHAFOSIM isa model developed to assist natural forest management in Ghana. It 
typifies the features that may be expected in a diameter class projection model. 
It isalso a model that represents a compromise between the 'state of the art' in 
terms of mOdelling technique, and what is actually possible due to limitations of 
available data and computer systems. A complete specification is given in Alder 
(1990>. 
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FR PlIO LD A ~P ~tallllH:=========:===:=nMIl cc lit 
IASAT 35 1 1 74 Tri 22.23 0.00 3 10 
IASAT 35 1 2 85 Tri 30.62 0.00 3 7 
ASAT 35 2 1 74 Nes 4.55 0.00 3 20 
ASAT 35 2285 Nes 5.05 0.00 2 7 
ASAT 35 3 1 74 Tri 27.69 0.00 4 13 
ASAT 35 3 2 85 Tri 39.21 0.00 5 7 
ASAT 35 4 1 74 Ant 25.27 0.00 3 14 
ASAT 35 4 2 85 Ant 25.77 0.00 3 7 
ASAT 35 5 1 74 Tri 7.78 0,003 8 
ASAT 35 5 2 85 Tri 8.89 0.00 2 4 
ASAT 35 6 174 Ec 35.07 0.00 4 6 
ASAT 35 6 2 85 Ec 42.34 0.00 4 5 
ASAT 35 7 1 74 Tri 40.63 0.00 4 10 
ASAT 35 7 2 85 Tri 52.05 0.00 4 5 
ASAT 35 8 1 74 Nes 17 .38 0.00 3 8 
ASAT 35 8 2 85 Nes 19.61 0.00 3 5 

I 
T 

,-------- CHEKEX -----, 
Check data. calculate increments. 

compress into binary format 

T 

r---- TRANSIT ----, 
Generate transition table 

Print increment and mortality 
stat; sties 

T 

D trnven ory a a 

ASCII file II 

= Species group definitions = 
REDWOODS. 1.70.100. 3. 4.5. 16. 6. 
CHLOROPHORA. 2. 70. 100. 1. 2 
TRIPLOCHITON. 6.70.100.14 
CELTIS.8.70.100.37.36.38 
CElBA.6.70.100.143 
PIPTAOENIASTRUH.7.70 .100 .20 
....... 

Forest Reserve Selection 
GHANA FOREST RESERVES COVERED 8Y 1986·1988 INVENTORY 
C: \GFS\TSP. GFS\ 
AFHS .AHAH.ANGO .ANSU .ASEN .ASUK.ATEW 
AYOL.AYUH.BENG.BHIL.BIAS .BIAT.80RI 
BURl.DOHE. FUHH. FURH. KOHS. HAMG -
HAMI . HPAH.NKRB. ODAR. PRAH. SUBS •TAIN 
TANS.TASU. TIBE. YORI 

,------ PREPSIH------,
 
Sunmarise inventory data as stand toble 1---------'
 
using species groups and reserves given 
by control files 

e= Transition frequencies table ==============;J 
9 
1 
0.1673. 0.0572. 0.1185. 0.1185 
0.3597. 0.0830. 0.1665. 0.1665. 0.1624. 0.1624.0.1624.0.1624 

14.9366. 6.8680. 3.4144. 3.9124. 1.3699. 5.0796.26.9130 
2 
0.2290. 0.0921. 0.0707. 0.0707 
0.5050. 0.1271. 0.0959. 0.0959. 0.0666. 0.0666. 0.0666. 0.0666 

18.7876.18.5700. 5.6922. 4.8806. 5.9432. 7.1800.23.7847 
3 
0.1402. 0.0873. 0.0740. 0.0740 
0.3782.0.1064. 0.1040. 0.1040. 0.0520. 0.0520. 0.0520. 0.0520 

17.3197.6.5454.4.3428.4.1163.3.1022.6.1495.22.2222 

I 

T T 

St and table mode imulated Logging mod 
output 

[ Example 44 Ex:~~~t45 

Example 42 Data files and modules forming part of the 6HAFOSIM system 

The model used a series of PSPs established in 1968, and remeasured over various 
periods until 1983 tsatooe. 1968). These plots were designed as tree increment 
plots, measuring 50 'Leading Desirable' trees (LOS) on each plot. The LOS were 
selected on criteria of species, from a setof 24 commercial species <Table 3), and 
their potential as 'final crop trees', Consequences of this rnetnodoloqv werethat: 

•	 NO information was available on many important species. 

•	 No information was available onwhole stand growth. Only individual tree 
increment information was recorded. 

•	 The selection of sample trees was subjective, making assessment of 
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recruitment rates impossible 
Traden8lllll Bolani",,1 nalllB SplICiBs codes

to determine. PSP. TSP. 

FDClass I 
The computer resources available at Odum Milicia IChlorophora) spp. CHL 1.2 

Edinam Entandophragma angolense EA 3the time	 of program development 
Sapele Entandophragma cyclindricum EC 4 

(1989-90) constituted a further con Utile Entandophragma utile EU 5 
Mohogany Khaya ivorensis KI 8straint on its design. It was originally 
Mahogany Khaya anthotheca KA 6 

limited by the need to operate effec Makore lieghemella heckelii TIE 9 
Kusia Nauclea diderichii NAU 10tively on an IBM xr-ciass machine with
Afromosia Pericopsis elata PER 11 

out hard disk. All the programs were Walnnt LOYDa trichilioides LOV 12 
Emire Terminalia ivorensis TI 13written in Turbo BASIC and designed 
Wawa Triplochiton sclerosylon TRI 14 

to run as compiled .EXE commands. Nyankom Heretiera utilis TAR 15 

The various steering data files used 
FDClass /I 
Candollei Entandophragma candollei ECL 16 
Guarea GUBlea cedrata GC 17 

could be created by any standard text 
editor. Guarea Guarea thompsonii GT 18 

Kaku Lophira elata LOP 19 
Oahoma Piptadeniaslrum africanum P 20The growth model subroutine that is Kyenkyen Antiaris tosicaria ANT 21 
Hyedua Guibourtia ehie GE 22 
Mansonia Mansonia altissima MAN 23 

the core of GHAFOSIM performs stand 
table projection for aggregate forest Subaha Mitragyna slipulosa MIS 24 

Oanta Nesogordonia Papaverifera NES 26 
Avodire Tullaeanthus atTicanus 11JR 27 

data, compiled from forest inventory 
plots using transition frequencies and 
mortality rates to determine net out- Table 3 Species codes in GHAFOSIM examples 
growth from each class. The stand 
table distinguishes between trees which are sunlit and those which are mostly or 
completely shaded, and uses different growth and mortality rates for these 
categories. Trees can be demoted from sunlit to shade as a result of excessive 
stocking, or promoted from shade to sun following logging. The maximum 
numbers of sunlit trees found in eachsizeclass were determined from an analysis 
of temporary plot data. In future revisions Of the program, this feature will be 
refined by incorporating stem-crown diameter ratios determined by ron (1993), 
and limiting sunlit trees to those which give a crown projection area of 100%. 

The growth rates are presented as average increments for documentation (see 
Example 43), but are compiled internally as transition frequencies, thus avoiding 
the biasassociated with the UDMI assumptions (see page 77). speciesare grouped 
during analysis to give a limited number of growth models. Each model is 
assigned a serial number. An internal table of the transition frequencies and 
mortalities for each size and shade class is maintained for each model. 

The GHAFOSIM system comprises 4 independent program modules, as shown in 
Example42. Thisorganization separatestasks that involve the time consuming and 
infrequent compilation of PSP orTSP data from those required for eachsimulation 
run of the model. The modules are as follows: 

CHEKEX	 This checks the original PSP data and calculates increments. The PSP 
data isstored as shown, asASCII fixed-length records, sorted by forest, 
plot, tree, and measurement year. only the tree DBH and crown class 
(CO are used in the analysis. The column NC <number of competitors) 
is a zone count score which unfortunately has proved to have no 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GROWTH STATISTICS FOR GHANA PSP DATA 

SPECIES <------------ CROWN ILLUMINATION AND SIZE CLASSES --------------> 
Shaded Sunlit Shaded Sunlit Shaded Sun 1it Trees 
<10 cm <10 cm 10-30 cm 10-30 cm 30-70 cm 30-70 cm >70 cm 

1 :EA EC 
Trees 

EU KA KI TIE LOV ECL 
739 109 528 590 73 286 106 

% Dead/yr
Inc mm/yr
SE % 

2.99 
1. 67 

5 

1. 37 
3.60 

10 

0.68 
2.29 

4 

0.78 
3.32 

4 

0.27 
4.74 

8 

1. 02 
6.66 

4 

5.38 
6.50 

6 
La CL mm 1. 50 2.85 2.10 3.07 3.94 609 5.74 
Hi CL mm 1.84 434 2.48 3.57 5.54 7.23 7.26 

2 :CHL PER MAN NAU 
Trees 277 54 122 107 43 171 32 
%Dead/yr
Inc mm/yr
SE % 

3.76 
2.29 

9 

3.71 
5.05 

16 

1.14 
3.68 

8 

0.98 
5.08 

7 

1.19 
2.83 

11 

1.44 
3.84 

7 

4.76 
2.66 

18 
La CL mm 1. 90 3.46 3.12 4.37 2.19 3.28 1.66 
Hi CL mm 2.68 6.64 4.25 5.80 3.47 4.39 3.66 

3 :NES GE 
Trees 
% Dead/yr
Inc mm/yr
SE % 

1,452 
3.46 
1.40 

6 

181 
1. 31 
3.78 

12 

347 
0.87 
3.49 

5 

449 
0.82 
4.26 

4 

41 
- 0.62 

2.96 
12 

318 
1.23 
4.16 

5 

12 
4.44 
2.08 

27 
La CL mm 
Hi CL mm 

1.24 
1.56 

2.86 
4.70 

3.14 
3.84 

3,93 
4.59 

2.24 
3.68 

3.76 
4.56 

0.69 
3.47 

4 :GC GT 
Trees 
% Dead/yr
Inc mm/yr
SE % 

1,560 
3.27 
1. 20 

4 

145 
1. 39 
3.16 

9 

411 
1.47 
2.70 

6 

336 
0.84 
3.45 

5 

16 
1.04 
4.95 

12 

114 
1.53 
5.32 

6 

5 
4.00 
5.16 

15 
La CL mm 1.10 2.62 2.39 3.14 3.64 469 2.71 
Hi CL mm 1. 30 3.71 3.01 3.77 6.26 5.95 7.61 

5 :ANT 
Trees 89 19 113 173 19 113 54 
%Dead/yr
Inc mm/yr
SE % 

4.34 
1. 51 

11 

5.26 
2.69 

21 

1.41 
2.06 

10 

1.26 
3.31 

11 

0.88 
3.98 

19 

1. 09 
6.46 

8 

1. 73 
6.98 

12 
La CL mm 1.18 1.45 1.65 2.61 2.42 5.43 5.32 
Hi CL mm 1.84 394 2.47 4.02 5.54 7.48 8.64 

6 :TRI TI 
Trees 287 92 200 322 60 407 104 
%Dead/yr
Inc mm/yr
SE % 

3.42 
4.26 

8 

2.08 
9.73 

10 

0.40 
7.83 

5 

0.65 
9.89 

4 

0.89 
550 

12 

0.91 
8.12 

4 

1. 31 
6.41 

8 
La CL mm 
Hi CL mm 

3.63 
4.90 

7.78 
11.68 

707 
8.58 

9.21 
10,57 

4.19 
6.81 

7.50 
8.75 

5.38 
7.45 

7 :P 
Trees 300 56 197 235 26 123 23 
%Dead/yr
Inc mm/yr
SE % 

4.54 
2.31 

8 

2.59 
6.23 

14 

2.76 
4,80 

7 

1. 75 
6.75 

6 

- 0.62 
9.49 

11 

0.95 
9.47 

6 

1.59 
8.08 

12 
La CL mm 
Hi CL mm 

1. 95 
2.67 

4.43 
8.03 

4.14 
5.47 

5.94 
7.55 

7.43 
11.54 

8,34 
10,60 

6.13 
10.03 

8 :TUR 
Trees 20 1 83 25 73 102 4 
%Dead/yr
Inc mm/yr
SE % 

6.83 
4.56 

54 

- 1.86 0.72 
3.69 

10 

1. 60 
6.31 

17 

0.82 
3.18 

7 

0.59 
416 

9 

- 3.13 
3.25 

31 
La CL mm <0 2.99 4.06 2.73 3.44 0.03 
Hi CL mm 9.91 4.40 8.56 3.63 4.88 6.47 

9 :DEFAULT (POOLED DATA)
Trees 4,724 
%Dead/yr 3.44 
Inc mm/yr 1.66 
SE % 3 

657 
1.86 
4,64 

5 

2,001 
1.12 
3.52 

2 

2,237 
0.94 
4.95 

2 

351 
0.62 
4.44 

5 

1,634 
1. 08 
6,21 

2 

340 
3.13 
6.20 

4 
La CL mm 1. 57 4.17 3.35 4.74 4.04 5.95 5.66 
Hi CL mm 1. 75 5.12 3.68 5.15 4.83 6.47 6.74 

Example 43 Table of growth statistics produced by the TRANSIT module of the GHAFOSIM system 
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significant correlation with increment and was therefore not used in 
the model. 

TRANSIT	 compiles the tree increment data, stored in a compressed binary 
format, to produce the table of transition freQuencies in an internal 
ASCII format. For each speciesgroup, this comprises a model number, 
followed by two lines giving 5-yeartransition freQuencies for sunlit and 
shaded trees by size classes. There is then a line of 5-year mortalities, 
given as percentages. 

Example43shows the printed output from TRANSIT. The speciescodes 
are asshown in Table 3. The speciesgroups are defined within TRANSIT 
in a series of DATA statements, one for each group, listing the species 
codes involved. The statistics are compiled for four size classes and 
two shade classes. For each speciesgroup and class, the summary gives 
the number of sample trees, the percentage annual mortality rate, 
mean diameter increment in rnm/vr, the standard error % of mean 
increment. and the low and high confidence intervals for increment at 
P=0.95. The 'Shaded' class includes Dawkins crown exposure classes 1-3, 
and the 'Sunlit' trees are those with Dawkins scores of 4-5 (see Alder & 

Synnott, 1992, for exposure class definitions). For the largest trees (~ 

70cm otameten. only a single exposure class is considered. 

PREPSIM	 Compiles inventory data to a stand table, using two steering files to 
control the process. Onedefines speciesgroup names, model number 
(corresponding to the transition table), minimum felling diameter, 
utilization percentage of stems over the minimum diameter, and a list 
of code numbers for species in the group. The other file defines the 
run title, working directory, and a list of TSP files to be included. The 
output table is in an internal ASCII format. 

GHAFOSIM	 comprises the growth model program itself, about 500 lines of BASIC 
code. 

GHAFOSIM operates on the output files from TRANSIT and PREPSIM to perform 
projections. The user can specify the felling cycle, the total period of the 
Simulation, the interval in years at which output tables would be printed, and the 
mode of operation. TWO operating modes can be selected: 

(1)	 Simple stand table projection. This mode does not simulate logging, but 
prints a full stand table at each reporting interval showing accumulated 
growth. Example 44 shows a typical output table in this mode. It is a 
conventional stand table except that stem numbers are shown for the 
shaded and sunlit components separately on the lines marked "-" and" +" 
respectively. 

(2)	 Simulated logging. This mode is more complex, and involves splitting the 
input stand table into a number of copies, one for each felling coupe. 
Each coupe is then grown independently. The yields produced by the 
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----------

PROJECTED STOCKINGS & VOLUMES AFTER 20 YEARS WITHOUT LOGGING 

Species group Canopy Trees per square kilOllletre by em. diameter classes Dmin N/km2 m3/ha. 
position 5- 9 10- 29 30- 49 50- 69 70- 89 90-109 IIO-129 130-149 > 150 em. >Dmin >Dmin 

------------------------------------------------------.-----------------------------_._-----------------_ .... __....... 

.. --.------------_ .. __._----------_._--_ .............. - .. --------------------------_ ........ _------------- ..
 

REDWOODS 383 441 64 22 
+ 9 15 94 66 27 10 70 46 5.17 

CHLOROPHORA 15 21 7 4 
+ I 13 9 3 2 70 15 2.30 

TRIPLOCHITON 120 169 62 21 
+ II 30 84 79 77 60 38 20 15 70 210 29.28 

CELTIS 1.479 2.523 482 98 
+ 8 17 668 331 II6 29 8 70 155 13.77 

CEIBA 167 208 60 12 
+ 9 24 66 37 22 II 15 70 62 10.82 

PIPTADENIASTRUM 143 136 33 20 
+ 3 8 47 53 50 28 15 70 106 13.30 

TERMINALIA 128 151 40 7 
+ 12 32 46 25 23 22 II 70 66 9.01 

ANTIARIS 131 135 22 9 
+ 3 7 38 31 18 14 4 70 47 6.66 

NESOGORDONIA 455 338 76 22 
+ 2 8 124 80 29 70 34 2.70 

PYCNANTHUS 137 130 21 9 
+ 3 36 37 27 16 70 51 5.41 

PTERYGOTA 104 106 17 8 
+ 2 5 29 28 21 II 3 70 42 4.96 

GUAREA 308 217 32 9 
+ 3 6 39 23 3 70 12 1.01 

TURRAEANTHUS IIO 172 38 16 
+ 1 61 48 21 4 70 25 2.00 

CYCLICODISCUS 21 20 5 2 
+ 7 6 4 3 70 22 4.31 

CHRYSOPHYLLUM 125 106 17 7 
+ 28 22 11 70 20 2.04 

PETERSIANTHUS 35 57 16 10 
+ 2 30 32 22 10 3 70 41 4.73 

RICINODENDRON 159 133 18 7 
+ 8 19 31 23 11 4 3 70 28 3.64 

OTHER SPECIES 40.403 29.544 4,748 1.064 
+ 536 932 5,452 2.813 989 239 64 21 10 70 1.323 II9.99 

TOTAL 45.029 35.717 12.651 5.090 1.483 485 183 87 67 2.305 241. 09 

Example 44 Output from the GHAFOSIM program running in stand table mode 

forest as awhole aresummarised inan outputtable (see Example 45). The 
simulated logging removes a percentage of trees above the minimum 
felling diameter on the appropriate felling coupe for each simulation 
cvcie. The percentage removed (Uti! % in Example 45) can define either 
the market acceptance of a species, or conservation requirements. 
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I'T'I =,	 PROJECTED LOG YIELDS PER ANNUM
:I 

"1:11 
ii"	 Fell ing cycle 25 years : Total area 11590 km2 : Annual felling coupe 463.60 km2
01:0 
U'I 

Species group Min. Uti1. <------- •..•................. Annual logging extraction per unit area and total····························>
 
~ :to:	 diam % 1 . 5 yrs 6 . 10 yrs 11 . 15 yrs 16 . 20 yrs 21 . 25 yrs 
ts	 N/km2 m3/ha '000 m3 N/km2 m3/ha '000 m3 N/km2 m3/ha '000 m3 N/km2 m3/ha '000 m3 N/km2 m3/ha 'ODD m3 
~ 

........................................................ _0 •••• ___ ..................................... -.- ..............................................................................
:s:: 
REDWOODS 70 100 2 0.3 332 2 0.2 290 2 0.2 258 2 0.2 240 2 0.2 233
:i& 

'S CHLOROPHORA 70 100 1 0.1 147 1 0.1 124 1 0.1 115 1 0.1 107 1 0.1 101
c:::
TRIPLOCH nON 70 100 8 1.0 1,207 8 1.1 1,254 8 1.1 1,304 8 1.2 1.357 9 1.2 1.417
 -;S. 
CELTIS 70 100 5 0.4 499 5 0.5 529 6 0.5 578 6 0.6 639 7 0.6 703
r..§. CEIBA 70 100 2 0.4 508 2 0.4 492 2 0.4 482 2 0.4 501 3 0.5 526
 

~ P!PTADENIASTRUM 70 100 3 0.4 465 4 0.4 519 4 0.5 564 4 0.5 617 5 0.6 676
 
~ 
I::l.. TERMINALIA 70 100 3 0.3 366 3 0.3 380 3 0.3 394 3 0.4 418 3 0.4 442
 
cs- ANTIARIS 70 100 2 0.2 258 2 0.2 271 2 0.3 290 2 0.3 309 2 0.3 327

l2 NESOGORDONIA 70 100 1 0.1 102 1 0.1 108 1 0.1 119 1 0.1 125 1 0.1 135
~. 

PYCNANTHUS 70 100 2 0.1 171 2 0.2 198 2 0.2 226 2 0.2 251 2 0.2 274
~ :a PTERYGOTA 70 100 2 0.2 179 2 0.2 195 2 0.2 214 2 0.2 230 2 0.2 245
a
'IS	 GUAREA 70 100 0 0.0 35 0 0.0 40 0 0.0 43 0 0.0 47 1 0.0 50
 

TURRAEANTHUS 70 100 1 0.1 65 1 0.1 74 1 0.1 86 1 0.1 93 1 0.1 100
 
CYCLICODISCUS 70 100 1 0.2 175 1 0.2 184 1 0.2 200 1 0.2 200 1 0.2 200
 
CHRYSOPHYLLUM 70 100 1 0.0 56 1 0.1 69 1 0.1 83 1 0.1 94 1 0.1 109
 
PETERSIANTHUS 70 100 1 0.1 153 1 0.1 173 2 0.2 193 2 0.2 219 2 0.2 246
 
RICINODENDRON 70 100 1 0.1 127 1 0.1 139 1 0.1 150 1 0.1 169 1 0.2 191
 
OTHER SPECIES 70 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0
 
..................................................... - .......................................................................................................................................................
 

ALL SPECIES	 36 4.2 4,844 37 4.3 5,040 39 4.6 5,300 39 4.8 5.614 44 5.2 5.976 
=======-	 - - = - - ====== 



4 COHORT MODELS OF FOREST CROWTH 

4.1	 Design and structureof a cohortmodel 

4.1.1	 Definition and principles 

The term 'cohort model' is used here to define a deterministic, empirical, 
management-oriented modelling strategy for mixed tropical forests that hasbeen 
practically exemplified by the work of vanciav (1989a) for the North Queensland 
rainforests. The central features that characterise this type of model are: 

•	 The forest stand is classified into cohorts. A cohort isa group of trees of 
the same species group, and size class. In a more complex design, the 
cohorts can also be classified by tree condition, competitive status, and 
other factors. 

•	 Growth is simulated by updating the parameters defining a cohort over 
increments of simulated time, which may typically vary from one to five 
years, depending on model design and perhaps available data. Growth can 
be considered to involve tree diameter increment, mortality, and 
recruitment. 

•	 Harvesting issimulated by reducing the numbers in affected cohorts, and 
perhaps by enhanced mortality proportionate to the harvesting intensity. 
Where the cohort structure indicates tree vigouror health, harvesting may 
create a 'damaged' or morbid condition on a proportion of cohorts. 

•	 Thespatial heterogeneity that issocharacteristic of natural tropical forest 
is modelled by dividing the whole forest extent into a number of small 
simulated units, each of limited area. Each simulated forest unit (SFU) is 
characterised by its own cohort list. For a simple model design, SFUs may 
correspond to management units suchasa compartment or felling coupe. 
For more precision, the nominal area of the SFUs may be reduced so that 
each coupe is represented by a number of them. 

The main differences between acohort-oriented model (COM) and a diameter-class 
projection model (DCPM) are that: 

•	 There isno need to usestorage space or processing time on empty classes 
in a COM. combinations of spectes and sizes that are not represented in 
the data do not create any entry in the cohort database within the model. 
With a DCPM, on the other hand, empty classes must be represented. This 
is especially inefficient With tropical mixed forest, where there will be 
many such combinations of species and diameter class that are void. 

•	 Unless a DCPM is formulated asa transition probability model, assumptions 
are required about how growth rates correspond to the 'movement' of 
trees between classes (see page 77), In a COM, the cohort parameter 
defining size is directly updated by the growth functions, and no such 
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assumptionsare needed. This makes the COM more suitable for functional 
modelling. 

Both CaMS and DCPMS can characterise diameter growth as a stochastic process, 
or a probability distribution of growth rates from a single originating class or 
cohort. In a DCPM, this is performed by considering transition frequencies to 
other classes. In a COM, the probability distribution of growth rates is modelled 
by splitting a cohort into faster and slower growing components. 

The corollary of a process of splitting cohorts is one of merging them. TWO 
cohorts can become very similar in their defining parameters as a result of 
differential growth rates. It is then efficient to merge them into a single data 
structure. This avoids an indefinite proliferation of cohorts as a result of 
stochastic splitting. 

Although coas may include stochastic elements to represent probability 
distributions, the outcomes of the model are deterministic in that a simulation 
with given starting conditions yields the same result for each model run. NO 
Monte Carlo processes, or functions mediated by random number generators, are 
required. This may be contrasted with models based on representations of single 
trees, such as gap or tree position models. These intrinsically require a Monte 
Carlo approach to resolve problems of applying mortality or harvesting functions 
to individual trees. 

On a number Of grounds, cohort models may therefore be regarded as the most 
suitable choice for management-oriented modelling of mixed tropical forest: 

•	 They are efficient in their data structure, and therefore well-suited to the 
massive and complex data sets that are typical of tropical forests. 

•	 They are inherently suited to a functional approach. It requires less data 
to characterise a growth function than a transition matrix, and hence this 
method is more appropriate for modelling tropical forests where many 
rarer species will have only limited growth data available. 

•	 They are deterministic, which is a desirable, and probably necessary, 
feature of models that are to be used directly to generate schedules for 
forest management. 

4.1.2	 programming languages for cohort modelling 

Generally, a cohort model must be written in a programming language capable of 
being compiled and optimized, as execution speed will be found to be critically 
important. On machines based on the Intel family of processors <808x6, pentium>, 
it is desirable for the compiler to be able to generate 32-bit instructions. 

During the development stages of a model, ideas can be tested with languages 
such as Foxpro XBASE, or interpreted QuiCk BASIC. Some concepts and functions 
can be tested using speadsneets. However, when a complete model is built using 
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such systems, they will be found to be unacceptably slow. 

suitable programming languagesinclude Microsoft Visual Basic, various versions of 
corc- +, pascal and FORTRAI\I. Theauthor prefers core- + asoffering maximum 
possibilities for efficiency and portability between systems. Visual Basic is easier 
to learn and use, but is relatively slower and less effiCient. Some compiled 
versions of Basic (eg. Microsoft Basic 7) are highly optimized but not convenient 
to use with the Windows operating system. FORTRAN is familiar to an earlier 
generation of programmers and is compatible with older software. FORTRAN 
compilers are available that are highly optimized and efficient. However, FORTRAN 
is out of step with modern programming paradigms such as the Windows 
interface or object-oriented programming, and isprimitive in many of its language 
features. pascal offers most of the advantages of C but without its somewhat 
terse syntax, and may be considered easier to use. 

The CAFOGROM program used as a case study for cohort model design in this 
chapter is written in Borland Turbo C version 2.0. A demonstration diskette for 
the program isavailable from the author. Appendix A givesordering information. 
A complete listing of the C code for CAFOGROM is given in Appendix B. 

4.1.3	 General outline of a cohort model 

Figure 13 shows the modules or steps that will form part of a typical computer 
program to implement a cohort model. The references to line numbers in 
CAFOGROM relate to the listing in Appendix B (page 205 ffJ 

(i)	 Initialization: The program will include a preamble whose details will be 
determined by the language used. In C for example, header files for 
library routines will be declared. constants, variables, and function 
prototypes may be defined. Arrays and other data structures used 
throughout the program will be established. In the CAFOGROM listing lines 
1-82 of the program constitute the initialization phase. 

(ij)	 Data selection and management options: This part of the program will 
establish the user interface. There are several possibleapproaches to this. 
The program may be controlled by numeric and text data entered in 
steering files. This is perhaps the oldest approach. A more modern 
concept would be to usea combination of menus and screen formats. In 
a Windows environment, the typical Windows tools of buttons, menus, 
click boxes, and so would be used. The CAFOGROM example discussed in 
the case study (page 165) uses a simple screen format. The procedure 
eunootat lines 84-169, tosetner with supporting procedures called by it, 
codes for this user interface. 

(iii)	 LOad external data and coefficients: Thissection of the program will read 
any data it needs from external files. This will always include data 
describing the forest to be simulated, and may usually include the growth 
model coefficients fitted during anarvsts, The forest data may be read in 
a pre-summarised format, or the program may process directly raw plot 
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data down to the required cohort format. In CAFOGROM, procedure 
getdata (lines 252-296) reads forest data, whilst setup (lines 772-852) reads 
growth function coefficients. 

(iVJ	 Begin simulation cycle: At this point, the program will have all the 
information it needs to begin a simulation run. A loop structure will be 
entered in the program code which will repeat until a pre-set number of 
time steps have been completed. In CAFOGROM, the simulation cycle is 
organized asa short procedure calledsimulate (lines298-334). Thiscalls the 
more detailed procedures for growth simulation, harvesting and thinning 
as required. 

(V)	 Adjust cohort mean size for growth: At this stage in the program, 
diameter increment functions are applied to the cohort data structure 
that represents the forest stand. This is performed in CAFOGROM by the 
routine Growth (lines 411-431). 

(Vi)	 Adjust cohort numbers for mortality: Each cohort represents a given 
number Of trees. In this part of the program, mortality is simulated by 
reducing the number of trees in each cohort using functions that may 
depend on species, stand density, crown position, logging history, or otner 
factors. Mortality is managed in CAFOGROM by a routine of the same name 
at lines 433-454 in the listing. 

(vii)	 Create cohorts for recruitment: The level and species distribution of 
recruits into the smallest sizeclass isdetermined from functions that may 
depend on stand density and past disturbance. New cohorts are created 
to define the predicted recruitment. In CAFOGROM, the procedure 
Recruitment at lines 456-491 executes these functions. 

(viii)	 Simulate harvesting: A test is made to see if conditions are satisfied for 
harvesting. The test may simply depend on time elapsed (felling cycle), or 
could embody more complex factors such asstand basal area achieving a 
required minimum figure. Function Logcheck in CAFOGROM (lines336-354) 
exemplifies these tests. 

If harvesting is required, a procedure will be called that reduces the 
stocking of cohorts that satisfy the species and sizeclass requirements for 
trees to be logged. At the same time, damage may be simulated by 
reductions in numbers of non-harvested trees to reflect tree destruction 
on skid trails and gaps, or immediate mortality through crown or stem 
breakage. Longer-term mortality will generally be accounted for in the 
mortality function by using time elapsedand intensity of previous logging 
as parameters in mortality functions. Lines493-563 toroceoure Harvest) in 
CAFOGROM implement harvesting simulation. 

The harvesting routine will usuallysummarise statistics on trees removed 
to make them available at the user interface for display in graphical or 
tabular form. 
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(iX)	 Simulate thinning or refining operations: sllvtcultural treatments such as 
crown liberation thinning, understorey cleanings, or refining can be 
simulated in a way that closely parallels harvesting. species and size 
selection criteria may be defined, and cohort numbers reduced for those 
cohorts which satisfy the requireo criteria. Generally, damage will be 
assumed not to occur in such cases, although empirical data may indicate 
higher mortality for some elements of the residual stand. Thinning 
treatment is simulated in CAFOGROM by procedure Thinning at lines 565
604. 

()()	 Adjust crown classification of cohorts: Not all models will use crown 
position as a factor, but in those that do (as in the CAFOGROM example), 
crowns will be reclassified in each simulation cycle, after harvesting and 
thinning have been completed, to reflect changes that have occurred. In 
CAFOGROM, this is done by the trownsaiust routine at lines 606-656 of the 
program. 

(Xi)	 Merge/delete similar or empty cohorts: consecutive application of 
mortality and harvesting functions will lead the stockings of some cohorts 
to become very small. Generally. some internal factor will be used (such 
as a stocking of less than 0.01 tree/hai to delete cohorts whose numbers 
fall below the predetermined tnresnoto. 

In the same way. differential effects of growth and recruitment can lead 
some cohorts of the same species to become of very similar mean 
diameter and crown class. In such cases, as described by vanclay (1989a). 
cohorts can be merged. The effect of the deletion and merging functions 
is to keep the number of cohorts required to describe the stand within 
limits, and avoid a proliferation of data elements during the simulation 
with little useful information content. 

Merging and deletion of cohorts iscarried out in CAFOGROM by the routine 
ueraeconotts at lines 687-745. 

(Xii)	 Summarise stand statistics: At the end of each growth cycle, stand 
statistics are summarised and may be displayed in a graphical or tabular 
format to the user. In addition, tabular results will normally be saved in 
a file for later examination and analysis. 

The CAFOGROM demonstration program listed in the Appendix produces 
only graphical output (several examples are given in Section 5). The 
procedures from 854-1293 perform these tasks. It will be seen that the 
output	 display, although a small part of the program conceptually. 
embodies a large part of the programming effort. In this case, some 33% 
of the program code is devoted to output presentation. 

(Xiii)	 Increment yearcounter, end simulation run: Thecycle of operations from 
(V) above will be repeated after the elapsedtime hasbeen incremented by 
the time step being used. The time step will usuallybe in the range from 
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1 to 10 years, with 5 years being a suitable interval for many situations. 
When the simulated time reaches some preset limit selected by the user, 
then the program will halt. In CAFOGROM, this aspect is managed within 
the Simulate procedure (lines 298-334). 

These various procedural sections of a program can be subdivided into logical and 
empirical components. The logical components are dictated by the details Of the 
program design, and influenced by the programming language used. The 
empirical aspectsconsist of the growth, mortality and recruitment functions used. 
Harvesting, snvtcutturat treatment and other aspects of stand management are 
modelled largely on a logical basis, but with some empirical elements to describe 
damage. rne major part of this chapter is concerned with the methods for 
determining the empirical components of the model. 

4.1.4 Representation of the forest stand as a data structure 

A conventional stand table of species by size classes can be considered as a 2
dimensional array, comprising rows (species) and columns (diameter classes). 

A forest stand represented in cohort format should however be seen as a list. 
Each element of the list consists of a data structure with the following compo
nents: 

species (or species group)
 
Mean size (diameter or basal area)
 
Crown class
 
Number of trees per ha.
 

Further components could be added for more complex models, such as damaged 
versus undamaged trees. However, the reader is cautioned against devising 
elaborate structures as a basis for simulation. Each variable in the cohort has to 
be somehow predicted in the model from a growth function: Even specles is 
determined in the recruitment functions. Unless very extensive data is available, 
adding variables considerably complicates both the analysis and the model. 

The list of cohorts representing a single stand may be called a simulated forest 
unit,orSFU. More complex models, which simulate multiple stands, will usearrays 
of SFUS to represent the forest, with each SFU itself comprising a dynamic list of 
cohorts. In CAFOGROM, the cohort data structure is defined at lines 53-54 of the 
program. 

Example 46 shows a program called MAKESFU written in Foxpro XBASE that 
converts PSP data into a cohort list. This program was used on data sets from 
rapalos Forest, Brazil (Silva, 1989; Alder, 1994), The data structures on which the 
program operates are shown in Figure 14. The following is a brief description of 
how MAKESFU works: 
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10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

1 * Builds a cohort list in file SFU from PSP data 
2 * Create and index new SFU file 
3 create table stu 19p c(1), model c(1 I, cdc n(3), tba n(6,21, cp n(1), nha n(8,211 
4 select sfu 

index on gp+model+str(cdc.31+str(cp,11 tag cohort 
6 * open species list in file L1SPX and PSP data 
7 use lispx order tag esp in 0 
8 use IPSP) in 0 alias PSP 
9 select PSP 

np=O 
11 plotid =[xxxxl 
12 * add each live tree to appropriate record of cohort database SFU 
13 scan for CODCF=[1111 or CODCF=[1121 
14 * plot counter update 

if BLOCOAV+PARCELAAV< >plotid 
16 np=np+ 1 
17 plotid=BLOCOAV+PARCELAAV 
18 endif 
19 * set group and model numbers 

espO= FAMILlAAV +[.I+GENEROAV +[.I+ESPECIEAV 
21 select lispx 
22 seek espO 
23 if foundO 
24 gpO=gp 

modelO =model 
26 else 
27 gpO=[8l 
28 modelO =[Ml 
29 endif 

select PSP 
31 * set 2-cm diameter class. TBA and crown class 
32 cdcO=int((vaIIDIAMETROAV)-501120)+ 1 
33 tbaO= IvaIlDIAMETROAVI/1O)"2*0.7854 
34 cpO=iif(CODIL=[OI or CODlL=[31. O. 1) 

* No/ha conversion factor for 0.25 ha PSPs 
36 nhaO=4 
37 * find matching cohort 
38 select sfu 
39 coid=gpO+modeI0+str(cdcO.31+str(cpO,11 

seek coid 
41 if not foundO 
42 * add new cohort to file 
43 append blank 
44 replace gp with gpO. model with modelO. cdc with cdcO, ; 

cp with cpO. tba with tbaO. nha with nhaO 
46 else 
47 * update tba and nha value for existing cohort 
48 replace tba with (tba*nha+tbaO*nhaOI/(nha+nhaOI, nha with nha+nhaO 
49 endif 

select PSP 
51 endscan 
52 select sfu 
53 * adjust stockings for number of plots 
54 replace all nha with nha/np 

return 
56 

Example 46 FoxPro program to compile a cohort list trom PSP data 
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PSP d ta a 
Diametroav CodcfFamil i aav Generoav Especieav Codi 1Blocoav Parcelaav 

11101 0107 3047 0100 01 
11101047 0083 00100 01 
11102 0236 2047 0100 01 

04 111004 0098 001 0300 
01 0114 111 2023 2100 01 
99 0230 111 3999 9900 01 

111023 16 99 0055 000 01 
022 01 0062 11105 000 01 

0103 0075 111 000 01 039 
04 0112 111022 03 300 01 

111041 0175 199 9900 01 

Species list 

.---

Model Gp Esp Spname Ntree 

A 
A 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 

6 
6 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
4 

047.01.01 
053.01.01 
023.22.01 
023.31.01 
030.02.02 
021. 02.01 
022.02.99 
023.24.01 
023.29.99 

Rinorea flavescens 
Cheiloclinium cognatum
Pithecelobium racemosum 
Vaitarea guianensis 
Virola cuspidata 
Ani ba cane1il a 
Carintana spp
Pterocarpus amazonicus 
Tachigalia spp 

1792 
4 

101 
4 

227 
7 
6 

28 
490 

,. ,.
 
,--- HAKESFU program -----, 

Converts PSP data to a cohort 
7i st 

C h o or t 1·lSt 
Cp NhaModel Cdc TbaGp 

1 13 88.25 0.08P 
27.811 0 38.336 U 

7 4 111. 91 1B 0.33 
F 1 28.18 23.0803 

27.69 4.171 1 0Q
F 1 26.89 16.6705 
M 1 28.88 0 9.255 
A 27.55 50.251 06 
A 48.81 0 21.5826 

17 249.24 0.253 0 
6 194.85 1 0.423 0 
1 10.7528.80 05 B 

75.08 2.50U 3 05 
7 249.071 F 0 0.67 

Fjgure 14 Data structures used and created by MAKfSFU cohort compilation program 
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Lines 
3-5 Create the output data structure and index it in a way suitable for 

checking the existence of cohorts. Table SFU is shown as the cohort list in 
Figure 14. 

7-9	 opens the existing species list and PSP data files. These are shown as the 
top two boxes in Figure 14. 

10-11	 Setsinitial conditions and begins a scanthrough the PSP data file. Only live 
trees (CODCF of 111 or 112) will be included in the output cohort Jist. 
CODCF is a stem code for trees which are broken, leaning, damaged or 
dead. 

15-18	 Checks if the current data record is from the same plot as the previous 
one. BLOCOAV is the block number in which the plot is located, and 
PARCELAAV is the plot number. If the record is for a new plot, then the 
plot counter, no, is updated. 

19-29	 These lines convert the species identification format used in the PSP file 
to the same format as the species list file. This is done by combining the 
separate codes for family (FAMILlAAV>, genus (GENEROAV> and species 
(ESPECIEAV> into a variable esoo. The species list is searched for this <line 
22>' If a match is found, then the group (gp) and model code (model> are 
assigned to the memory variables gpo, moaeo. Otherwise, default values 
are used (group 8 and model M). 

32-36	 An entry corresponding to the tree record is created in cohort format. In 
the PSP file, tree diameter is in mm in character format <DIAMTROAV>. This 
is converted to a 2-cm diameter class index at line 32 scaco, and to a tree 
basal area in cm 2 at line 33 (tbao>. The crown class coo is coded as 0 for 
understorev trees, or 1 for codorntnants and emergents at line 34. 

Line 36 sets the stocking for the cohort. The plots in this example were of 
0.25 na, meaning that a single tree corresponds to a mean stocking of 4 
treesna. 

37-49	 The list of existing cohorts is searched to see if one exists already with the 
same species group, model, size class and canopy position as that for the 
incoming tree. If there is already a cohort, then its mean tree basal area 
and stocking are adjusted for the incoming cohort. Stocking is updated 
by simple addition. Mean tree basal area is formed asthe weighted mean 
of the current and incoming cohort mean basal areas <line 48). 

If no matching cohort exists, a new one is added to the list <lines 43-45). 

52-54	 After all the data has been scanned, the stocking for each cohort are 
changed from overall totals to totals per ha by dividing by the plot count. 

This program was developed for a specific Situation, using the PSP data from 
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CPATU, Brazil to generate cohort files for useby the CAFOGROM model. However, 
by amending the field names usedand the details of the speciescOdingand look
up method, it can be readily adapted to compile cohort lists from permanent or 
temporary plot data in any type of DBF-compatible file format. 

4.1.5 steps in developing a cohort model 

A complete cohort model will be developed through a number Of stages. Thiswill 
usually commence with the analysis of diameter increment and mortality 
functions. During this process, it will be necessary to devise some scheme of 
speciesgrouping that reduces the large number of species found in tropical mixed 
forest to a limited number of sets. vanclay (1994:127) discusses some possible 
strategies for this. 

Recruitment functions will be required, and can be expected to present a more 
difficult problem than increment and mortality. Recruitment will depend very 
much on levels of past disturbance. 

Oncethe increment, mortality and recruitment functions have been provisionally 
determined, a complete model can be tested, which shoutd show some of the 
properties discussed in the section on model validation. During this testing stage, 
it is likely that weaknesses will be seen that will require the original functions to 
be revised on some degree. 

Develop and test 

prel iJJlinary 

cohort mode I 

No
..."g.: .. 

"l. Yes 

Harvest i ng, Iogg i ng 
....,g.; damage a t hinni ng 

models 

Develop user 

interface and 

optiJJlize program 

Devise species
 

grouping
 

met hod
 

~nalysis of 
diameter increment 

functions 

Analysis of 

mortal ity 

functions 

~nalysis of 

recrui tment 

f unctiens 

final testing 
of complete 

model 

No 

"l.Yes 

Document system 
..,.q Arrange 

dissemination 

Figure 15 Steps in the development of a cohort model 
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The model can then be elaborated to include harvesting and thinning techniques, 
with further testing of these components. The user interface can be improved 
at this stage. The remainder Of section 4 details some of the possible approaches 
to developing functions for increment, mortality, recruitment and harvesting. 

4.2 Tree increment functions 

4.2.1 Basic considerations 

A predictive function for tree diameter increment is fundamental to a cohort 
growth model, as it isto other functional models based on individual trees or size 
classes. vanciav (1994, Chapter 8) reviews the many approaches that have been 
developed for diameter increment equations. 

In mixed tropical forest, diameter increment may be predicted empirically from 
tree diameter or basal area, competitive status of the tree or stand, and 
continuous or categoric site variables. other variablessuchastree age and height 
are not easily measurable in mixed tropical forest, and are therefore not usable 
in models for management purposes, although they may be of interest for 
research studies. 

It is often more satisfactory to develop predictive models for tree basal area 
increment than for diameter increment. It iseasier to devise linear forms, higher 
correlations are found (eg.west, 1980; ron 1993), and tree basal area provides for 
more economical algorithms within the cohort model. However, this is in the end 
largely a matter of personal preference, and examples of both approaches are 
given in this section. 

The symbolic names for diameter and basal area increment, and the common 
regression variables used to predict them, are shown in Table 4. The principle 
dependent variablesare 01 (diameter increment! or BAI (basal area lncremenn. The 
predictor variables are tree basal area CTBA) or diameter (OBH), stand density 
usually measured as stand basal area (SBA), overtopping basal area (OBA) as an 
index of competition, the crown position, frequently scored using the oawkins 
crown classification (see Alder & svnnott, 1992) and tree maximum diameter. 

other predictor variables for regressions can be envisaged, but for a model that 
is to be applied to forest management they should satisfy an essential criterion: 
can they be routinely determined as part of forest inventory operations? For 
example, crown projection area might be found to be a good predictor of 
increment. However, it cannot be directly measured on any SUbstantial sample of 
the forest, and istherefore of limited valueasa predictor in practical applications. 

The relation between diameter increment (onand tree basal area increment (BAn 
can be derived geometrically from: 
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DBH Tree diameter at breast height or other reference height, in cm. 

TBA Tree basal area at the reference height, in cml. 

DI Tree diameter increment, or annual change in [IBH, in cm/yr. 

BAI Tree basal area increment. or annual change in TBA. in cml/yr. 

SBA Stand basal area, in ml/ha. 

OBA Overtopping basal area. 
specified DBH. 

in ml/ha. The basal area of all trees in the stand larger than a 

DCC Dawkins Crown Competition index. A code from 1-5 for crowns ranging from completely 
shaded in the understorey to those emergent or growing freely in large gaps. See Alder & 
Synnott (1992) for more details. 

SOn Site quality categoric codes, where n may be 1-9. These variables take the value 1 for 
sample plots located on the specified site type. and 0 for plots located elsewhere. SO 1 does 
not necessarily imply faster growth than S02. etc. for any given species. 

DMAX The largest observed diameter tree for a given species, cm. This may be defined in absolute 
terms, without reference to sample area, but is more meaningful as the largest observed per 
kmz or other spatial extent, or a percentile (eg. 99%) of the overall diameter distribution of 
the species. 

Table 4 Symbolic names of variables used indiameter and basal area increment regressions 

BAI = %"[(OBH+ 01)2-0BHl] 

{37} 
= %"[2.0BH.01 + OF] 

"" %rrDBH.OI 

The OF term is generally negligible and can be disregarded for an approximation 
Cit will tend to zero as the measurement interval becomes shorter). For example, 
a socrn tree With 0.5 em increment will have 2.0BH.01 of 30 ern- and OF Of 0.25 
ems. However, for periodic measurements (eg. 5-year intervals), 01 can become a 
substantial fraction of OBH for smaller trees and the OF term should be calculated. 

AS a rule of thumb to compare diameter and basal area increments, basal area 
increment in crnvvr will be about 1% the product of diameter and diameter 
increment. 

When increment data from mixed tropical forest are examined, they will be found 
to contain a high proportion of very small increments and a strongly skewed 
distribution. AS discussed in section 4.2.7 in more detail, this distribution closely 
approximates the weibull distribution (Bailey & oeu, 1973). For regression analysis, 
nomoscecacitv (uniform variance) about the fitted line is assumed in the 
mathematical model. It can be approximately achieved With increment data by 
applying a log transformation. 
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(i) Unear scales (ii) Logarithmic scales 
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Figure 16 Effect of log transform on typical increment data (Khaya ivorensis, Ghana) 

This point is illustrated in Figure 16, which shows a typical set of basal area 
increment data, for «nev» tvorensts from permanent sample plots in Ghana (Alder, 
1990). On the left, in Figure 16m, the data are shown plotted directly, BAlon TBA. 
It will be seen that there are many observations on small trees having low 

increment, and rather few on larger trees. It isalso apparent how the variability 
of the increment increases With tree size. This may be partly a function of the 
increasing propensity for measurement errors as the trees get larger. 

In Figure 16 un, logarithmic axes are used. On the x axis this tends to extend the 
scale on which the small trees are plotted, and compress the scale for the larger, 
giving a more even distribution of the sample. On the Y scale, the proportional 
increase in errors becomes a uniform function, as is required for the correct 
application of regression theory. 

It is recommended that for these reasons a logarithmic transformation of 
increment data is used, and the dependent variable fitted is either 10g(DI) or 
10g(BAI). In some cases, the achievement of a linear form may require a more 
complex transformation of the dependent variable. The direct fitting of oror BAI 
will rarely give a good result to ungrouped data, although it can be used, as will 
be discussed, for means of data points grouped into classes. 

The independent or predictor variables also need to be transformed, again prin
cipally by taking logarithms. This does not effect the error structure of the fitted 
regression, but does give suitable linear shapes. 
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The same effect on the weighting and shape 
transformation of the regression is achieved 
irrespective of the base used. This will conven
tionally be either e (natural logarithms) or 10. 
Mathematically, and with most computer pack
ages, 10ge(>O is an easier quantity to work with 
than log10(>O and it is assumed here that unless 
otherwise qualified, all logs are to base e. On 
the other hand, for graphs base 10 or even base 
2 logs will give clearer axes with integral tick 
values. Thiswill depend to some extent on the 
mechanism involved in the particular graphics 
package used. The equivalences shown in 
Table 5 are useful for reference and for conver
sions. 

4.2.2	 organizing and transforming data for 
analysis 

100lDle) = 0.43429... 

e = 2.71828... 

a = 100.lx) 

x = expla) 

100111 = 0
 

100(0) = ·00
 

Table 5 Useful equivalences for log 
transforms 

In section 2, methods are described for producing files of diameter increment 
data from separate data files for each plot assessment, or from files arranged in 
tabular format, with diameter measurements for each tree arranged in sequence 
on the same record. 

The example program XOBA (page 53) shows how BAI, TBA, SBA and OBA can be 
calculated from data in columnar format. 

program XTAB (page 44) shows the derivation of grouped mean diameter and 
mean increment data in output files suitable for analysis. 

The files for regression analysis should be constructed from the primary PSP 
database files using simple programs such as XOBA or XTAB. The output files 
should contain: 

• Key identification variables for the plot. tree and measurement year. 
These will probably not be used in the regression, but are needed to cross
check outlying points or other features of interest. For classified data, 
these variables do not apply. 

• The species, coded as a categorical (text> variables. If numeric values are 
used,then they should be stored in a character-type field in the XBASE file. 
It may be preferable however to use a mnemonic code, as this assists in 
labelling the output from the statistical analyses. 
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• One or more variables coding the site factors. These will be categorical 
(text> variables for vegetation type or forest association, soil group or sub
types, and perhaps codes for local assessments of forest condition. In 
some cases there may be a known ordinal scheme of site classification, in 
which case numeric values can be used instead of or as well as categoric 
variables. 

• The key regression variables. Depending on whether diameter increment 
or basal area increment are to be fitted, or indeed both are to be tested, 
this may include 01, DBH, BAI, TBA. It will also include the stand density 
variables SBA and OBA. If a tree position-related index of competition has 
been calculated, it may be included asCIO, etc (see section 2.6.2(iiiH. If the 
data has been classified, these variables should be class means, and not 
class mid-point values, as they can differ considerably, and the mid-point 
value is indeterminate for the largest class. 

• If classified data are used, additional variables should give the number of 
trees in each class, and the variance, standard deviation or standard error 
of the mean increment observation. Theseallow weighted regressions to 
be fitted, USing the inverse of the class variance, square root of tree 
numbers or some similar weighting scheme. 

The file should be physically sorted, not simply indexed, on species. It issuggested 
that a temporary version of the file is created from the summary program (such 
asXOBA>, wh ten isthen inoexeo using species+plot +tree +measurement year and 
copied to a second permanent file. Copying an indexed file in XBASE isequivalent 
to sorting it with SORT but is generally faster. The output file will have a physical 
record sequence corresponding to the logic sequence established by the index. 

The data to be processed may be either raw increment measurements, one record 
per tree, as in the example output file from XOBA (page 53), or classified data in 
which each record represents the mean increment for a size and competitive 
status class (as in the XTAB output). 

Classified data is more compact but requires some prior knowledge of the most 
appropriate variables, and also is complex to apply when there is a 3 or 4-way 
classification, as may happen when there are more than one kind of site factor. 
Classification ismostappropriate when only asimple diameter increment/diameter 
function is required, as in the XTAB example. 

The transformed variables required to create particular linear forms of equation 
will depend on the equations involved. For the various examples discussed in the 
following sections, the main transformed variables and their symbolic names are 
listed in Table 6. The definition and units of the original variables are shown In 
Table 4. 
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These transformations include: 
Symbol Definition 

• Log transforms of diameter, diameter Dependent variables: 
increment, basal area and basal area 
increment. LDI 10glDIl 

LBAI .. 10g(BAIl 

• For some types of functions to be fitted LDIDXD 10g(DI/DXD) 

(eg. equations (40) and (43) discussed 
later> the variables CDMAX-DBH), Predictor variables: 

10g(DMAX-DBH), and 10g(DI/(DMAX-DBHJ) 
LDBH 10g(DBH)

will need to be constructed. LTBA 10gITBA) 
DXD (DMAX-DBH) 

• various competition indices derived LDXD 10g(DIDX) 
from stand basal area (SBAI and overtop TCI . . . . . . . .. (1-0BA/SBA) 

ping basal area (OBA) will be required. LTCI 10gllCIl 

That illustrated in Table 6 is called TCI 
Table 6 Symbolic names of transformed 

(Tree competition IndeXl, derived as (1 variables in increment regressions
OBAlSBA). 

The best approach to generating these variables will depend on the statistical 
package used. In the case of SYSTAT and similar integrated statistical systems, it 
is more convenient to construct the transformed variables within the statistical 
files. For other cases, it may be simpler to do so within the database package used 
to store the PSP data. 

Example 47 shows the commands to create the trans
save temp / singleformations described in SYSTAT. The user enters the 
import spoba / type=dbase

DATA module and either types the commands listed, or use temp 
runs them in a block as a command file. The I SINGLE save spoba / single 
qualifier on the SAVE command creates assingle preci if bai > 500 then let bai =. 
sion data file, which is adequate. let Ibai =log(bail 

let Isba =log(sba) 
let loba =log(oba)The IMPORT command imports the XBASE file XOBA.DBF. 
let Itba =log(tba)This file is oecnbeo in section 2.6.1 and contains the 
let tci= l-oba/sba

variables GENSP (species mnemonic), BAI, TBA, SBA and let Itci =log(sci)
OBA. run 

TheIFstatement screensout increments larger than 500	 Example 47 Command file for 
Systat DA TA module to createcmvvr by setting them as missina values. The LET 
transformed variables forstatements construct the various transformations, 
increment regressions

which are executed in a batch using the RUN command. 

In SYSTAT the EDIT module can also be used to create transformed variables, using 
very similar commands. However the transformations are then executed 
immediately with each LET statement, rather than being batcned together and 
performed as a group. This is very much slower with large files. 

With limited data sets, the transformations, graphical analysis and regressions can 
also be conveniently done within a spreadsheet program such as Lotus 1-2-3. For 
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sucn applications, it is recommended that separate files are created for each 
species, in order to: 

•	 reduce the file sizeto proportions manageable within a spreadsheet; and 

•	 avoid the need to make selections based on species within the spread
sheet. This latter operation is very awkward to perform in such packages. 

It is a simple matter to use a COpy command in XBASE to selectively copy data 
from a master file for only a single species. A set of commands such as: 

USE INCRDAT ORDER TAG GENSP
 
FIND KHAIV
 
COPY TO KIDAT WHILE GENSP=[KHAIVl
 

wouio copy records from a master file INCRDAT, indexed on the field GENSP for all 
records where GENSP is "KHAIV". The FOR clause can be used on the COpy 
command instead of while but issignificantly slower when working With large data 
sets as it does not use the index to access required records. 

4.2.3	 The shape of the diameter increment function 

Figure 17 shows the typical shapes encountered for the diameter increment and 
basal area increment function. The data points are mean increments for tocrn 
diameter Classes, produced USing the XTAB program described in section 2.5.7. 
Classified data of this kind shows the shape of the curves more clearly, as will be 
apparent from a comparison of Figure 17 With Figure 16. 

The data is from PSPS in Ghana IAlder, 19901. Three speciescommonly occurring 
in west African mixed tropical forest are shown: trtotocntton scteroxvion 
10becheIWawal, a common and ubiquitous fast growing species of the natural 
forest; Khaya tvorensis <Afican Mahogany>, a high-valued species Of moderate 
growth rate, and Guarea cedrata tcuarear, a slower-growing, smaller tree that is 
nonetheless common and valuable for timber. 

For each speciesdiameter increment meansare plotted on the left, and basal area 
increment on the right. The lines shown are drawn using a spline function' and 
do not represent any specific growth function; they are intended to give an 
impression Of the shape of the mean line. 

The general shapes indicated by these curves rise from close to zero for the 
smallest trees to a maximum in the mid-sizerange, and then decline again towards 
a theoretical zero increment for the largest possible tree. The size of large trees 
in forest inventory data sets can yield estimates of this intercept point IDMAX>, 
which is a species-dependent parameter. Many growth models of mixed species 
stands have used DMAX to define an upper limit to tree growth leg. Botkin et aI., 

*	 This is achieved using the SMOOTH=DWlS option on the SYGRAPH plot command in SYSTAT. 
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Figure 17 Diameter and basal area increment functions, illustrated for three common West African species 
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1972; Ek & Monserud, 1974;vanciav. 1989a). 

The basal area curve issimilar to that for diameter but isskewed to give a sharper 
rise on the left-hand portion of the curve, and slower decline on the right hand. 

4.2.4 Robust linear models for diameter and basal area increment 

vanctav (1994) reviews many of the empirical equations that have been used to 
describe these type of shapes in tree growth studies. rne general forms that have 
been most widely used are the following: 

(i) Quadratic 

{38}
01 = a + b.OBH + C.OBH2 

Examples: Alemdag(1978); Rai (1979); west (1980> 

nn power-Exponential 

{39}
BAI = a.TBAb.eXp(c.TBA> 

Examples: Zeide(1990>; Wykoff (1990> 

(iii) Modified Beta 

{40} 

Examples: Vanclay (1989a) 

The symbols 01, BAI, OBH, TBA, OMAX are as previously defined. Coefficients a.n.c 
are estimated by regression. EQuation {39} has been generally applied to basal 
area increment, but can also be used for diameter, although its shape is less 
suitable for this. 

The Quadratic function {38} can be fitted directly by linear regression. It fits most 
sets of tree increment data reasonably well, but is a dangerous function to use 
because of its inherent flexibility (Figure 18). Only the form with a positive b
coefficient and negative c are suitable, with an a-value that is positive and close 
to zero. sets of data from tropical forest PSPs are characterised by many species, 
most of which are represented by only a few data points. Under such circum
stances, the 'best fit' curve will rrecuenuv be one characterised by a c coefficient 
greater than 1, leading to an increment function that ascendswithout limit, and 
a model that can generate trees of potentially infinite size. 

EQuation {39}, termed here the power-Exponential function, is most usually used 
to fit basal area increment to basal area. Its shape is probably more appropriate 
for this purpose than for fitting diameter increment. The linear form is obtained 
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Figure 18 Shape of the quadratic function with different coefficient values 

by taking logarithms of both sides. giving: 

(41}
loge(BAIl = a + b.loge<TBA> + C.TBA 

The coefficient a in (39} is obtained as expter, Figure 19shows the function fitted 
to data for trtotocnnon and «neve. the graph shows the same data as Figure 17, 
but includes error bars for each point. These are the standard errors of the class 
means ascalculated by XTAB (see page 44>' provided the c coefficient is negative, 
the predicted increment will tend to zero as TBA becomes larger. The b
coefficient should be positive. giving zero increment for trees of zero basal area; 
with a negative b. increment will be infinite for a tree of zero size. 

The modified Beta function is similar in form to the Beta function tzonrer. 1970; 
toetscn et at, 1973:48)': 

(42} 

The function is defined from a minimum of x=u to a maximum of x=v. The 
modified function proposed by vanciav (1989a) uses a minimum u=O and a 
maximum v=DMAX. The power term b to (DMAX-DBH) isassumedto be unity. This 
gives a robust function which can be fitted to even Quite small data sets to give 
an increment function of sensible shape. The point is illustrated in Figure 20with 
the Guarea data. vanctavs model tequatton {40} With b = 1)and the more general 

* The symbols ab, a. Bused by Zohrer and other authors for the Beta function have been changed 
here for consistency with other equations in the text. 
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Figure 19 Power-exponential function fitted to basal area increment data 

form with b estimated from data have been fitted, using the linearized forms {43} 
and {44}. Both equations fit the data reasonably well, but the less constrained 
form tends to infinity at OMAX, rather than zero, due to a fitted negative b
coefficient. 

vanciavs function can be linearized by dividing both sides by (OMAX-OBH) and 
taking logarithms, giving a two-parameter regression equation: 

{43}
10g(01/(OMAX-OBH» = a + c.log(OBH) 

The a-coefficient in equation {40} is exp(a). The more general form of equation 
{40} can be converted to linear form simply by taking logarithms of both sides: 

{44}
10g(01) = a + b.log(OMAX-OBH) + c.lOg(OBH) 

It will be noted that the dependent variable in equations {43} and {44} differ and 
they cannot be compared directly for goodness-of-fit using the coefficient of 
determination, R2. The transformation tends to weight the observations in 
different ways. With the pure logarithmic transform, as in equation {44}, lower 
weight is given to larger diameter trees as compared with the smaller ones. 
Equation {43}, on the other hand, will give a high weight to values close to OMAX. 
This is the principle reason why, in Figure 20, vanciavs equation gives a more 
reasonable curve. 

Some authors have used nonlinear functions derived especially from the 
Bertalanffy equation (Bertalanffy, 1957): 

01 = aOBHb 
- OBHc 
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various derived forms of this and other nonlinear functions are discussed in 
vanclay <1994>' However, there are practical difficulties in applying such models 
to tropical forest increment data, and they are better avoided. Some of the 
possible pathologies that may arise with quite simple linear models have been 
seen. With nonlinear models these problems are compounded by considerable 
difficulties in fitting equations when the data issparse or distributed in a manner 
that tends to contradict the basic shape of the function. 

4.2.5 Analysis of increment data with competition effects 

In constructing a growth model, the ideal is perhaps a set of diameter increment 
equations that are so defined that growth on a tree will be zero at levelsof stand 
density corresponding to maximum basal area. In other words, the model isself
limiting in its growth. 

In practice this situation does not precisely arise in a mixed tropical forest, and it 
may not be easy to define such an equation. Diameter increment <growth) and 
mortality are both active processes, and even at high basal areas, trees are both 
dying, creating gaps. and growing in the space provided. Emergent trees, free of 
competition, never appear to cease from adding increment; they Simply reach a 
point where they are blown down as they are weakened by internal decay. The 
equilibrium of the stand isa dynamic and fluctuating one. composed of a balance 
between tree increment, mortality, and ingrowth. 

A further problem that will be encountered when fitting increment models 
including competition indices is that there tends to be a strong correlation 
between competitive status and tree diameter. Consequently.once an equation 
relating increment to tree diameter hasbeen fitted, suchas those discussed in the 
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preceding section, only a little further variation may be explained by the 
competition index. 

Figure 21 shows a typical situation. Tree increments for motsoentestrum 
emcenum from PSPs in Ghana have been grouped by 10 cm diameter classes and 
Dawkin'scrown codes in a 2-wayclassification, using a program similar to XTAB tsee 
page 44). The different classes have each been fitted with a smoothed curve, 
using the SYSTAT SMOOTH =DWLS function, to illustrate the general trend. The 
appearance is of a function similar to vanctavs model, equation {40} with b =1 
evanclay, 1989a). There appears to be a set of nested curves, with the highest 
crown class (least competition! showing the greatest increments. 

Thisdata was fitted to asingle regression function using the following procedures: 

•	 A suitable value for DMAX was determined. For this example a somewhat 
arbitrary figure of 120 cm was used, but in a real case, a large set of 
inventory data should be scanned to determine a true maximum for the 
species'. 

•	 The derived variable logCDI/CDMAX-DBH» was constructed. In SYSTAT the 
DATA or EDIT modules will perform this function, using commands such as: 

LET DMAX =120
 
LET LDIDXD = LOGCDI/CDMAX-DBH»
 

* JK Vanclay (personal communication) notes that a better procedure might be to allow DMAX to be a 
function of crown position, as for example, DMAX = 45+ 15*CPOS. 
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• The derived variable loglDBH) was constructed as a variable LDBH. 

• Equation (43}, which is the linearized form of vancavs model, was fitted 
initially to determine how good a fit would be obtained without consider
ing competition effects. The result is shown in Figure 22 (i) as a straight 
line through the data points. Thisequation was fitted in the SYSTAT MGLH 
module using the commands: 

MODEL LDIDXD = CONSTANT +LDBH 
ESTIMATE 

In other words, a simple linear regression in the transformed variables was 
fitted. The fitted function was: 

LDIDXD = -7.6542 + 0.8635 LDBH ; R2=0.865 

• Examining this line with respect to the data, it was considered that this 
most efficient result would be obtained with sets of parallel curves whose 
intercept depended on crown status, CPOS. CPOS was therefore intro
duced into the regression in the form: 

MODEL LDIDXD = CONSTANT +CPOS+LDBH 

The fitted regression model was: 

LDIDXD = -7.743 + 0.0898 CPOS + 0.8011 LDBH ; R2=0.898 

• The fitted model was then transformed back into its nonlinear form in 
order to examine its shape graphically. The nonlinear form is: 

DI = expl-7.743 +0.0898 CPOSUDMAX-DBH).DBHo.ao11 

This form has been plotted in Figure 22 Iii) for values of CPOS from 1 to 5. 

A further step, which is not illustrated here but which should be undertaken, is to 
examine the residuals from the back-transformed function against DBH or CPOS for 
bias or lack of fit. This need not be done for every species, but is desirable at an 
early stage in function development and testing for those species with large 
numbers of observations. 

The function fitted in this case was an extension of vanciavs model to allow for 
crown class: 

(46}
DI = a.exp{b.CPOSUDMAX-DBH).DBHc 

This in its linear form gives sets of parallel lines whose intercepts depend on the 
crown position. Similar functions can be used with other competition indices, 
such as stand basal area, overtopping basal area, or derived indices. 
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Figure 22 Linearized form and fitted function for increment model of Piptadeniastrum africanum 

When data is used from PSPs which repre
sent only a narrow spectrum of stand den
sities, then derivation of functions which 
include a competition index that behaves in 
a logical manner may be difficult. This is 
illustrated for the case of two PSPS at kaoe. 
Ghana managed by the university of Ghana, 
teuon, The background to the plots is 
presented by Swaine et al. (1987), and their 
population dynamics considered in Swaine 
(1992). The plots are both of 1 na. and are 
unlogged. For measurement purposes they 

Milalarement year 
are divided into 8 subplots, whose basal 
areas over time are shown in Figure 23. Figure 23 Basal area onKade plots, 1968-87 
With the exception of one subplot infiu
enced by a large tree fall, all have high and stable basal areas, with an overall mean 
of 30 mvna 

A function relating basal area increment (BAI) to tree basal area <TBA> and a 
competition index derived from overtopping basal area (OBA> was fitted for 
several species. OBA was defined as the sum of the basal areas of all trees larger 
than a given subject tree on a subplot. The competition index, TCI, was defined 
as: 

{47}
TCI = 1 - OBA/SBA 

This has the property that for the smallest tree on the subplot, it will be close to 
zero, whilst for the largest it will be 1. OBA does not include the subject tree's 
own basal area, and hence OBA must always be less than SBA, and TCI greater than 
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zero. This is relevant when making log transforms, as10g(0) cannot be calculated. 

It was desired to fit to the xaoe data a model similar to equation {39}, but 
incorporating the effects of competition as indicated by the TCI index. Data for 
Piptadeniastrum emcenum, selected from among the many species on the plot, 
was used asan indicative test set. The best predictive equation was chosen from 
among a number of possible variants using stepwise rearesston. It was: 

{48}
Log<BAn = -9.976-0.54010g(TCn +1.95810gITBA)-0.OOO399TBA 

The R2 of this function, fitted to 82 observations, was 71%. It will be noticed that 
the coefficent of the 10gITcn term is negative, implying that as the competition 
index increases ue. the tree becomes more dominant in the stand), the growth 
rate will be reduced. This is contrary to common sense and experimental 
evidence. and is not an acceptable result for a growth model. It arisesbecausethe 
observational data does not span a wide range Of stand densities, and there is a 
close correlation between the competition index and tree size. Large trees have 
higher growth rates (because they tend to be domlnann, and also tend to occur 
on plots of high basal area (because they contribute a large component to the 
basal area). The result is that with a narrow range of stand densities represented, 
contradictory effects may well arise when trying to determine the effects of 
competition on growth. 

AS a matter of pragmatic necessity it may nonetheless be required to produce a 
reasonable growth model from data that is not optimal. This can be approached 
by selecting a function which is not necessarily the best fit, but behaves in a 
logical manner. For example the simple regression: 

{49}
LBAI = 0.900 + 4.894 TCI 

gave an R2 of 56%. This shows the required robust property of increasing growth 
rate with decreasing competition, and would allow a model based on it to show 
increased increments fOllowing a reduction in stand density. A further study of 
variants lead to an equation: 

{50}
LBAI = 6.204TCI - 2.510 TCP + 0.162 10gITBA) 

This equation is shown plotted on the data in Figure 24. Although there is some 
lack of fit, the function tends to slightly conservative estimates of increment, and 
appears stable in its features. 

4.2.6 Site effects in Increment functions 

The question of how to incorporate site variations into mixed tropical forest 
growth models has no simple answer. vanclay (1994, chapter 7) reviews some of 
aspects of the problem in detail. In this section, the various practical approaches 
are considered briefly. 
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Figure 24 Graph of equation {50} with data for Pffricanum for KAOE plots. The regression relates 
increment to competition index and tree size 

Site index, asapplied in plantations and monospeclnc uniform stands (eg. Clutter 
et al. 1983:30-58; Alder, 1980:40-62), hasvery limited application. canomzaoo (1979) 
used total height on the residual stand after logging as a site indicator for 
Phillipine dtpterocarp forests under a uniform system of management. Generally, 
however, mixed tropical forests under selection management will not show any 
clear time-series of height development, nor may it be certain which species the 
site index will relate to or how it may be effected by logging of large trees. 

vanctav & Henry (1988) introduced the notion of site form, or mean tree height at 
an index diameter. Thiscan be measured quite simply, although total tree height 
in MTF is difficult to assess. Bole height is however, not difficult to measure and 
is cioseiv correlated with total height. If a sample is taken, as suggested in Alder 
& Synnott (1992) of height of the 2 largest diameter trees on each 20x20 m quadrat 
on PSPs (50treesmai, then it will be possibleto build up height-diameter curves for 
common species by localities, and from this to assess either a single species
weighted site form for the stand, or separate site form parameter for each 
species. 

The result will be a continuous variate, SF (site form) which will be a plot attribute. 
It can be used in multiple reqresslons directly, to build equations that combine site 
form with tree size and competitive status. The advantage of this approach is 
that the necessary information can be readily acquired during forest inventory 
operations. The disadvantage at this time is there is no certainty that site form 
will be usefully correlated with growth rate, asthe application of this method was 
to a relatively simple type of mixed forest dominated by Callitris. It remains a 
method which should be tested on a moderate scale before being assumedto be 
generally applicable. 
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Another approach to site classification in MTF using continuous variates requires 
PSP data. This involves assessing the increment of a component of the stand and 
comparing it with overall increment levels. This can be used to derive a Growth 
Index lGI), suitably scaled relative to mean growth rates. The disadvantage of this 
technique isthat it requires, a priori, measuresof increment and therefore cannot 
be applied to temporary inventory plots. vanoav 11989a) showed however that 
a growth index was nonetheless useful in screening possible static predictors of 
increment. 

The final method of incorporating site 
FRESV	 Location No. sample trees

variation is crude, in terms Of spatial code (Forest Reserve) of Wawa 
resoiunon. but is yet considerably 

ASAT Assin Attandaso FR 30
 
better than ignoring the problem
 ASUK Asukese FR 733 

BOBR Bobiri FR 222entirely. This involves categorizing EBNI Esuboni FR 62
 
ptots on some basis that appears to be
 SUPG	 Supong FR 106 

TOTN	 Tonton FR 91
significantly correlated with growth WAWH Wawahi FR 23 

rates. Possible factors include: Total	 1267 

•	 Soil type or soil parent Table 7 Forest reserve codes and number of sample 
material trees of Wawa in site analysis example 

•	 Rainfall, or rainfall during the 6 
driest months 

•	 vegetation association or forest type 
•	 Geographic regions or forest blocks 

This approach is illustrated with some data for growth rates of trtotocnnon 
saetoxvton lWawa> taken from the PSP databasediscussed on page 43 from Ghana. 
The data is classified by the forest reserve code in a XBASE variable called FRESV. 
The possible values Of FRESV and the sample size for each reserve are shown in 
Table 7. 

The data was imported into a SYSTAT file and the regression variables LBAI and 
LTBA constructed in order to fit the increment equation {41}. The FRESV code in 
SYSTAT is a categorical variable denoted by a s suffix, FRESV$. Equation was 
modified to include FRESV$ as follows: 

{51}
10g1BAJ) = a + b.FRESV$ + c.loglTBA> + d.TBA 

Thecategorical quantity, FRESV$ iscoded in the statistical analysis by automatically 
generating one column tresression variable) for each of the possible values ASAT 
to TOTN. The last category, WAWH does not need to be coded as it is implicit in 
the constant term of the regression; it may be called the base category. The 
codes employed depend on the type of model, but for DUMMY coding, as sug
gested, these artificial variables will be zero for trees outside a specified reserve, 
and 1 for those within it. The user does not need to be concerned about this, as 
it is done automatically, but it is useful to understand the principles involved. 

When	 the regression is fitted, the output is as shown in Example 48. The 
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commands required are shown at the top of the example box. In SYSTAT, in 
addition to the regression commands, CATEGORY declares that FRESV$ iscategoric 
and defines the type of coding. PRINT =LONG ensures a full printout, otherwise 
information on the coefficient values issuppressed in categoric mooers. which are 
assumed to be purely for analysis of variance purposes. 

The program lists the categories encountered, in either numeric or alphabetical 
order. The last category listed is always the base category. Then, instead of a list 
of coefficient values, a list of 'effects' is printed. With DUMMY coding selected, 
these can be translated directly into coefficients. The table below shows the 
respective coefficient values derived from the output in Example 48 for the 
increment equation for each reserve. 

Site a b C d 

ASAT -0.151 0.063 0.568 -0.000103
 
ASUK -0.151 -0.239 0.568 -0.000103
 
BOBR -0.151 0.407 0.568 -0.000103
 
EBNI -0.151 0.319 0.568 -0.000103
 
SUPG -0.151 0.033 0.568 -0.000103
 
TOTN -0.151 -0.254 0.568 -0.000103
 
WAWI -0.151 0.0 0.568 -0.000103
 

Commands use to run the regression: 

MODEL LBAI = CONSTANT+FRESV$+LTBA+TBA 
CATEGORY FRESV$/DUMMY
ESTIMATE 

Printed output: 

LEVELS ENCOUNTERED DURING PROCESSING ARE: 
FRESV$ 
ASAT ASLIK BOBR EBNI SUPG TOrN
 
WAWH
 

5 CASES DELETED DUE TO MISSING DATA. 

DEP VAR: LBAI N: 1262 MULTIPLE R: 0.637 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.405
 
-1
 

ESTIMATES OF EFFECTS B = (X' X) X'Y
 

LBAI
 
CONSTANT -0.151
 

FRESV$ ASAT 0.063
 
FRESV$ ASUK -0.239
 
FRESV$ BOBR 0.407
 
FRESV$ EBNI 0.319
 
FRESV$ SUPG 0.033
 
FRESV$ TorN -0.254
 

LTBA 0.568 
TBA .. 103118E -03 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

SOURCE SUM·OF·SQUARES DF MEAN· SQUARE F·RATIO P 

FRESV$ 81.640 6 13.607 13.220 .146549E-13
 
LTBA 412.530 1 412.530 400.818 .999201E-15
 
TBA 13.886 1 13.886 13.492 .249689E-03
 

ERROR 1289.615 1253 1.029 

Example 48 Output from regression of increment on categorical site factors and tree size 
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Figure 25 shows the regressions on linear axes, together with the original data. It 
will be noted that the R2 of the fitted model in Example 48 is only 40.5%. Thus 
some 60% of the variation in log(increment> is unaccounted for by the regression. 
This low degree of fit is Quite typical of increment regressions, which will usually 
have R2S ranging from 0.2 to 0.7 depending on species and the Quality of the data. 

It can be seen that the reserves appear to fall into 3 groups. soblrt (BOBR) and 
ssunont (EBNI) are clearly good sites for wawa; Assln Attanoaso {ASATI, supong 
(SU PG) and wawah i <WAWH) are very strn liar and intermediate; wh list Tonton (TOTN) 
and Asukese {ASUIO show the lowest growth rates. The significance of the 
difference in growth rates between the reserves can be tested relatively easily in 
most statistics packages which offer a general linear modelling facility. 

In SYSTAT, the method involves first of all fitting the regression, and then using 
the HYPOTHESIS command. This introduces various possible subcornrnands that 
establish a null hypothesis to be tested. For example: 

HYPOTHESIS 
EFFECT == FRESV$ 
SPECIFY 
FRESV$I'SUPG'1 == 0.5*FRESV$l'BOBR'1 +0.5*FRESV$I'EBI\II'1 
TEST 

tests the null hypothesis that the effect of SUPG is the same asthe mean effect of 
BOBR and EBNI. The ANOVA resulting from this shows a probability of 0.007 that 
the null hypothesis is correct, leading it to be rejected. In this way one can 
determine that ASUK and TOTN are one group, ASAT, SUPG and WAWH another, and 
BOBR, and EBNI a third. It would be possible to recooe them for example, as site 

100 
". 

. . . "". 
-. rl'J" 

BOBR 
EBNI 

75 

ASAT 
8UPG 
WAWH 

50 
ASUK 
TOTN 

25 " . 

..
 
o 

o 2500 5000 7500 10000 

Tree basal area. cm2 

Figure 25 Triplochiton scleroxylon increment data from 7 forest reserves inGhana, andfitted log-exponential 
model with a site-dependent categorical term 
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types I, II, and IIIon a new categoric variable to be called SOS. In the DATA module 
of SYSTAT, for example, this would be done with the commands: 

LET SOS = FRESVS
 
CODE SOS I 'BOBR' = 'I','EBNI' = 'I','ASAT = 'II','SUPC' = 'II',
 

'WAWH' ='II','ASUK' ='III','TOTN' ='111'
 
RUN
 

The regressions could then be re-analvseo using the site Quality codes to 
determine mean lines for each of the 3 groups of reserves. 

It will be clear that to undertake these kinds of analyses with many sites and 
species is tedious and time consuming. However, once the basic concepts have 
been tested and the principles Of the analysis worked out, the various intermedi
ate steps can be partially automated in one Of two ways: 

•	 specialized programs can be written that use published multiple regression 
. subroutines (eg. presset. aI., 1989). 

•	 SYSTAT and other major statistical packages have Macro languages that allow 
repetitive anarvses to be coded as procedures. 

4.2.7 Increment distributions and stochastic increment functions 

stochastic models of increment seek to predict the parameters of the increment 
probability distribution. They contain more information than a deterministic 
model, which predicts solelv the mean, and can potentially offer a better 
modelling strategy, especially given the high degree of variability for increment 
and the low coefficients of determination (R2) obtained for deterministic 
regressions. 

0.4 

TO fit a stochastic model, two stages 
are necessary: 

0.3 

iii•	 A suitable probability distribution 
Q 

must be be determined. AS will be '0 
c	 02seen, the weibull distribution 
~ o,appears to fit diameter or basal e 

area increment well, and isan easy 
Q. 

0.1 
distribution to fit and use in simu
lation <Bailey & Dell, 1973). 

0.0 0.4 0.8 12 1.6 2.0•	 The parameters of the distribution 
DlamGter Increment cm/yrare then related to factors such as 

tree sizeand competitive status to Figure 26 frequency distribution of Khaya ivorensis 
incrementsgive predictive regressions for the 

distribution. 

Figure 26 shows the frequency distribution for the Khaya ivorensts increment data 
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shown in Figure 16. It can be seen that it is markedly skewed and not at all 
normal. The distribution of basal area increment is very Similar, with an even 
greater concentration at the lower values. 

When this data is plotted using classes with log2 intervals (such that the lower and 
upper bounds Of each class are twice the previous class), then a different pattern 
is seen, more symmetric, but still over-dispersed compared to the normal 
distribution (Figure 27). The sameeffect can also be achieved by plotting the log 
of increments using fixed class mtervais. This transformation shows that 
log(incrementl is a more suitable variate for regression and ANOVA studies than 
raw diameter or basal area increment. However, the distribution is still not 
completely normal, and it is not a sufficiently accurate description of the 
distribution for stochastic modelling purposes. 

] 
.s 0.2The wemuu distribution (Bailey & Dell, 

1973) appears to give a good empirical i 0.11 
fit to the frequency distribution of 

4 16 64 2561diameter increment, but appears to 
Basal area increment, cm2./yr 

be less effective as a description for 
Figure 27 Frequency distribution of K. ivorensis basal

basal area increments. The weibull area increments using log2 class intervals 
function is most usefully expressed in 
its cumulative form as: 

{52}
P = 1 - eXPHx!a)1) 

where P is the probability that a value of sx will occur. The a coefficient is the 
scale parameter; its value corresponds to the 63.2% point on the cumuianve 
distribution. This implies that 63.2% of all values of x from the distribution will be 
less than a. The Bcoefficient is the shape parameter, governing the appearance 
of the probability density function or frequency histogram. Figure 12 on page 68 
shows some examples of shape with different values of B. 

In SYSTAT, increments can be plotted on weibull probability axes directly using the 
PPLOT command with the WEIBULL option. However, one can gain more insight 
into the procedures involved by doing the necessary calculations on a spread
sheet. Example 49 shows a set of data for notsaentestrum emcenum diameter 
increments from xace. Ghana (Swaine et at, 1987). It shows how the data may be 
organized to produce the weibull probability plot shown in Figure 28, and to 
estimate weibull parameters. Theprocedures involved in building the spreadsheet 
are as follows: 

•	 The increment data is imported, as a single column Of numbers, into 
column A. This may be in random order. 

•	 The data is sorted using zoata Sort (in Lotus 123) into ascending order. 
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A B C D E F G 

1 
2 

Dine 
0.009 

No. 
1 

P 
0.006 

1n(01) 1n(-ln(1-P» 
-4.669 -5.097 

P* 
0.024 

f(P*)
-3.717 

3 0.020 2 0.018 -3.930 -3.992 0.048 -3.021 
4 0.022 3 0.030 -3.838 -3.475 0.052 -2.935 
5 0.023 4 0.043 -3.783 -3.132 0.054 -2.883 
6 0.025 5 0.055 -3.677 -2.875 0.060 -2.784 
7 0.026 6 0.067 -3.639 -2.667 0.062 -2.748 
8 0.032 7 0.079 -3.446 -2.494 0.074 -2.566 
9 0.045 8 0.091 -3.102 -2.344 0.101 -2.243 
10 0.046 9 0.104 -3.077 -2.212 0.103 -2.220 
11 0.052 10 0.116 -2.952 -2.094 0.115 ·2.102 
12 0.052 11 0.128 -2.948 -1.988 0.115 -2.098 
13 0.053 12 0.140 -2.937 -1.890 0.117 -2.088 
14 0.054 13 0.152 -2.923 -I. 799 0.118 -2.075 
... 
.. . 
75 1.507 74 0.896 0.410 0.818 0.944 1.059 
76 1.631 75 0.909 0.489 0.872 0.955 1.134 
77 1.637 76 0.921 0.493 0.930 0.956 1.137 
78 1.746 77 0.933 0.557 0.994 0.964 1.198 
79 1.974 78 0.945 0.680 1.066 0.976 1.313 
80 2.046 79 0.957 0.716 1.149 0.979 1.347 
81 2.049 80 0.970 0.717 1.250 0.979 1.348 
82 2.129 81 0.982 0.756 1.387 0.982 1.384 
83 3.085 82 0.994 1.127 1.629 0.997 1.733 
84 
85 Mean ·1.33034 
86 Std 1.364460 
87 
88 
89 

Alpha
Beta 

0.488459 
0.940298 

90 

Example 49 Spreadsheet of diameter increment data organized for graph of Weibull order statistics and 
calculation of Weibull parameters 

•	 Column 8 is built up giving the order statistic of each value. The first cell, 
82 is set to 1. Cell 83 is set to 1+82. Cell 83 is then COPied down using 
/copy for the remaining data, giving a sequential set of numbers. 

•	 Column Cis the cumulative probability estimated for each order number, 
using Yates' correction for continuity, given as: 

{53}
P = (i -1;1)/n 

where i is the order number, and n is the total number of increments, 
given by the value of cell 883. The Lotus formula for calculating the cells 
of column Cis: 

(82-0.5)/$8$83 

rms is again copied down from C2 to the remaining cells. 

The weibull function in equation {52} can be linearized in the parameters by 
noting that: 

{54}
log(-log(1-P» = k + s.toaoe 
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where k is -aBo consequently plotting logHogC1-Pll against 10gCDI> should give a 
straight line if the data is indeed distributed according to the weibull function. 
The weibull parameters can be estimated from equation {54} by regression, but 
this is unnecessarily complicated. Nelson (1982) gives a simple method that does 
not require order statistics. Given the natural toss of a variate x tsucn as 
increment> as: 

y = logcx> 

Then: 

{55}
6 = 1.283/ Gy 

{56}
and a = expCpy + 0.5772/6) 

This method is said to be unbiased, although less efficient' than methods based 
on weighted regressions using the order statistics such asD'Agostino C1971>. It can 
be applied only to uncensored, unsrouceo. data. 

For the spreadsheet, the following further stages are then involved: 

Weibul I plot of InClement data 
P. afrlcanum. Kade 

2,------------------,---------------, 

1 

Ol-----------------..,..~-+----------I 

-1 

~ , 
e
u 
o -2o , 
\..) 
o o -3
 

-4
 

-5
 

- 6 L...--L-__-'----_----"L...-_----'-__---'---__---'--__-'----_---'-----.l 

-5 -3 -1 

log(Diameter increment) 

o Data + Mode I 

Figure 28 Weibull probability plot constructed using lotus 123. The data are PiDtadeniastrum africanum 
diameter increments from University of Ghana plots at Kade 

* That is. the estimators from this method have higher variance than for some other techniques. 
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•	 Cell 02 is calculated as @LNCC2) and copied down for the remaining data. 

•	 The mean and standard deviation of this column are calculated in cells 085 
and 086 using the following Lotus functions: 

085 = @AVGC02..083)
 
086 = @STOC02..083)
 

•	 The weibull parameters a and B are calculated in cells 088 and 089 using 
equations {55} and {56}. The formulae are: 

089 = 1.283/086
 
088 = @EXPC085 + 0.5772/089)
 

•	 The transformed probabilities for each order statistic are calculated in 
column E. Cell E2 is defined as 

E2 = @LNC-@LNC1-C2» 

This is copied down for the remaining cells in the column. 

•	 At this stage, the graph of data can be examined using the /crapn 
command, selecting type XY, setting the x range to 02..03 and the A range 
to E2..E83. 

•	 The predicted Weibull distribution can be plotted by calculating the values 
in column F. These are the probabilities associated with each diameter 
increment predicted by the model. The first cell is given by: 

F2 = 1-@EXPHA2/S0S88>ASOS89 

This is simply the Weibull function {52}, with a as cell 088 and B as cell 089. 
The Soperators denote that these cell references are not altered during 
copying operations. Cell F2 iscopied down for the remainder of the data. 

•	 Column G is necessary to graph the predicted probabilities, and is simply 
the transformation of column F: 

G2 = @LNC-@LNC1-F2» 

copied down for the rernlnlnq cells. The range G2..G83 can be set as data 
range B in the graph, and plotted to produce the result shown in 
Figure 28. 

Although these explanations are somewhat detailed it will be found that the 
procedures involved are very simple. As noted previously, SYSTAT can directly 
plot curnulatlve probability graphs on weibull axes. There is however an error in 
the SYSTAT documentation tupto version 5.0> regarding the nature Of the scales on 
these graphs. The abscissa Cy axis) is logHogC1-P», and not logcP) as stated. 
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Once the suitability of a stochastic model such as the weibull function has been 
explored, the next step is to develop predictive regressions for the distribution 
parameters. This requires that a file is created with the distribution parameters 
as dependent regression variables, and tree parameters such asspecies, diameter 
and competitive status as predictor variables. TO build such a file involves fitting 
large numbers of distributions to sets of increments from trees classified by the 
selected predictor variables. 

The process is illustrated here for a model in which weibull coefficients of 
diameter increment distributions are to be estimated from species and crown 
class. The method can be adapted as required by substltutlnq diameter class or 
some other tree competition index for crown class. 

The data classification and calculation of the Weibull coefficients can be done 
entirely in XBASE using interactive commands given from the dot prompt. Nelson's 
method for estimating wemuu a and B is used (see equations {55} and {56} on 
page 129). The illustration is based on the data file of tree increments from old
series PSPs in Ghana discussed in Example 19 on page 43. 

The sequence of operations performed from the dot prompt can be discussed in 
terms of the principle commands in the order that they are used. 

•	 CREATE DIWFN 

The process starts with the creation of a file having the structure shown 
in Example 50. The fields SPP, CPOS and DI must correspond in name and 
type to the fields in the original PSP increment database. This file iscalled 
here DIWFN (Diameter Increment weibull Function> 

•	 USE DIWFN 
APPEND FROM PSPINC FOR DI >0 

Data fields in the main data file are appended. Only those fields with 
coincident names will be copied, which in this case will be SPP, CPOS and 
DI. Treeswith zero or negative increments are excluded fro m the anaivsts, 
This will exclude both dead trees, and some Jive trees with negative 
increments. The question of how the latter may be dealt with within a 
stochastic model is discussed later. 

Field Field Name Type Width Dec Index 
1 SPP Character 3 N 
2 CPOS Numeric 1 N 
3 SPPXCPOS Character 4 Y 
4 DI Numeric 5 2 N 
5 N Numeric 5 N 
6 LDI Numeric 9 5 N 
7 LDISQ Numeric 14 8 N 

Example 50 Structure of DlWFN database usedas intermediate step in estimating Weibull coefficients by 
species andcrown classes 
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• REPLACE ALL LDI WITH LOGlDU, LDISQ WITH LDI*LDI, ; 
SPPXCPOS WITH SPP+STRlCPOS,1), N WITH 1 

The above command fills in the fields SPPXCPOS, LDI and LDISQ. SPPXCPOS 
is used to control the subsequent TOTAL operation, and combines the 
separate SPP and CPOS fields into a single entity. LDr contains 10g1DI), and 
LDISQ is filled with LDI2. The field N is set to 1 for every record. After the 
TOTAL operation, it will contain the count of the number of cases in each 
SPP x CPOS cell. 

• INDEX ON SPPXCPOS TAG SPPXCPOS 

The file is indexed on the combined species, crown position values in 
SPPXCPOS. This is required for the TOTAL operation to work correctly. 

• TOTAL ON SPPXCPOS TO DIWFNT FIELDS DI, N, LDI, LDISQ 

A new file is created called DIWFNT with the same field designators as 
DIWFN. Fields DI, N, LDt and LDISQ will be the totals for each value Of 
SPPXCPOS of the ecutvarent fields in DIWFN. In other words, LDI in the 
output file is the sum of the logcdiameter increments), LDISQ is the sum of 
squares, N is the count of cases, and DI will be the total of diameter 
increments. 

• USE DIWFNT 
MODIFY STRUCTURE 

The output file from the TOTAL is made the active file, and its structure is 
modified interactively to add fields called MU, SIGMA, ALPHA and BETA. 
These will contain the values u, a, a and 6 used in equations {55} and {56}. 
The modified structure will appear as shown in Example 51. 

• REPLACE ALL MU WITH LDt/N, ; 
SIGMA WITH SQRT«LDISQ-LDI*LDI/N)/CN-1», ; 
BETA WITH 1.283/SIGMA, ; 
ALPHA WITH EXPIMU +O.5772/BETA> 

This performs the calculations of eouattons {55} and {56}. MU is the mean 
of the tosnncrements. SIGMA is the standard deviation. The weibull 
coefficients ALPHA and BETA for the distribution of increment are 
estimated by Nelson's method. 

• COpy TO DIWFNX FIELDS SPP,CPOS,DI,N,ALPHA,BETA 
USE DIWFNX 
REPLACE ALL DIWITH DI/N 

This prepares the file for export to SYSTAT by copying only the fields 
needed for regression analysis. The DI field is also converted at this stage 

from a total to a mean value. Neither DI nor N are directly reouireo. but 
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Field Field Name Type Width Dec Index 
1 SPP Character 3 N 
2 CPOS Numeric 1 N 
3 SPPXCPOS Character 4 N 
4 DI Numeric 5 2 N 
5 N Numeric 5 N 
6 LOI Numeric 9 5 N 
7 LDISQ Numeric 14 8 N 
8 MU Numeric 7 4 N 
9 SIGMA Numeric 7 4 N 

10 ALPHA Numeric 7 4 N 
11 BETA Numeric 7 4 N 

SPP CPOS SPPXCPOS DI N LDI LDISQ MU SIGMA ALPHA BETA 
Ant 1Antl 5.98 33 -72.10374 187.57268778 -2.1850 0.9687 0.1739 1.3245 
Ant 2 Ant2 42.46 176 -338.5373 849.10382918 -1.9235 1.0635 0.2357 1.2064 
Ant 3 Ant3 62.43 160 -238.3527 554.21466140 -1.4897 1.1191 0.3730 1.1465 
Ant 4 Ant4 85.91 100 -76.31612 185.15768342 -0.7632 1.1322 0.7758 1.1332 
Ant 5 Ant5 33.84 44 -29.39694 74.56650658 -0.6681 1.1302 0.8524 1.1352 
Chl 2 Ch12 6.57 27 -50.74785 124.14909657 -1.8796 1.0518 0.2450 1.2198 
Chl 3 Ch13 21.74 52 -66.49150 131.57535268 -1.2787 0.9554 0.4279 1.3429 
Chl 4 Ch14 14.62 33 -42.14237 94.51059396 -1.2770 1.1277 0.4632 1.1377 
Chl 5 Ch15 8.08 12 -12.91077 35.73608407 -1.0759 1.4092 0.6428 0.9104 
Ea 1 Ea 1 12.06 79 -176.8070 456.66229408 -2.2381 0.8840 0.1588 1.4514 

Example 51 Structure of thedatabase DIWFNT anda listing of the first 10records. The calculated Weibull 
coefficients are shown as ALPHA and BETA. The DI field is the total of diameter increments for each 
SPPxCPOS cell 

may be useful for documenting the dataset. 

Oncethe file has been imported in the statistical package, then the regressions of 
the wemun coefficients can be examined species by species, and individually 
fitted. It will probably be found the a parameter closely correlates with tree size, 
whilst the B shows only a weak relationship. There will be a tendency for B to 
increase from values around or less than 1 for the smallest understorev compo
nents to higher values for dominants and emergents. 

However, a useful simplification arisesif the relationship between a and the mean 
diameter increment is plotted and analysed. Figure 29 shows the result for the 
DIWFNX data derived from PSPs in Ghana. The slope of the regression line is1.002 
and the intercept 0.007. using the HYPOTHESIS command in SYSTAT, it is found 
that the slope does not significantly differ from 1, nor the intercept from zero. 
For this data set, the wemuu a is the same asthe mean diameter increment for all 
species pooled. 

Likewise B is found to be essentially invanate. and can be treated as constant at 
about 1.25. The best fit depends on how outliers are treated and may range from 
1.24 to 1.26. 

One thus arrives in this case at a stochastic model that describes the distribution 
of increment, but which is essentially compatible with and derived from a model 
to predict mean diameter increment. 

The reader should however test this approach carefully for particular data sets. 
The a coefficient will always closely relate to mean diameter as it represents the 
63% Quantile of the freQuency distribution. However, B is unlikely to appear 
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Figure 29 The regression of Weibull a onmean diameter increment shows a slope close to unity and zero 
intercept, using data from PSPs in Ghana (all species combined) 

tnvartate if it is well defined by plentiful data over a range of sizes. 

4.3	 Mortality functions 

4.3.1	 Causal factors in tree mortality 

Mortality is the rate at which trees die, and isgenerally expressed asa percentage 
per year. vanciav (1994:173) distinguishes between regular and catastrophic 
mortality. Regular mortality can be assigned to predictable causes such asstand 
density, tree size, logging damage, and so on; catastrophic mortality is generally 
associatedwith abnormal and infrequent events suchashurricanes or rare intense 
fires. 

Regular mortality is predictable over long periods of time, but may be episodic in 
anyone year. There isno precise differentiation between regular and catastrophic 
mortality. Moderately severe storms may, for example, trigger tree falls or 
breakage on stems weakened by internal decay, resulting in a synchronised high 
mortality in one year, with several subsequent years of lower mortality. 

Regular mortality can be attributed to the following main factors (Oliver & Larson, 
1990>: 

•	 Shading: Depending on the ecology of a given species, it will be more or 
less able to tolerate long periods in deep shade. strongly light-demanding 
species can be expected to show higher mortality as understorev trees 
than those which are shade tolerant. 

•	 Fungal infection: Rot in the stems or main branches greatly increasesthe 
probability that the tree will break during wind storms. propensity to 
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decay is associated with tree age or size, species, and factors that cause 
damage to the stem earlier in life, such as fires or moderate logging 
damage. 

•	 Logging damage: Moderate logging damage will lead to fungal infection 
and breakage after some decades. Experimental evidence alsoshows that 
high mortality occurs on damaged stems over periods of less than a 
decade (Tang, 19761. Small trees, saplings and seedlings will be directly 
crushed and destroyed in great numbers during logging. Large trees may 
suffer massive crown or bark loss, or be pushed, weakening their root 
system and mechanical stability. 

•	 Exposure: Trees which have become adapted to deep shade conditions 
often cannot withstand sudden exposure to intense sunlight as a result of 
natural gap formation or logging. Thisisagain a species-related character
istic. 

Mortality caused by shading is most likely to affect small trees. Fungal infection, 
leading to wind falls or breakage, is typically associated with large, old trees, but 
may occur at any age asa result of insect infestations or physical damage. Death 
from sudden exposure to light is also associated with small, shade-adapted trees. 
Logging damage affects all sizes but tends to cause abrupt mortality in smaller 
trees, and have more lingering consequences among the larger ones. 

The coded notes suggested in Alder & Synnott (1992) for useon PSPS are intended 
to assist in identifying these causal factors and provide better Quantitative 
information about them than is currently available. Most older series PSPS have 
measurement protocols that assume increment to be the most important factor 
in stand dynamics, with mortality often being observed only by defaUlt, ie. by the 
absenceOfa tree after asequence of measurements. However, simulation models 
Of stand growth show that the structure of the stand table and the ultimate 
timber yield isat least as sensitive to mortality asit isto mean tree increment, and 
probably more so. Accurate observations on tree mortality and any identifiable 
predisposing factors are therefore most important on PSPs. 

4.3.2	 TYpical mortality rates 

Mortality rates over a range of sizes in mixed tropical forest have typically be 
found to vary from 1% to 5%. Table 9 shows some values that have been noted 
by different authors. Considering all species and trees of 10 cm dbh or larger, 
typical mortality rates are of the order of 1.5% per annum in forest that has not 
been recently disturbed. However, in forests where logging or other disturbances 
have occurred in the previous decade, higher mortality rates, of the order of 2.5% 
or more, may be expected. 
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Citation Forest type & 
location 

Mortality rates, %/year 

Poles larger trees 
:::; 10 
em dbh 

Comments 

Alder (1993) Semi-deciduous 
MTF, Bobiri, 
Ghana 

(All sizes combined) 

Shade Bearers: 0.3-0.7% 
Non-Pioneer light 
Demanders: 1.2-1.5% 
Pioneers: 3-4.5% 

Mortality rates over 15 
year period depend gre
atly on species and 
ecological guild. Forest 
heavily logged 10-15 yrs 
prior to start of measure
ments. 

Bryan (1980) Dipterocarp, Sar
awak 

4-5% 2-3% PSPs established less 
than 10 years after log
ging, measured over 5 
years 

Nicholson 
(1979) 

Dipterocarp. 
Sabah 

1.06% Unlogged forest 

Mervart (1972) Nigeria, humid 
mixed forest 

5.5% 3.5% 6,224 trees on PSPs 
observed over 5 years. 
Difference between size 
classes not significant. 

Singh (1981) India, Wet ever
green forest 

1.11% Significant differences 
between species. but no 
correlation with growth 
rate 

Swaine (1992) Semi-deciduous 
MTF, Kade. 
Ghana 

3.4
6.5% 

1.5% Unlogged forest measured 
over 19 years. Higher 
mortality on suppressed 
trees. 

Tang (1976) Trengganu. W. 
Malaysia, Dipt
erocarp forest 

2.8-10.2% 5-year period following 
logging. Mortality highly 
correlated (Al 0.62) with 
% basal area removed. 

Silva (1989) Terra firme 
forest, Tapajos, 
Brazilian Amazon 

3-4% 1.5-2.5% No correlation of mortal
ity with increment. 
logged forest. with rates 
1-2% higher in period 
immediately after logging 

British Honduras 
Forestry Dept. 
(1949) 

Mixed broadleaf 
forest. Belize 

2.7% Swietenia macrophylla 
over Byear period. 
logged & hurricane dist
urbed forest. 

Table 9 Mortality rates noted in mixed tropical forest stuotes by various authors 
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Mortality rates, like growth rates, depend on species, tree competitive status, and 
on site conditions. Among small trees (::;;10 cm obm, as may be expected, 
mortality under shade conditions tends to be associated with ecological guild. 
Pioneers may show high mortality, of the order of 5%!yr or more, whilst shade 
bearers may have very low mortality rates, less than 1%. 

For any given species, the mortality rate by size class tends to show only weakly 
defined differences above 10cm dbh, but with increasing mortality below that 
size, typically of the order of 3-5%/yr. There may be a tendency for mortality to 
rise again above average levels for the largest trees, associated with their greater 
propensity to decay and their exposure to greater wind stresses in an emergent 
position above the canopy !Alder, 1990). 

some authors have noted that mortality tends to be associated with trees whose 
increment is neglible. In some models of temperate mixed forests, this hasbeen 
the basis for assigning mortality probability to a tree (eg. Buchman, 1979). 
However, this is not invariably the case, and only some part of regular mortality 
(that directly attributable to suppression> is likely to be linked to low increment. 
Alder (1993) found that actively growing, apparently health canopy trees would 
die from wind damage. In other cases, actively growing trees would show 
negative growth immediately prior to death, probably due either to exfoliation 
of the bark, or actual wood shrinkage associated with internal drying of 
conductive tissue. The causal factors for these large, apparently healthy trees was 
not indicated in the data, but could have included fire damage, insect attack. viral 
diseases, or root fungi among other possibilities. 

4.3.3 calculation methods for deriving mortality rates from PSP data 

Dead trees may be indicated in a sequence of measurements by a variety of 
methods. Most commonly, a field of coded notes, such as the NOTES field in 
Example 2 on page 12will contain codes to indicate that a tree isdead. The XTAB 
cross-tabulation program discussed in section 2.5.7 (page 44 ffJ shows how dead 
trees may be counted by diameter classes. Appropriate modifications to this 
program can allow numbers of dead trees to be counted by competition classes, 
sites, or other factors, as well as diameter classes. 

Given an output data file from the cross-tabulation similar to that shown in 
Example 21, then the periodic mortality rate PMORT can be calculated as: 

PMORT = DEADrrREES 

where DEAD is the number of dead trees at the end of a period in the class, and 
TREES is the total number of sample trees, both dead and alive. If the measure
ment period is MYR years, then the annual mortality rate AMORT can be derived 
from: 

{57}AMORT = 1 - (1-PMORn1/MYR 
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Equation {57} is derived by considering that survival after one year, with annual 
mortality AMORT, will be: 

SURV = 1 - AMORT 

In other words, if annual mortality is 1%, survival at the end of the year will be 
99% of the initial population. After 2 years, survival would be: 

SURV =	 (1 - AMORTI2 

and after MYR years it will be: 

SURV = (1 - AMORTI MYR 

substituting the periodic mortality for perlodlc survival one has: 

(1 - PMORTI = (1 - AMORTI MYR 

which can be transposed to give equation {57} 

unfortunately, in many cases the measurement intervals for PSPs may be quite 
unequal, partly as a result of administrative factors that result in missed or late 
measurements on plots, and partly becauseoften data sets from different sources 
may be combined for analysis, such as experimental plots and passive monitoring 
PSPs. 

In such cases, the data should be indexed on the measurement interval, and 
mortality rates calculated for each set of periods separately. These may then be 
converted to annual rates, using equation {57} and an overall average calculated 
weighted by the number of trees sampled over each measurement interval. 

rms approach may be illustrated using some data from old-series PSPS in Chana 
CAlder,1990>. The CHINC data file shown in Example 52, compiled from raw data 
in text form, gives one record per tree, with species, diameter term. increment 
tcrn/vn. and crown position among other factors. Dead trees are indicated by a 
value of -99 in the 01 (diameter increment> field. The measurement interval is 
shown in the YINT field in years, and ranged in value from 3 to 11 years for 
different plots. 

In order to use the XBASE TOTAL command to compile mortality counts by species 
and crown position, the structure of CHINC was modified in a second, temporary, 
file called MORT1. The following fields were added: 

MIX	 Thiswas used to provide a key for the TOTAL command, and was defined 
asa e-cnaracter field, to be filled With the concatenated valuesof YINT, SPP 
and eros. The database was indexed on MIX after it had been created. 
The defining DBASE commands were: 
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Structure of the GHINC database 

Field Field NaE Type Width Dec Content 

1 FRESV Character 4 Forest reserve code 
2 PNUM Numeric 3 Plot number 
3 LDNO Numeric 3 Tree (Leading Desirable) No. 
4 SPP Character 3 Species code 
5 DBH Numeric 6 1 DBH. cm 
6 DI Numeric 5 2 Diameter increment. cm/year 
7 CPOS Numeric 1 Dawkins crown position score 
8 NCT Numeric 2 No. competing trees 
9 YINT Numeric 2 Measurement interval. years 

Listing of part of the database Note that dead trees are indicated by an increment of 
99 in the DI field. 

FRESV PNUM L.DNO SPP DBH 01 CPOS Ncr YINT 

WAWH 1 34 ANT 8.0 -99.0 3 5 5
 
WAWH 1 35 NES 37.1 0.24 3 8 5
 
WAWH 1 36 MAN 27.2 0.57 3 4 5
 
WAWH 1 37 TRI 34.3 0.79 3 7 5
 
WAWH 1 38 ANT 51.5 0.04 3 6 5
 
WAWH 1 39 GC 11.4 0.34 2 8 5
 
WAWH 1 40 GC 17.6 0.47 3 4 5
 
WAWH 1 41 GC 5.5 -99.0 2 8 5
 
WAWH 1 42 GC 8.5 0.20 2 6 5
 
WAWH 1 43 GC 10.2 0.36 2 8 5
 
WAWH 1 44'KI 5.8 -99.0 2 3 5
 
WAWH 1 45 ANT 47.0 -99.0 3 9 5
 
WAWH 1 46 NES 29.3 1.01 3 5 5
 
WAWH 1 47 P 16.7 0.06 3 7 5
 
WAWH 1 48 MAN 0.0 -99.0 1 5 5
 
WAWH 1 49 GC 11.6 0.00 3 4 5
 

Example 52 Record structure andpartial listing of mortality data from Gitana old·series PSPs. Tltis data 
is used to demonstrate mortality calculation over variable measurement periods, 

REPLACE ALL MIXWITH STRCYINT,2J+SPP+STR(CPOS,1J 
INDEX ON MIX TAG MIX 

NTREES This is used to count the number Of trees (dead and aliveJ in each class 
formed by the various MIX values. It is set initially to 1, but will contain 
class counts after USing TOTAL. It is filled with the fOllowing command: 

REPLACE ALL NTREES WITH 1
 

NDEAD	 This is used to count dead trees in each MIX class. prior to the TOTAL it is 
set for each tree record to zero for live trees, and 1 for dead trees, using 
the following command: 

REPLACE ALL NDEAD WITH IIF(DI=-99,1,OJ 

The TOTAL command is given as follows: 

TOTAL ON MIX TO MORT2 FIELDS NTREES,NDEAD 

Only the fields YINT, SPP, CPOS, NTREES, NDEAD and MIX contain meaningful 
information in the output file MORT2. Fields DBH, DI, and NCT are not used for the 
anaivsis (which is SOlely by species and crown poslttom and should be ignored. 
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TO proceed to derive annual mortalities, additional fields are added to the MORT2 
file. These are: 

MIX2	 A second index field, for totalling on species and crown position 
over the various measurement periods. This is filled with: 

REPLACE ALL MIX2WITH SPP+STR(CPOS,11 

AMORT This is the annual mortality calculated using equanon {57} with: 

REPLACE ALL AMORT WITH H1-NDEAD/NTREESlA(1/YINn 

WAM	 This will contain AMORT weighted by tree numbers, NTREES, and is 
used in calculating the mean value of AMORT for all the different 
measurement periods. It is calculated as: 

REPLACE ALL WAM WITH AMORT*NTREES 

The MORT2 file is placed in use as the active file, and then totalled on the key field 
MIX2 to derive totals of NTREES and weighted AMORT, WAM. The mean value of 
AMORT can than be calculated. These final steps are achieved with the following 
commands: 

USE MORT2
 
TOTAL ON MIX2 TO MORT3 FIELDS NTREES,WAM
 
USE MORT3
 
REPLACE ALLAMORT WITH WAM/NTREES
 

The complete DBASE dialog is shown in Example 53. It will be noted that the 
separate REPLACE commands discussed above are combined. This is considerably 
faster when working with large data files. 

The final stage of the process is to create a database file that retains only those 
fields in MORT3 that are meaningful, and possibly to delete the files MORT1, MORT2 
and MORT3 once each stage of the analysis has been correctly performed. The 
final file shown, MORTSUM, contains only the species, crown class, total number of 
trees, and mean mortality. 

The same procedure could be used to calculate mean mortalities by diameter class, 
by substituting a variable DCLASS for CPOS wherever the latter occurs in the 
example. DCLASS would be initially created as a field in MORT1, and filled With a 
command such as: 

REPLACE ALL DCLASS WITH IIF(DBH <80,INTCDB H/10 + 11,91 

ThiS would create to-em classes, with all trees greater than or equal to 80 cm in 
class 9 (see also the discussion on diameter class formation on page 421. 
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4.3.4 Confidence limits for mortality rates 

Mortality data is distributed according to the Binomial distribution which governs 
sampling for data which may take one of two discrete values. In the case of 
mortality data, the values are dead or alive, which may be coded as 0 or 1 
respectively. 

The mean probability of mortality, e. is given by: 

{58}
p = min 

where: 

m are the number of trees which die,
 
n are the total number Of trees (both dead and anvei.
 

The variance of the estimate of p is given by: 

{59}
a2 = P'<1-p)/n 

confidence limits are asymmetric about p and derived from the r-distnbutton. 
using the following formulae (Nelson, 1982:205>: 

{60}
PL = 1/[1 + FCa,2n-2m + z.zrmrn-rn + 1)/ml 

{61}
Pu = 1/[1 +cn-m)/{(m+1).F(a,2m+2,2n-2m)}1 

where: 

n,m are total and dead trees respectively,
 
a is the confidence level (eg 95%),
 
PL is the lower confidence limit for p,
 
Pu is the upper confidence limit for o.
 
FO is the r-distnbutton function.
 

Standard statistical tables frequently include charts of binomial confidence limits. 
These give approximate results and may be slow when dealing with any quantity 
of data. It is also possible to use approximations based the normal distribution 
when nand m are large tn.m ~ 10); or on the Poisson distribution when m issmall 
tm ~ n/10L 

Thevaluesof n, m and p will relate to periodic mortality. If it isdesired to present 
periodic mortalities as annual rates, then the confidence limits should first be 
calculated as periodic values, and then each corrected to annual values using 
equation {57}. 
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»MODIFY STRUCTURE 
10817 records added 

»REPLACE ALL MIX WITH STR(YINT.2)+SPP+STR(CPOS.ll .NTREES WITH 1. NDEAD WITH IIF(DI;-99.1.0)
10817 records replaced 

»INDEX ON MIX TAG MIX 
100% indexed 10817 Records indexed 

»LIST OFF NEXT 5 

FRESV PNlIM LDNO SPP D8H DI CPOS NCT YTNT MIX NTREES NDEAD 
WAWH 1 10 EC 16.8 0.55 3 7 5 5EC 3 1 o 
WAWH 1 21 EC 27.7 1.09 3 7 5 5EC 3 1 o 
WAWH 1 22 EC 19.6 0.22 3 7 5 5EC 3 1 o 
WAWH 1 50 EC 14.0 0.00 3 9 5 5EC 3 1 o 
WAWH 4 25 EC 5.3 0.12 3 4 5 5EC 3 1 o 

»TOTAL ON MIX TO MORT2 FIELDS NTREES.NDEAD 
10817 records totaled 

437 records generated 
»USE MORT2 
)~ODIFY STRUCTURE 

437 records added 
»REPLACE ALL MIX2 WITH SPP+STR(CPOS,ll,AMORT WITH l-(l-NDEAD/NTREES)A(l/YINT).WAM WITH 
AMORT*NTREES 

437 records replaced 
»INDEX ON MIX2 TAG MIX2 

100% indexed 437 Records indexed 
»LIST OFF NEXT 5 

FRESV PNlIM LDNO SPP DBH DI CPOS NCT Y1NT MIX NTREES NDEAD MIX2 AMORT WAM 
TOTN 17 40 ANT 14.6 0.15 1 8 4 4ANT1 1 o ANTI 0.0000 0.0000 
SUPG 12 43 ANT 4.4 0.14 1 9 5 5ANT1 9 2 ANTI 0.0490 0.4410 
SlIPG 12 43 ANT 5.2 0.34 1 8 6 6ANTI 5 1 ANTI 0.0365 0.1825 
ASUK 51 17 ANT 0.0 -99.0 1 8 9 9ANT1 3 I ANTI 0.0441 0.1323 
ASUK 18 45 ANT 0.0 0.57 1 9 10 10ANT1 4 o ANTI 0.0000 0.0000 

»TOTAL ON MIX2 TO MORT3 FIELDS NTREES.WAM 
437 records totaled 
104 records generated 

»USE MORn 
»REPLACE ALL AMORT WITH WAM/NTREES

104 records replaced 
»COPY TO MORTSUM FIELDS SPP.CPOS.NTREES.AMORT 
»USE MORTSUM 
»LIST OFF NEXT 5 

SPP CPOS NTREES AMORT 
ANT 1 23 0.0329 
ANT 2 186 0.0293 
ANT 3 235 0.0168 
ANT 4 87 0.0166 
ANT 5 28 0.0156 

Example 53 XBAS£ dialog to create mortality summaries from data measured over variable periods 

If measurements are made overvariable periods (some plots 3years, some 4, some 
5 etc) then it will not be possible to calculate exact confidence limits. Approxi
mate confidence limits for the pooled annual mortality can beshown graphically 
uSing a normal distribution approximation, provided that the number of dead 
trees is at least 10 for each species. upper and lower confidence limits are 
calculated using equation {59} as: 

{62} 
PLiU = p ± t.e 

where t is student's t. The degrees of freedom to be used corresponds to the 
number of dead trees. The value of t may be taken as approximately 2 at a 95% 
confidence level with sufficient accuracy for the method. 
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SYSTAT Editori:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
 
Case N M P PL PU 

1 19.000 2.000 .105 .019 .296 
2 37.000 5.000 .135 .055 .263 
3 28.000 3.000 .107 .030 .254 
4 9.000 3.000 .333 .098 .655 
5 7.000 .000 .000 .348 
6 183.000 13.000 .071 .043 .111 
7 322.000 22.000 .068 .047 .096 
8 170.000 6.000 .035 .015 .068 
9 48.000 5.000 .104 .042 .207 

10 32.000 2.000 .063 .011 .184 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " ••• ,111, ••• ,1, ••• ,111, ••••••••••••••••••• 1, •••••••••• ,11111111111111111, ••••••• ,111111111,.,111, •••• ,11111, . ............................. " ••••• ,1, ,111, ,1, •••••• ,1,.,1,." ,111, .
 
........................... ,11, ••• " 111 111111111111 .. 111111 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
 

>LET PU=1/(1+(N-M)/«M+1)*FIF(0.95.2*M+2.2*N-2*M») 
>LET PL=1/(1+FIF(0.95.2*N-2*M+2.2*M)*(N-M+1)/M) 

Example 54 SYSTA T data editor screen with commands to create confidence limits for binomial mortality 
data 

For statistical packages such as SYSTAT it is possible to calculate confidence limits 
directly using intrinsic functions for the F-distribution. Example 54 shows some 
tree mortality data, together with the transformation commands that would be 
used in the SYSTAT EDIT module to create the upper and lower confidence limit 
estimates. The SYSTAT FIF function returns the r-vaiue fora given confidence level, 
and degrees of freedom. The symbols used in this example correspond directly 
to the equatlons discussed above, but in a real case, more meaningful symbolic 
names would be helpful. 

4.3.5 Regression analysis of mortality 

Mortality data can be analysed by regression using procedures similar to those 
applied for increment, as discussed earlier in section 4.2. 

Mortality is binomially distributed and takes values between 0 and 100% for a 
given stand. Asa dependent variable in a regression it should be transformed to 
reflect these conditions (Collett, 19911. This is commonly performed with the 
logistic transformation: 

. {53} 

This gives values which vary from -00 to + 00 as p varies from 0 to 1. The logistic 
function is symmetric, and gives a value of zero for mortality rates of 50%. 
Figure 30 shows the form of the function. 

Some statistical packages can fit regressions directly to individual tree observa
tions of death or survival, coded as 0-1 data. These use a maximum Iiklihood 
procedure, rather than conventional least squares regression analysis. Collett 
(1991) describes the theory to this, whilst vanciav (1991) gives an example of an 
application in forestry. 
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However, where observations are 
made over variable periods, it is diffi
cult to use this approach, and it may 
also be cumbersome when data is 
plentiful. 

The example which is discussed here 
demonstrates the fitting of mortality 
regressions to the data cornpueo in 
Example 53. Three species are 
extracted from the MORTSUM database 
for purposes of illustration, with the 
data listed in Example 55. The species 
are Antiaris toxtcene <ANTI, nesoaora
onte papaverifera (NES), and Piptaden
testrum emcenum (PI. The variables 
shown in the listing are crown posi
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Figure 30 logistic tranformation function for mortal· 
ity data 

tion (CPOS), number of trees at the start of the period of observation (NTREES), and 
calculated rate of annual mortality <AMORTI. 

The data are shown in Figure 31, both asuntransformed mortality values, and With 
the logistic transformation. The effect of the transformation in improving the 
spread of the data isapparent. Largevalues (15% mortality for P in crown class 1) 

are brought closer in to the main trend of the data, whilst the small variations in 
low mortalities are extended in the lower part of the graph. The functions fitted 
in each part of of the figure differs. That fitted to the untransformed data is: 

10g<AMORTI = a + B.log(CPOS) 

whilst the line in Figure 31(iiJ is the function: 

10git<AMORTI = a + B.log(CPOS) 

Graphically, it is not clear whether the three 
species may differ in their regression func
tions. However, this can be tested by includ
ing the species code SPP$ as a categorical 
variable in a general linear model. The pro
cedure is shown for SYSTAT in Example 56. In 
(1), the commands used in the EDIT module 
are shown to create the logistic-transformed 
mortality, called LOGIT, and the log-trans
formed crown class, ailed LCPOS. In (2), the 
MGLH module of SYSTAT is called and a linear 
model is fitted which includes SPP$ asa covar
iate. The output, shown in the inner box, 
gives a probability of 0.113 that the effect of 
SPP$ is due to chance, and hence by the usual 

{64} 

{65} 

SPP$ CPOS NTREES AMORT
 
ANT 1 23 0.033
 
ANT 2 186 0.029
 
ANT 3 235 0.017
 
ANT 4 87 0.017
 
ANT 5 28 0.016
 
NES 1 553 0.053
 
NES 2 920 0.026
 
NES 3 578 0.010
 
NES 4 158 0.013 
NES 5 21 0.009 

P 1 104 0.157 
P 2 409 0.031 
p 3 335 0.019 
P 4 62 0.013 
P 5 21 0.020 

Example 55 Mortality data for 3 specIes 
from Ghana PSPs 
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Figure 31 Mortality rate versus crown class for 3 species, plotted using untransformed data andthelogistic 
transformation 

criteria, it is deemed non-significant. In (3), the same model is fitted, but without 
the SPP$ effect, and the coefficient values of a pooled species regression 
estimated. 

It may be noted here that the species used in this example were selected as 
showing a well-defined trend from high mortality at low crown class values 
(shaded trees)to low mortality as exposedor emergent trees. Manyspecies in the 
samedatasetdo not show this trend clearly, either because the data istoo limited, 
or perhaps because they behave in contrary ways. 

4.4 Regeneration and recruitment 

4.4.1 Concepts and definitions 

Regeneration is the process by which new seedlings become established in the 
forest. Quantitative and qualitative modelling of regeneration requires a 
consideration of the light requirements for germination and survival, the 
frequency of seeding of mother trees, seed dispersal distances, and so forth. 
Development of an effective regeneration model for a single species requires 
considerable detailed research. TO do so for a large number of species, as is 
required for modelling the natural regeneration of tropical moist forest, is a 
formidable task, 

Recruitment is a much more amenable process for modelling. Recruitment is 
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defined as the number of trees which attain the minimum size for measurement 
over a given period. It may typically be measured in terms of numbers of trees 
per hectare per year (Nlha/yr>. Recruitment can be observed directly on 
conventional PSPs, and related to stand density, logging history, forest type, 
presenceof mother trees, and other empirically determinable factors on the plot. 

RecrUitment is defined relative to a specified minimum diameter for measure
ment. This may vary from 5-20 cm on typical PSP designs, but could conceivably 
be to smaller or larger limits than these. combining data from PSPs which have 
been measured to different levels will probably require that the highest level is 
adopted for all plots in order to standardize the data. It is therefore undesirable 
and inefficient to economize on PSP oesran by having, for example, some plots 
measured to zocrn minimum and others to 5 cm minimum. In effect, the data on 
the latter group of PSPs relating to trees from 5-20 cm will be of little useand will 
be discarded during analysis. 

Therewill Clearly be acorrelation between seedling population at a given time and 
subsequent recruitment levels. This correlation will be closerwith a low diameter 
limit for recruitment. and weaker with a high diameter limit. Where regeneration 
data is available, this correlation can be determined empirically, and used to 
improve the predictive power of a growth model. The causal factors of 
regeneration will also therefore be linked to recruitment levels, but with a lag of 
some years. The time factor for this lagwill depend on the mean growth rate of 
the seedling population and the diameter limit used to define recruitment. The 
higher the diameter limit, the longer the lag is likely to be. Growth rates of 
seedlings will generally be slower in closed, undisturbed stands, and the lag 
between regeneration and recruitment will correspondingly be weaker. 

vanctav (1994, chapter 10) reviews many of the approaches that have been 
adopted to modelling both recruitment and regeneration 

4.4.2	 Causal factors and predictor variables in regression 

causal factors which need to be considered in establishing regression models for 
recruitment rates will include the following: 

(j)	 presence ofmother trees. For seeds With limited dormancy and dispersal, 
a correlation can be expected between the abundance of mother trees 
and recruitment. It should however be noted that logging may remove 
mother trees some yearsprior to the recruitment of establishedseedlings. 
The correlation should therefore be established between past abundance 
and current recruitment. 

(ii)	 Degree of disturbance. Regeneration will generally follow disturbance of 
the stand through logging, cyclones, fires, and natural tree falls. Recruit
ment in completely undisturbed stands will be very slow. AS the degree 
of disturbance increases, the species-mix of the recruitment will shift 
increasingly to favour pioneer species as against those of more shade
bearing disposition. 
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(1) Create transformed variables LOGIT and LCPOS 

edit 
use anpmr
let logit=log(amort/(l-amort))

let lcpos=log(cpos)
 
save anpmr
 

(2) Test if species regressions differ significantly 

mglh
model logit=constant+lcpos+spp$ 
category spp$
estimate 

IIDEP VAR: LOG IT N: 15 MULTIPLE R: 0.886 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.785 

II 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

II
II SOURCE SUM-OF-SQUARES OF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO P 

ILCPOS
SPP$ 

5.410 
0.834 

1 
2 

5.410 
0.417 

34.747 
2.678 

0.000 
0.113 

IERROR 1.713 11 0.156 
'I 

(3) Fit	 combined regression for all species 

model logit=constant+lcpos 
est 

DEP VAR: LOGIT N: 15 MULTIPLE R: 0.825 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.680
 
ADJUSTED SQUARED MULTIPLE R: .655 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE: 0.443
 

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T P(2 TAIl)
 

CONSTANT -2.760 0.224 0.000 -12.328 0.000
 
LCPOS -1. 057 0.201 -0.825 1.000 -5.255 0.000
 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

II SOURCE SUM-OF-SQUARES OF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO P 

II REGRESS ION 5.410 1 5.410 27.616 0.000 
IIRESIDUAL 2.547 13 0.196 

Example 56 SYSTA Tcommands and output for mortalIty regressions, /Deluding creation oflogistic transform, 
testing of species differences, and fitting combined regression 

(iii)	 The frequency of seeds years. Species with long intervals between seed 
production. coordinated mass seeding habit, and seeds of limited 
persistence, such as the Dipterocarpaceae will be characterised by a very 
variable recruitment pattern. A record of the occurrence of seed years is 
likely to greatly improve the correlation with recruitment. However, for 
the more diverse forests of west Africa or Amazonia. this is unlikely to be 
an important factor. 

(iv)	 Forest type. A classification of forests by dominant species will greatly 
improve the predictability of the species mix of recruitment. In some 
respects. th iswill relate to the presenceof mother trees in the population 
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outside the plot, and to the general occurrence of more persistent, widely 
dispersed seeds according to forest type. It will also relate to the 
suitability of climate and soils, and of conditioning factors such as fires. 

4.4.3	 Modelling gross recruitment levels 

In many situations, the modelling of recruitment becomes more amenable if it is 
broken into two steps. In the first step, the grossnumber of recruits of all species 
is predicted from functions that may depend on basal area or stand disturbance 
in one or more previous time periods. In the second step, this total number can 
be apportioned to species groups or individual species using functions or tables. 

This avoids the problem of trying to predict recruitment levels Of individual 
species directly. This is difficult for two reasons: 

(i)	 Data on an individual species will be sparse. Regression models con
structed for individual species will be poorly defined, and are Quite likely 
to lead to pathological resuits. 

(ij)	 Achieving additivity and compatibility of species regressions is difficult. 
Overthe range Ofconditions arising in the model, the covariant behaviour 
of the various species occurrences needs to be reliably predicted. The 
total recruitment predicted by the sum of individual regressions should 
approximate the expected total recruitment for the stand. Achieving this 
kind of additivity in separate regressions is very complex and may be 
impossible with many species each represented by sparse data. 

This 2-stepapproach to recruitment modelling wasadopted by vanciav (1989a) for 
the North Queensland rainforest, and is also exemplified in the CAFOGROM case 
study. 

vanclay (1994:198 ffJ also describesa z-stase approach to recruitment modelling, 
which may be distinguished from the 2-step method described above. The z-stase 
approach is particularly appropriate for stochastic models, and uses an initial 
function which determines Whether or not recruitment will occur in anyone year 
for a particular species. If recruitment occurs, the second stage of the model can 
then be called to estimate Quantities of ingrowth. The 2-stage approach is likely 
to be well-suited to trees with long intervals between flowering, such as many 
Dipterocarps. It is also more appropriate to modelling regeneration (Seedling 
establishment) rather than recruitment (ingrowth of pole-sized trees). 

Gross recruitment rates will be generally associated with past disturbance as a 
result of logging, natural mortality, storms, fires, or other factors. It is logical to 
expect a consistent relationship between the basal area removed and the number 
of trees recruited after a lag of 5-10 years. This is because basal area losses 
correlate directly with crown area lost, and hence growing space created. 
Recruits, by definition, are of similar size (close to the specified threshold 
dtameten. and hence on average will have a similar grOWing space occupance. 
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PSP database (68,454 records) 
PLOTID TREEID MYEAR BOTCODE DIAM CIF RECRUIT I 
01-01 001.02 1981 022.04.04 86 112 .F. 
01-01 001.03 1981 999.99.99 53 III .F. 
01-01 001.04 1981 999.99.99 103 III .F. 
01-01 001.01 1981 022.04.01 54 112 .F. 
01-01 001.06 1981 008.01.02 69 III .F. 
01-01 001.07 1981 999.99.99 65 III .F. 
01-01 001.08 1981 022.04.01 88 112 .F. 
01-01 001.05 1981 022.04.03 184 121 .F. 
01-01 001.10 1981 004.02.01 62 112 .F. 
01-01 001.11 1981 025.02.99 III III .F. 
01-01 001.12 1981 023.16.99 72 III .F. 

I 

GROSSBA program compiles recruitment, 
mortality and increment statistics by
plots and years. 

I
 
GROSSBA database (228 records)


PLOTID MYEAR YINT SBA NIN LOSSBA SBAII
 
00-01 1983 -1 26.86 0 0.00 0.00
 
00-01 1987 4 27.99 104 1.43 2.31
 
00-01 1989 2 28.51 40 1.00 1.52
 
00-02 1983 -1 26.45 0 0.00 0.00
 
00-02 1987 4 28.24 128 0.64 1.92
 
00-02 1989 2 27.30 36 2.15 1.20
 
00-03 1983 -1 19.06 0 0.00 0.00
 
00-03 1987 4 19.69 44 0.74 1.27
 

.----- SQL SELECT statements to crLte ACCIN database ---------,
* make tab7e of initia7 basa7 areas for each p70t
 
SELECT ALL PLOTIO,MYEAR,SBA FROM GROSSBA INTO CURSOR INITBA WHERE YINT<O
 

* make tab7e with accumu7ated ingrowth, 70sses, and ba increment 
SELECT ALL PLOTIO, SLlM(YINT) AS YEARS,SUM(NIN) AS NIN, SUM(LOSSBA) AS LOSSBA,; 

SUM(SBAI) AS SBAI FROM GROSSBA INTO CURSOR ACCIN1 WHERE YINT>O 

* combine initia7 SA, accumu7ated change info. standardise to 5-year period 
SELECT	 ALL A.PLOTIO, SBA, NIN/YEARS*5 AS NIN, LOSSBA/YEARS*5 AS LOSSBA,;
 

SBAI/YEARS*5 AS SBAI FROM INITBA A,ACCIN1 B INTO CURSOR ACCIN2
 
WHERE A.PLOTIO=B.PLOTIO
 

*	 add a cotuan for re7ative loss and write to permanent database 
SELECT	 ALL PLOTIO,SBA,NIN,LOSSBA,SBAI,LOSSBA/SBA*100 AS LOSSPCT
 

FROM ACCIN2 INTO TABLE ACCIN
 

II
 

PLOTID 
ACCIN database (60 records) 

SBA NIN LOSSBA SBAI LOSSPCT 
Ii 

00-01 26.86 120.00 2.03 3.19 7.56 
00-02 26.45 136.67 2.33 2.60 8.81 
00-03 19.06 60.00 1.68 1.65 8.81 
00-04 32.87 30.00 1.86 2.20 5.66 
00-05 31.92 56.67 4.12 2.53 12.91 
00-06 32.50 130.00 2.38 2.85 7.32 
00-07 28.55 40.00 1.43 2.74 5.01 
00-08 27.09 90.00 0.12 2.31 0.44 
00-09 31.39 73.33 3.83 2.54 12.20 
00-10 35.08 86.67 1.33 3.03 3.79 

Example 57 Preparing a database of gross recruitment for analysis from raw PSP data 
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Therefore the number of recruits will be proportional to the growing space 
available. Given information on crown dtmenston/obn relations of common 
species, it will be possible to determine approximately the total number of 
recruits. 

TO illustrate typical analysis procedures and regression results, some data is used 
from a logging experiment at Km 114, rapalos, Brazil. some background to this 
experiment is described in Silva et al. (1994>' The PSP measurement procedures 
and information coding standards are given in korssaaro (1993). The data 
presented here is incomplete and is intended only for purposes of illustrating the 
analytical procedures. 

The data manipulations start from the file of raw PSP data, shown in Example 57. 
This comprises one record per tree. Each record contains the following fields: 

PlOTID	 Plot identification number. This is a two part code, with the first 
two digits corrsponoina to the treatment, and the second two to 
the replicate. 

TREEID	 The first three digits refer to the quadrat number (10x 10 rm, and 
the second two to the tree number. 

MYEAR	 Year of measurement. 

BOTCODE	 A hierarch leal botanical code using fam i1y, genusand speciescode. 
Unknown genera or species are indicated by 99. 

DIAM	 Tree diameter in mm. The lower limit for measurement was 5 cm. 

CIF	 A stem condition code, as detailed in Korsgaard (19931. Codes 
other than 111 or 112 are effectively dead, fallen, broken or 
missing. 

RECRUIT	 A field added by the analyst, used to flag recruit trees. The 
method for filling this field is detailed in Example 60. 

The PSP data is compiled by a program called GROSSBA into a database of the same 
name. GROSSBA assumes two prerequisite operations: 

(j)	 The database must be indexed, using the command: 

INDEX ON PlOTID +TREEID +STR(MYEAR,4) TAG TREE 

This index brings together records for the same tree in their correct 
sequence. 

(jj)	 A subsidiary database YPSP of first and last measurement years for each 
plot is created with the Sal command: 
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1 * Program GROSSBA: compiles initial basal area, basal area growth, losses, and recruitment by plots
 
2 parameters psp
 
3 set talk off
 
4 set safety off
 

public plotidO, treeidO, diamO, cifO, yearO, ylastO
 
6 * create arrays to store recruits, losses, gross ba in each year by plots
 
7 select distinct plotid from (psp) into array plots
 
8 select distinct myear from (psp) into array years
 
9 mp ~ alen{plotsl
 

my=alen{years} 
11 declare recruits(mp,my),losses(mp,my), grossba{mp,myl, bainc(mp,my) 
12 for np>1 to mp 
13 for ny~ 1 to my 
14 store 0 to recruits{np,ny),losses(np,ny),grossba{np,ny),bainc(np,ny) 

next 
16 next 
17 * open data files with appropriate index tags and set relational linkage 
18 close databases 
19 use ypsp in 0 order tag plotid 

use (pspI in 0 alias psp order tag tree 
21 select psp 
22 set relation to PLOTID into ypsp 
23 * loop through data grouped by plots 
24 do while .not. eofO 

* Reset plot and tree ID at start of new plot. 
26 plotidO =PLOTID 
27 np =ascan(plots,PLOTlD) 
28 * loop through data grouped by trees 
29 do while PLOTID ~ plotidO .and..not. eofO 

ny~ascan(years,MYEAR) 

31 do first 
32 * check if tree is a recruit when first measured 
33 if MYEAR > ypsp.yfirst 
34 recruits{np,nyl= recruits(np,ny) + 1 

endif 
36 * loop through remeasurements for a tree 
37 do while TREEID=treeidO .and..not. eof() 
38 ny~ascan(years,MYEAR) 

39 if .not. inlist(CIF,1111 J.[112]} .and. inlist{cifO,1111 U112]) 
losses{np,nyl= losses(np,ny) + D1AM"2 

41 else 
42 grossba(np,ny)~ grossba(np,nyl + D1AM"2 
43 bainc(np,ny}~bainc(np,ny)+(D1AM"2 - diamO"21 
44 endif 

do first 
46 * move to next record in file 
47 skip 
48 enddo 
49 enddo 

enddo 
in mm to m2/ha.51 * write results from array to file, adjusting from raw ~d2 

52 psize =0.25 
53 mm~1000 

54 mha-pi()f(4*mm"2*psize) 
create table grossba (PLOTID C(5I,MYEAR N(4),YINT N(2I,SBA N/6,2),NIN N(6,O),LOSSBA N{6,2),SBAI N(6,211 

56 for np-1 to mp 
57 for ny=1 to my 
58 if grossba(np,ny) > 0 .or. losses(np,ny) > 0 
59 yintO~iif(ny > 1, years{ny)·years{ny-1).-1) 

append blank 
61 replace PLOTID with plots(np), MYEAR with years{ny}, YINT with yintO, SBA with grossba(np,ny)*mha,; 
62 NIN with recruits(np,nyl/psize, LOSSBA with losses(np,ny)*mha, SBAI with bainc(np,ny)*mha 
63 endif 
64 next 

next 
66 return 

Example 58 Program to compile recruitment numbers by plots and measurement years 
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SELECT ALL PLOTID, MIN(MYEAR) AS YFIRST.MAX(MYEAR) AS YLAST; 
FROM (PSP) INTO TABLE YPSP GROUP BY PLOTID 

ThiS database should be indexed on PLOTID after it hasbeen created by the 
SOL statement. 

The output database created by GROSSBA isdefined in line 55of the program, with 
a partial listing shown in Example 57. For each plot and measurement year, it 
contains the rouowina fields: 

YINT	 Interval in years from the preceding measurement. This isgiven as-1 for 
the first measurement in a sequence. 

SBA	 Standing basal area (m2Iha) at the start of a period. 

I\IIN	 Number of recruit trees (Nlha) over a period. 

LOSSBA	 Basal area of trees lost through mortality. crown breakage or harvesting 
(m2Iha). 

SBAI	 Basal area increment of live trees, excluding new recruits, over the 
period (m2Iha). 

The program is complicated by the need to store intermediate results in arrays. 
The fOllowing is a discussion Of the principle features: 

program Description 
lines 
1-5	 The name of the PSP file is passed as a parameter to the program. 

interactive responses are suppressed (SET TALlO, including checks on files 
and index tags overwritten or erased (SET SAFETY>. variables first 
referenced in the FIRST subprogram are declared PUBLIC so that they can 
be used outside the subroutine. 

6-16	 This section creates two arrays: PLOTS and YEARS. which respectively list 
the plot IDS and years occurring in the data set. These arrays are gener
ated by the SOL queries at lines 7 and 8. Arrays to store recruits, losses. 
gross basal area, and basal area increment are then created and initialized 
to zero. 

17-22	 Any existing databasesare closed. TheYPSP and PSP databasesare opened, 
and a relationship based on PLOTID established between them. This allows 
the program. asit scans records in the PSP file, to check from YPSP whther 
the measurement year may be the first or last year. 

24-39	 Three nested loops are involved in scanning and accumulating data. The 
outer one considers data grouped by plots. It repeats each time there is 
a change in PLOTID, and terminates at the end of the file. The index 
number for the current plot is determined at line 30 from the list of plot 
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IDS in array PLOTS. The second level loop scans through trees within a plot, 
and repeats each time there isa change in the TREEID. It terminates when 
the PlOTID changes. 

The first measurement for a tree is checked at line 33 to see if it is a 
recruit. This is defined when the measurement year of first occurrence is 
greater than the first measurement year for the plot, determined by 
reference to the YPSP file. If the tree is a recruit, it is counted in the 
appropriate array cell, indexed by plot and year. 

The procedure FIRST, shown in the 
procedure firstbox opposite, initializes a pair of 
it Saves details of the first 

tree records. It is called for the 
it of a pair of tree records 

initial measurement at line 31, and treeidO= TREEID 
subsequently for each successive diamO=D1AM 
pair of records at line 45. cifO=CIF 

yearO =MYEAR 
return39-44	 Accumulates results for losses (dead 

or harvested trees) or for living E I 59 enosse» ..1 CIDSTxamp 8 ortu, M proceuure r m. 
trees. The CIF code iscompared for 
the current and previous record in 
a tree. If they are not both 111 or 112, then the tree is dead, damaged or 
missing, and its raw D2 isaccumulated in the appropriate cell of the lOSSES 
array. 

otherwise, the tree remains alive. Standing basal and basal area increment 
are totalled by accumulating raw D2 and the change in D2 over the period. 

52-54	 Constants used to convert raw accumulated D2 per plot to rnvna are set 
here. PSIZE is plot size in na MM isthe number of diameter measurement 
units tmrm per metre. MHA is the calculated conversion constant. 

55-65	 The output file is created, and the array cells written to it. Only non-zero 
cellsare written out <line 58>' The data isconverted from raw accumulated 
values to standard units as it is output <lines 61-62). 

The GROSSBA program summarizes the essential recruitment information, but the 
output requires some further manipulation to prepare it for regression analYSis. 
This has been done in this example through a series of Sal queries, shown in 
Example 57. The purpose of these is to generate the file ACCIN, in the format 
shown. For each plot, this gives the standing basal area, number of recruits, basal 
area loss, and basal area increment. Basal area loss is also expressed in relative 
terms aslOSSPCT, defined as(lOSSBAISBA> x 100. The observations are standardised 
to a 5-year period from the variable periods for the separate plot measurements. 

The ACCIN file was imported into SYSTAT, and the relationship between recruit
ment (NII\I) and other variables examined graphically and by reqression. The best 
fit was obtained between NIN and lOSSPCT With a simple linear regression of the 
form: 
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Figure 32 Gross recruitment as a function of percentage basal area lost over a period 

{66}
(R20.622)NIN = 31.8 + 11.8 LOSSPCT 

In this equation, the constant (31.8) was not significantly different from zero, and 
as a rule of thumb for the region in Question (Terra firme rainforest, lower 
Amazom, it would appear that the number of ingrowth trees to 5 cm dbh over a 
5 year period is approximately 10 times the percentage basal area lost through 
harvesting or mortality over the s-vear period. The data and the fitted function 
are shown in Figure 32. 

Equation {4.4.1} can be used to predict total number of recruits over a period. It 
remains necessary to determine the species composition of those recruits with 
different intensities of disturbance. The procedures described above will 
obviously vary depending on the field names of the database and methods for 
coding mortality, damage, harvesting, and so on. there are also several pathways 
by which the same end result may be achieved. The form of the gross recruit
ment function will also depend on forest type, and on features of the dataset. In 
this case, logging experiment data from a relatively compact areawasused,giving 
a wide coverage of stand treatments, but with limited forest type variation. If 
regular PSPs were used, the converse would probably be true, with more forest 
type variation, but greater similarity of treatments. In Dipterocarp forests, the 
periodic nature of the recruitment process would also ten d to obscure or weaken 
correlations with stand treatment over short periods. 
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4.4.4 species mixture of recruitment 

A model that Is to be effective for tropical forest management should consider 
the changes In speciation that are likely to occur as utilization becomes progress
Ively heavier. In undisturbed forest, only shade-tolerant species are likely to 
regenerate. In logged forest, pioneer and light-demanding species will be 
encouraged. This process will be accentuated with heavier logging. 

A study by Hawthorne (1993) of forest regeneration after logging In Ghana, 
exemplifies some of the tecnnlques and methods that may be adopted to 
determine the regeneration preferences of species. However,given complete PSP 
data Of the type described in Example 57, it is possible to build lists of species 
recruitment probabilities directly from the PSP data without prior knowledge or 
independent studies of this kind. 

The objective is to develop a series of lists, each relating to a different level of 
disturbance. Each list givesthe proportion of total recruitment to be allocated to 
a particular species. 

1 * Program FLAG IN: sets RECRUIT flag True for ingrowth trees in PSP database 
2 parameters psp 
3 set talk off 
4 set safety off 
5 * open data files with appropriate index tags and set relational linkage 
6 close databases 
7 use ypsp in 0 order tag plotid 
8 use (psp) in 0 alias psp order tag tree 
9 select psp 

10 set relation to PLOTIO into ypsp 
11 * loop through data grouped by plots 
12 do while .not. eof() 
13 * Reset plot and tree 10 at start of new plot. 
14 plotidO =PLOTIO 
15 * loop through data grouped by trees 
16 do while PLOTIO =plotidO .and..not. eof() 
17 treeidO= TREEIO 
18 * check if tree is a recruit when first measured 
19 if MYEAR> ypsp.yfirst 
20 replace RECRUIT with .T. 
21 endif 
22 * loop through remeasurements for a tree 
23 do while TREEIO =treeidO .and..not. eof() 
24 * move to next record in file 
25 skip 
26 enddo 
27 enddo 
28 enddo 
29 set talk on 
30 return 

Example 60 Program to mark recruit trees ina PSP file 
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The first step is to flag recruit trees in the original PSP database. For this purpose, 
a field is provided called RECRUIT csee page 150l which is originally empty. A 
program FLAGIN, shown in Example 60,scans the database and fills RECRUIT asTRUE 
or FALSE depending on whether or not the tree may be regarded as a recruit. It 
will be noted that the logic of this program is a subset of that in the GROSSBA 
program discussed on page 152. The same structure of three nested loops is 
employed to scan through plots, trees, and measurement pairs. AS with GROSSBA, 
a relational linkage is established to the pre-defined YPSP database. The first 
measurement of each tree is checked for its date. If it occurs later than the first 
measurement of the plot, then the tree is flagged as a recruit. The inner loop 
through subsequent measurements for the tree is empty except for the SKIP 
function to move the database record pointer. 

The remaining stages in defining recruitment probabilities can then be performed 
by a series of SOL queries, as follows: 

•	 SELECT ALL PLOTID, IIFCLOSSPCT<20,1,2l AS LOSSK; 
FROM ACCIN INTO CURSOR LPC 

This creates a list of plots with their disturbance class in a temporary 
database called LPC CLOss percent Class>. The liFO function classifies plots 
such that those with less than 20% basal area loss are class 1, and others 
are class 2. The 20% threshold was selected as splitting the plots into 
approximately equal groups. 

Replacing the liFO function by one such as INTCLOSSPCT/10l +1 would divide 
the plots into 10% loss classes, coded from 1 to 10 in the field LOSSK. The 
disadvantage is that for a limited number of plots (in this case 60 of 0.25 
hal, such a refined breakdown 
gives two few observations in 
each category to give a consist BorCODE LOSSK PROBIN 
ent gradation of recruitment 
probabilities. By nesting liFO 

004.02.01 
004.02.01 
005.01. 01 

1 
2 
1 

0.0370 
0.0183 
0.0497 

functions, multiple classes 005.01. 01 2 0.0928 
based on arbitrary intervals can 006.01.01 

006.01. 01 
1 
2 

0.0274 
0.0337 

be defined. For example: 009.01. 06 1 0.0511 
009.01.06 2 0.0416 

IIFCLOSSPCT<15,1, ; 016.01.99 
016.01.99 

1 
2 

0.0278 
0.0221 

IIFCLOSSPCT <40,2,3» 021. 99.99 1 0.0228 
021. 99.99 2 0.0180 

would give class 1 as tossss <15, 
023.16.99 
023.16.99 

1 
2 

0.1455 
0.1407 

class 2 as 15%-39%, and class 3 029.04.01 1 0.0328 
as 240%. 029.04.01 

029.04.02 
2 
1 

0.0678 
0.0347 

029.04.02 2 0.0974 
041.99.99 1 0.0374 
041. 99.99 2 0.0291 
047.01.01 1 0.0607 
047.01.01 2 0.0382 

Example 61 listing of selected species from PROBIN 
database with high recruitment probabilities 
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•	 SELECT ALL A.BOTCODE, B.LOSSK, CNT<RECRUm AS NIN ; 
FROM (PSP) A,LPC B INTO CURSOR RAWIN ; 
WHERE A.PLOTID=B.PLOTID AND A.RECRUIT; 
GROUP BY A.BOTCODE,B.LOSSK 

rms creates a temporary table called RAWIN of raw recruitment numbers 
over the total interval of measurement. The output file contains the 
botanical code of the species (BOTCODE), the loss % class (LOSSK>, and the 
raw recruitment count (RAWIN). 

•	 SELECT ALL LOSSK, SUM(NIN) AS TOTIN FROM RAWIN INTO CURSOR TOTIN ; 
GROUP BY LOSSK 

This creates a table showing the total recruitment numbers in each iossss 
class, for all species pooled. This temporv table is called TOTIN. 

•	 SELECT ALL A.BOTCODE, A.LOSSK, A.NIN/B.TOTIN AS PROBIN ; 
FROM RAWIN A, TOTIN B INTO TABLE PROBIN WHERE A.LOSSK = B.LOSSK 

ThiS creates the final table PROBIN of recruitment probabilities from the 
raw recruitment numbers in RAWIN, divided by the totals in TOTIN. There 
are three output fields: Botanical code (BOTCODE), tossss class (LOSSK>, and 
probability of recruitment (PROBIN). 

A selection Of values for some species with high recruitment probabilities are 
shown in Example 61 to illustrate the structure of PROBIN and the differential 
effects of the different disturbance levels. 

This data is presented graphically in Figure 33. species names have been 
substituted for the botanical codes, using further database query commands, and 
the resultant file exported to a graphics package. The graph shows that many of 
the commonly recruited species are favoured by higher levels of disturbance. 
cecropia species and Jacaranda cooste are typical pioneers. On the other hand, 
Duguetia ecntnoonore and Rinorea flavescens regenerate more heavily in the less 

disturbed forest. 
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Figure 33 Recruitment proportions of common species onthelogging experiment at Km 114, Tapajos, Brazil 

4.5	 Harvesting, silvicultural treatment, and logging damage 

4.5.1	 specification of harvesting and treatment rules 

The specification of rules for harvesting and associated silviculture in mixed 
tropical forests is complex, and many variations are possible. The most basic 
elements are generally felling cycle and a species-determined minimum felling 
diameter. The following is a list of criteria that may be applied in varying 
combinations: 

Felling	 cvcte: This is the period that elapses between successive harvesting 
operations. Whilst harvesting is commonly specified on the basis of 
felling cycle, there is no a priori necessity for this. It would be equally 
reasonable to specify felling when stands reach a certain basal area, for 
example, with a variable felling cycle between stands. 

Minimum felling diameter (MFDJ: This is generally a species-group dependent 
parameter, and controls the smallesttree that maybe felled in that group. 

Number of retained trees: A given number of trees may be retained above the 
MFD for a given species. This can be a suvtcuttural measure, to promote 
seed production, and a conservation measure, to ensure valuable trees or 
those of ecological importance are not logged to extinction. 

percentage of retained trees: This has a similar but weaker effect to retaining an 
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absolute number of trees per unit area above the MFD. 

percentage felled trees by size class: This is a complex rule to apply in mixed 
tropical forest. It is practiced in selection forest, where a specified 
proportion of removals from each class can be calculated to give a stable 
age-class structure using a matrix model (Usher, 1966, 1969). 

Adequacy ofadvance growth: In Malaysian and Indonesian management systems, 
the selection of the felling rules is determined on the basis of the 
presence of an adequate stock of pole sized advance growth (Poore et aI., 
1989). 

unaerstorev condition: In Ghana, a system hasrecently been adopted of scoring 
compartments according to indicators of fire damage and excessive 
canopy opening. Logging is only permitted in stands which are in good 
condition (Maginnis, 19941. 

Rules wh ich are based on the mensurational parameters of the tree growing stock 
can be readily incorporated into a growth model. Those that rely on subjective 
indicators, such as the Ghana unoerstorev condition scoring, are more difficult to 
accomodate as endogenous factors. 

The most common rules, and perhaps the most practical to implement and 
enforce, involve the combination of felling cycle, minimum felling diameter, and 
numbers of retained trees above the minimum diameter. The programming 
example will consider how these can be used in a cohort model. 

suvrculturai treatments that involve the poisoning or girdling of trees that are 
competitors to commercial species can be accomooateo directly in tree-position 
models. One of the strengths of this class of model is the facility with which 
crown thinning may be modelled. In a cohort or other non-spatial model, 
empirical information about the size distribution of trees marked for thinning is 
required. rniscan then be simulated as mortality on the specified size and species 
distribution. These empirical distributions can be determined from static 
sampling, and do not require PSP measurements. 

suvicutturai treatments that influence non-tree components, such as fire control 
and climber cutting cannot be modelled directly in a standard model. Indirectly, 
categorical variables may be used in some growth functions to indicate the levels 
of treatment applied, provided empirical data isavailable to distinguish the effects 
of treatment. 

4.5.2 Normative and empirical simulation of harvesting 

Normative simulation of harvesting constitutes the application of given felling 
rules in a full and complete manner, without consideration of the variable effects 
of markets, logistics, and other factors that may lead to either incomplete or 
excessive felling of some categories of trees. 
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Empirical simulation of harvesting requires statistical information on species and 
sizes actually removed from the forest. It can reflect the fact that some 
'commercial species' are in fact in little real demand. It can also reflect the 
unauthorised logging of trees in protected categories or below the minimum 
felling diameter. 

A normative harvesting model therefore specifies what should happen, whereas 
an empirical one indicates what actually does happen. 

A normative model is readily developed, using the logical application of a given 
set of felling rules. The normative approach isappropriate for the preparation of 
felling plans and estimates of allowable cut and sustained yield. 

An empirical model requires statistical data on trees actually removed from the 
forest, in terms of species and size distribution. This may be obtained from 
conventional trade statistics in some countries. In other cases, it may require 
specific monitoring studies or pre- and post-harvesting inventories. An empirical 
approach isappropriate when attempting to project actual output from a forest 
area. or when attempting to determine the long-term sustainability or effects of 
current pattern of operations. 

The distinction between the normative and empirical situation can be very 
considerable. There are many species which are partially commercial, which may 
be listed as part of the yield or planned output from the forest, but which cannot 
in fact be absorbed by markets. A comprehensive study should examine both 
normative and empirical outputs, and use the comparative information to 
improve controls on forest management. Such a comparative study canalsofocus 
attention on species which should be promoted, and others which should be 
protected. 

vanclay (1989b) demonstrated an approach to the development of empirical 
functions for the probability of harvesting a stem, based on species. size, and time 
since the last felling operation. Alder (1990) usedtrade statistics to determine the 
percentage of mature trees likely to be removed in particular species groups. In 
the CAFOGROM model discussed in the case study. very limited data was available 
on empirical effects of harvesting, and a primarily normative approach was 
adopted. 

4.5.3 Modelling logging damage 

Logging damage is an important consequence of harvesting, and one which 
influences future stand growth and yield. PSP data can be used to show how 
mortality changesfollowing logging, or on plots with different logging intensities. 
The effects are likely to be clearest if the PSPs form part of a logging experiment 
with awide range of carefully specified treatments. Monitoring PSPs may not give 
a clear record of the timing or nature of logging. 

Logging damage to individual trees may be of varying severity. and will translate 
into short- or long-term mortality to a degree that depends on the characteristics 
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